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ABSTRACT

The school is a small Catholic secondary (550+) in an inner-city area,
implementing a positive behavioural policy. The research is a case study of
year heads and aspectsof their perceived role(s). It was undertaken in line
with the drive for school improvement and effectiveness,which focuses on
learning. Interviews were carried out within and outside pastoral middle
and senior management,meetings were observed, and class tutors were
surveyed using a questionnaire to ascertain their views of their line
managers' roles.
The sample included twelve class tutors, five year heads and several middle
and senior managers,plus observations of many meetings and examination
of some documents.Detailed semi-structured interviews were conducted
and a substantial questionnaire accessedclass tutors' expectations of the
year head role with regard to the policy. Data on how roles were sent and
how people knew what to do emerged.
Following an initial study, research instruments were further developedand
tested. Data were coded and assessedqualitatively. They were thematically
analysed using some grounded theory methods. This case study will show
year heads working ceaselesslyto fulfil the tasks associated with their roles,
in the context of the implementation of the positive behavioural policy,
within the setting examined, but it will reveal their own feelings of a
shortfall between the enacted role and the subjective role, limiting their
perceived effectivenesswithin role.
A key issue which appeared was that roles and effectiveness within the
context of Pastoral' middle leadership werefound to be dependent upon
trust and autonomy. Themessuch as time shortage, training needs,role
tensions and overload emergedfrom the data. Another theme uncovered
was manyparticipants' disregard of the pastoral/academic divide,
preferring a more holistic role for year heads.
Conclusions tentatively suggesting ideas of distributed leadership and
communities of practice, as possible solutions to the problems of such
middle leader role fulfilment, were drawn.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

and RATIONALE

INTRODUCTION

This researchexamines the perceived roles of year heads,in a secondary
school where the researcheris employed as a teacher, with particular
reference to the implementation of a positive behavioural policy. Looking at
the concept of a 'role' and of fulfilling it effectively in one's own eyes and in
the eyes of others was thought to be an interesting framework through
which to look at the year head. Although the focus leaves out a sizeable
portion of the role in order to keep the study within manageable limits, it
provides the opportunity to strip away aspectsof the role, leaving this one
multi-faceted view.

THE SCHOOL

The schoolwherethe casestudyhasbeenconductedhas 550+ pupils aged
11-18,anda4 or 5 classentry at ageeleven(Year 8). It is an all-girl
Catholic,non-selective,inner-city secondaryschool,fully fundedby the
local Educationand Library Board(ELB). It was run by the Dominican
religiousorder,who remainits trustees,but hashada lay principal since
September2002. Almost two thirds of the intakehas free schoolmeals.
Thereare someproblemsof unevenattendanceand punctuality.While a few
pupils exhibit a poor work ethic,at the other endof the spectrum,pupils
regularly illustratethe paucity of the '11 plus' selectivesystemin Northern
Ireland.Also, the growth of post-16is a testimonyto the schoolasa caring,
learningcommunity.The schoolhasachieveda CharterMark and an
Investorin PeopleAward within the lastfour years,eachan affirmation of
the calibre of the staff.
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A few years ago, the school appointed a year head for each intake year on
one management point with two key stage (KS) tutors or co-ordinators as
their line managerswith four management points each, and membership of
the senior managementteam (SMT). Above them came vice-principal (VP)
and principal. As this management structure and referral hierarchy was
emerging as part of the pastoral system, the school developed a positive
behaviour policy which all teacherswere consulted on. It specified rights
and responsibilities for pupils, teachersand parents,highlighting
unacceptable behaviours and focusing on rewards. A diagram of the referral
system is reproduced below.

THE STRUCTURE*OF THE BEHAVIOURAL REFERRAL
SYSTEM for KEY STAGESTHREE AND FOUR
(COMPULSORYSCHOOLING)
FIG. 1.1
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* SinceSeptember2003there are now two Vice Principals.
Regularkey stagemeetingswith their headsof year areheld by the KS
tutors andeachyearheadhas a teamof 4-5 classtutors, directly responsible
for their own classgroups.Thepolicy, now in its third year (2003),is still
being implemented,and only at the beginningof the academicyear
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2002/2003 were consultations on the section concerning parents being
discussed,in observed year meetings.

In addition to this structure the school hasthe system of headsof subject
departments(HODs), with many teachersbelonging to two departments.
HOD meetings are always chaired by the principal. Most subject teachers
are class tutors, following their students through their five years and the
allocation does not follow any pattern. The tutor is, theoretically, the first
point of reference if a child is experiencing any difficulty, successor
improvement, whether personal or academic.

HOW THE BEHAVIOURAL

SYSTEM WORKS

If a pupil misbehaves,beyond normal classroom discipline occurrences,
after three incident reports, she will be on report to her class tutor for three
weeks (15 reports). Each report will be completed by every subject teacher
each day, seenby her tutor at afternoon registration, signed by a parent that
evening and filed next morning as a new report is issued. Referral to the
year head follows if there is no improvement. More serious incidents are
referred straight to the year headswho are seen as "trouble shooters"
(Clemett and Pearce, 1986, pg.55). Praise is lavished for good work,
improvements in behaviour etc. Certificates are distributed at year
assembliesfor excellent attendance or endeavour. There are small prizes and
trips out. Class tutors monitor the attendanceand conduct of the class by
viewing the conduct books, which each pupil leader carries to every lesson.
Year heads also develop an overview of the academic and other progress of
pupils in the year group, by studying the twice yearly reports to parents
following formal tests. They try to visit classesat the daily registrations,
supporting tutors when and where they can. They monitor and follow up
persistent latecomers and poor attenders, as well as having some pupils on
direct report. With these, they implement their own sanctions, and keep a
further three weeks of paperwork. They are focused on improving the
learning situation, and minimising any disruption, for their year groups.
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More serious discipline problems are referred up to KS tutors or the VP.
Such referrals utilise the ELB behavioural support service. Parentsare
involved in signing daily reports and are telephoned by class tutors and year
heads.

The behavioural policy is part of a much wider pastoral system caring for
each child, so this description of the year head role actually representsa
portion of the role, as can be seenfrom the job descriptions (two versions,
Appendices 5& 6). The school prides itself on working with all pupils and
exclusions seldom occur. As well as the SENCO (Special Educational
Needs Co-ordinator), one teacher has an additional role as school counsellor
and seespupils with emotional difficulties. Each year group has one special
needsclass and staff have built up both expertise in working with these
children, and in stretching more able pupils. Teachersdevelop, or ask
advice on, strategiesto work with difficult pupils. Classesare streamedby
ability, and tutors of some lower ability forms have children with many
problems, including challenging behaviours. Consequently, class tutors and
year headsare extremely busy on a daily basis, as was evidenced when
interviews for this researchwere being arranged.

A RATIONALE FOR THE RESEARCH

In informal staffroomconversationsover many years,classtutors statedthat
they felt over-worked.Now with a full systemof year headsin placeastheir
immediateline managers,with promotedpostsfor pastoral/behavioural
work, the situationshouldhavechanged.What expectationsand perceptions
would classtutors andindeedkey stagetutors haveof the yearheads?What
would year heads'own perceptionsbe?What expectationswould others
haveof them? How would their effectivenessin termsof fulfilling the role
bejudged?Sincerole is a much wider conceptthan ajob description,and
includesthe incumbents'own expectationsof the role, aswell as
expectationsof othersthen this representsa valid themefor research.A case
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study therefore, looking at aspectsof the head of year (HOY) role in relation

to the implementationof thebehaviouralpolicy wasthoughtto be the best
way to obtaina detailedinsight.
The element of originality in this interpretative research,lies in the fact that
few writers have analysedthe role of the pastoral middle manager ie year
head. While journals such as Pastoral Care have published papers on year
heads and other pastoral managers,no researchhas been uncovered using
role theory to analyse the year head role, including aspectsof the perceived
role, the expectations of the role, effectiveness, the pressuresand how these
are handled. The researchquestions addressedare of relevance to such role
holders in schools and to senior managers.In addition the findings could be
of interest to policy makers and others from the point of view of best
practice, particularly if further research were to examine the situation in
other schools.

Although there are disadvantagesto doing this through a case study in only
one school, the unparalleled accessof an insider researcher is one positive
consideration. Hopefully the school chosen doesnot exhibit too many
unique features thereby robbing any analysis of findings of some element of
generalisability. This possibility seems unlikely given that the difficulties of
academic middle managers'role interpretations have been found to be
widespread, for example by Bennett (1995) and subsequently, Wise (1999,
2001 and 2003), Wise and Bush (1999) and latterly Wise and Bennett
(2003b).

Uncoveringthe nuancesof the year heads'interpretationsof their own roles,
has includedboth the featuresuniqueto the role andthosegenericproblems
of middle managerseverywhere.It is suggestedthat the analytical
interpretationsandtentativeconclusionswhich haveemerged,whilst
applyingmost specificallyto the situationin the schoolin which the
researchwas conducted,are likely to havesomewider application.
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The researchwas felt to be worthwhile in the context of the general thrust in
education towards school effectiveness and improvement. It could be
developed or repeated in the future elsewhere by interview or survey, to see
if the findings could be replicated to a lesser or greater extent.
The initial umbrella conceptual framework of role from the Initial Study
(Gordon 2002, pg.5) was merely a primitive embryo grouping of aspectsof
role. It grew out of the initial readings such as Burnham (1975), Handy
(1999) and Wise (1999). Thereafter later versions were developed in the
light of further reading. The current framework, which would be better
illustrated as a three dimensional diagram, is best interpreted as twin lenses
or filters of `Role Theory' and `Effectiveness', through which the other
aspects,for example managementand leadership, are viewed. This version
representsa `great leap forward' in thinking following the realisation that
role theory and effectiveness actually underpinned all the other aspects.
Double-headed arrows associatethe foci with each other whilst retaining
their link to the core: Year Head Roles. This is reproduced on page 10
(FIG. 2.1).

The researchfocus,in examiningthe HOY role, or roles, from a variety of
perspectives,in the contextof the implementationof the behaviouralpolicy
in onespecific school,turnsa magnifieronto the `job'. This focusunpacks
into severalresearchquestions,listedhereand expandeduponlater
(TABLE. 3.1, Chapter3).

f

Whatare year heads'ownperceptionsof their role(s) (in the contextof
thepositive behaviourpolicy and their expectations)?

f

How do class tutors perceive/send the year head role?

f

How do seniormanagersperceive/sendtheyear headrole?

f

How do other middlemanagersperceivethe role of theyear head?
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f

How does anyone in the role set of a year head know what to do?

Thesequestionsweredevelopedin the courseof the initial readingaround
this researchandwere refinedasthe conceptualframeworkwas modified.
The aim therefore of this researchis to unpick these questions in order to
uncover various perceptions of the year head role, held by participants. The
ultimate goal is to understand more fully the HOY role, having examined it
from several angles, and to produce a dissertation of interest and relevance
to the school involved as well as to those engagedin the study of middle
leaders. The need for greater understanding of roles within schools is in line
with the current interest in improving the learning environment for all.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE

REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The various sections of this literature review began with an initial reading of
Handy (1999), and grew as the reading opened up, firstly, other aspectsof
role, uncovering the idea that there was actually role theory, which in turn
suggestedother writers in the field of management or leadership who had
either used role theory (Wise, 1999) or partially critiqued it (Schmidt,
2000). These led into middle management literature. Further literature
searchesof academic libraries and electronic data basessuch as ZETOC,
ERIC and BIDS, using key words, uncovered more, including the important
aspect of distributed leadership, but very little on pastoral middle leaders
other than the older seminal literature (Marland, 1974; Hamblin, 1981; Best
et al, 1983 and Blackburn, 1983).

A searchof the PastoralCareJournaldatabaseuncoveredsix useful papers,
half of which werehoweverfrom the late 1980s.From 2000,thisjournal
hasfocusedmore on bullying, bereavement,peersupportand inclusion,as
confirmedby Best's (2002)pastoralliteraturereview. Hencethe higher
percentagein this dissertationof older literaturewith only 40 % from 1999
onwards.Consultingthe databasecompiledby Bennettet al (2003c)for the
NCSL (National Collegefor SchoolLeadership)literaturereview on middle
leaders(Bennettet al, 2003b) confirmedthis lack of writing on pastoral
middle managersso a gap in the literaturewasuncovered.
`Effectiveness'proveda bit of a Leviathanbut was perseveredwith and was
brokendown into somecomponentpartslike communication,time and
training. Searchesof conferencepapersopenedup the areasof trust,
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autonomy and professionalism. Culture and power formed the last major
section of the literature review from early reading of Wallace and Hall
(1997) which was further justified by the whole `faith school' debate
(Cubillo and Brown, 2003). As more literature was uncovered and read, it
became apparent that this whole study covered a very broad areaand was
growing exponentially so a decision was taken to limit the number of
sections and not pursue some interesting concepts, seenas less central, such
as change and an ambiguity perspective, originally included.

The Conceptual Framework (Fig. 2.1) on the next page is the final version
of attempts to link the aspectsand ideas which emerged from the literature
and the earlier versions of frameworks from the Initial Study (Gordon,
2002) and elsewhere. The two rectangles (Fig. 2.1) represent the two lenses
through which the other concepts are viewed in the course of the research. A
two-dimensional diagram produced with limited IT skills does not really
capture the three-dimensional effect which it aims to portray. The two-way
arrows on each of the categories eg Trust, autonomy and professionalism, or
Middle management and Leadership, attempt to show their linkages to each
other, whilst feeding into the Roles of Year Heads central category, but still
fail to convey the overlaps, for example between autonomy, professionalism
and culture. This chapter explores in turn each of the main concepts as
shown in this diagram (pg. 10).
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THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

FIG. 2.1
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ROLE THEORY AND ROLES

Handy's (1999) explanation of the concept of role theory in terms of role
set, role definition, role ambiguity and so on provided a useful framework
(filter), through which to shapethe reading. "Role theory is the key to the
tricky area of how we perceive other people" (ibid pg.76). He states,
"... roles and the perception of roles underlie all interactions between
individuals" (pg.93). This therefore underpins this research.Hargreaves
ascribes the word `role' to "... prescriptions about the behaviour of a person
occupying a given position... which direct the behaviour of the role
incumbent or actor" (1972, pg.71).

In life, each of us occupies multiple roles and we act out each one, albeit
with varying degreesof success. For example, a person may be a woman,
wife, mother, teacher, friend and daughter in addition to job-related or
professional roles held. These are all different roles and the expectations
others have of these roles also greatly affect how they are enacted. The sub
roles within the term `mother' alone are myriad, as are the observable
variations in the numerous enactments. Each of these roles requires a
different set of behaviours or acting skills, and, as Hargreaves
acknowledges, "The concept of role (is) drawn from the world of theatre"
(1972, pg.93).

In Schmidt's study(2000,pg.838),one departmentheadremarkedhow
differently shehadto behavein her new role. This would seemto be another
useof the actoranalogyand indeedshelater mentions"... pathwaysof rolecreating"(pg.841). However,Schmidt'sresearchwould strongly suggest
that new role incumbentsare actuallyquite lost in the ambiguitiesof their
role becauseof a lack of training andmentoring,beyondrudimentarystage
directions.Thereare no rehearsals- it is 'First Night' assoonasoneis
appointed.
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It is important to realise, however, that an assumed role is without a script.
A better analogy would be an improvisation so the player can, in effect,
make it up but is constrained by others also in roles, also improvising and
influencing the action. Best et al (1983, pg.54) talk of the tenserelationship
between the free and rational actor, and "the formal structure of role
expectations". There is therefore a tension inherent in the notion of a role
and of fulfilling a multiplicity of expectations. This idea of the actor
performing (making) a role helps to further concepts such as role conflict
and role ambiguity, explained later. Sadler, discussing pastoral roles (1989,
pg.26), believes the concept of `role' has "preconceived limitations on
individuality" (pg.29) and is a straitjacket. Again, this is interpreting role
somewhat narrowly as in a scripted play rather than in a more innovative
drama. Hall's (1997) concept of role making however provides the
necessarycounterbalance to Sadler's functionalist view.

"Positionsare...definedby the relationshipto other peopleor positions"
(Burnham,1975,pg.201). This is exactly what makesthis field sopotentially
interesting.He alsoasserts:
A role is the dynamicaspectof a position... Each
role incumbentis expectedto perform certainkinds
of functions,andto act in certainspecific and
differentiatedwaysin his(sic) relationswith the
personswith whom he interacts...Theconceptsof
role androle expectationsthusprovide one way of
thinking aboutadministrativebehaviour(pg.202).
Although Burnham(1975)statesthat role is in fact linked with
position,andnot for example,with the personwho is (temporarily)
theyear head,nevertheless,becausepeoplebring their own
personalitiesto bearon how they fulfil a role, "actual role
performancemay be [seenas] a fusion of role expectationsand 'self'. "
However,his view "what one is expectedto do is prescribed,how one
actuallyplays the role will be distinguishedby personalnuances"
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(ibid, pg.202), can be challenged in that one can argue that the role is
"prescribed" to some extent by former incumbents and by the
expectations of the role set members. Any role is therefore an
amalgamation of interpretations and perceptions.

Wise's statement(1999,pg.34) setsthe scenefor the main study:
So, an individual can be expected to perform in
many different roles and role is the set of
behaviours expected of an individual, in a
particular situation, given their position within
a structure as defined by their relationships

with others,at that momentin time. But... because
role definition is dynamic,it is susceptibleto
differential perceptionwhich can causeproblems.
Becauseeach of us occupies more than one role, the potential for
misunderstandings and role conflict greatly increases.The concept of role is
problematic. Marland mentions the importance of role definition (1974,
pg.72) and Blackburn (1983, intro) notes that, for post holders "... there is
no generally-held definition of what such posts entail but rather a wide
variety of expectations of what will be achieved". Indeed, Hamblin asks
(1981, pg.259) pertinent questions about roles of tutors or year heads in
terms of; role expectations, role definition, management expectations of role
affecting role identity and concept, role stressesand lastly conflict with the
teaching role - interesting to unpick in the research.

Schmidt's (2000)research,on the perspectivesof 29 Canadiansecondary
schoolheadsof department,is relevantin the contextof interpreting
traditional role theory in that sheassertsthat the term "role remainsa
controversialone" (pg.830) being viewed as"a cultural given with little
implication for the individual" ie "they conventionallyexist prior to the
individuals designatedto occupythem evenbeing known". While this
includesexpectationsand their legitimacy or illegitimacy, asdiscussed
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below, it contrasts greatly with the social interactionist perspective which

sees,sheargues:
... a more complex, multi-dimensional notion of
role [where]... the individual is more than merely
the occupant of a position.. but rather, someone
.
fulfills(sic)
a role within the parameters of a
who
relationship to others whose actions reflect roles
with which the individual must identify (ibid).

This illustrates Wise's (1999, pg.34) view above that "role is dynamic".
Burnham (1975) also uses the description `dynamic' but links role much
more firmly with position. Burnham's "functionalist approach"

(Ribbins,1988,pg.61), whencontrastedwith Schmidt'smore subjectiveor
interactionistinterpretation,appearssomewhattwo dimensionalandreflects
a slightly older view of role.
Plummer (1975, pg. 18), puts it succinctly: and shows up the inherent

ambiguity of 'role':
The interactioniststartsout from the notion of men(sic)
busily constructingimagesof how they expectothersto
act in givenpositions(role-taking),evolving notionsof
how theythemselvesexpectto act in a given position
(role-making),and alsoimaginativelyviewing
themselvesasthey like to think of themselvesbeing
andactingin a givenposition (role identity)
(quotedin Schmidt,2000,pg.830).
ROLE AMBIGUITY

Handy's (1999,pg.63) no nonsensedefinition of this conceptstates
that it resultswheneverthere is uncertaintyin the mind of either the
role holder or his/herrole setasto the precisenatureof the role at any
given time. Storey's(2003)paperhasan excellentexampleof this
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where the science faculty head's interpretation of his role is very
different from the head's perception of it and leads to the resignation
of the former. Handy further notes that job descriptions, far from
being clear cut definitions of roles, are at middle level and above often
just duty lists "that say little about the more subtle and informal
expectations of the role" (pg.64). Yet, effectiveness is judged on the
fulfilment of expectations.

Again the seminal writers make the point that where the role of class tutor is
unclear, this in turn affects their perception with regard to the year head role
(Marland, 1974; Hamblin, 1981). Class tutors may seea post-holder being
paid for something which they do gratis and resentment may build,
(Hamblin, 1981, pg. 5). Although Warren (1994) notes that ambiguity may
surround a role, in terms of its job description not being widely known, she
suggeststhat an "exact role specification can be experienced by the role
incumbent as constraint" (pg. 187). Further, the actual job description, can be
almost a millstone for HOYs since it may stereotype their role as being
solely concerned with a limited conception of pastoral care, "... an inferior
welfare system, dealing only with `problem' pupils... " (Hamblin, 1981,
pg. 7).

Handy and Aitken's chapter on Facing the Future (1986) regarding
individuals in roles, reflects that just as in life, we take on too many roles at
once (role conflict) and "accept the definitions of our roles without
question... " (pg. 57). Schmidt (2000) also describesthe pressures of role
ambiguity on role incumbents. Hall (1997, pg. 71) notes that changes in
expectations within role sets can create such ambiguity. Marland (1974,
pg.81) suggeststhat roles should not be "finally or rigidly defined". Perhaps
this is key to letting role holders make the role ie the concept of role being
dynamic in the senseof being flexible and active. As Blackburn emphasises,
"Beyond role definitions, person meets person... Good relationships need
...
to be built" (1983, pgs.20-21). Handy and Aitken's (1986) view about the
choices, constraints and demands, with regard to managers(pg.62) opens up
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again the discussion of "role ambiguity". From these readings it is possible
to draw the interpretation that some role ambiguity is actually necessary.
Schmidt (2000) would suggest however that role ambiguity is a serious
source of stress, as does Wise (1999, pg.42).

Doherty's (1981) paper on evaluating pastoral care includes the following
role specifications, which emphasisethe ambiguity inherent in any role, and
link well with Plummer's (1975) comment above:

1. Theprescribedrole - what othersexpectthe year headto do
2. The subjective role - what the year head feels s/he should be doing
3. The enacted role - what the year head actually does
(pg.278, adapted and emphasis added. Original dealt with form tutor. )

These categories can be identified within those discussedby Schmidt (2000)
and can provide a focus to examine the individual year head's interpretation
of the role and contrast this with the interpretation of those above and below
in the management chain. It may also illustrate the reality of the HOY role,
better possibly than Bennett's (1995, pg.55) distinction between `normative'
ie how a job should be done and `analytical' how it is actually done.
`Should' will vary between the various sendersof the role and the year
head's own `ideal'. Equally, 'how' it is done depends on whose viewpoint is
being sought. It could be argued that Doherty's third category is
problematic, because,who judges what they actually do since this depends
on perception. However, comparing Plummer's interpretation of role
identity (1975, pg. 18) quoted earlier, "as they like to think of themselves"
with Doherty's "enacted role" one can seethat this can fit an interpretative
view.

In the schoolstudiedby Doherty,there was an absenceof detailedjob
descriptions,which addedto role ambiguity,compoundedby "... an
underlying implication that headsof year werereally servantsof the
academicstaff' (1981,pg.278). Screeny'sview that "the pastoralrole is... to
be concernedwith control ratherthan learning" (1986,abstractpg.1), is not
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supported by Lodge, for example (1999, pg. 11), who maps the changing
role of year headsthroughout the late 1980s reflected in titles such as `Year
Curriculum Co-ordinator' or `Managers of Learning'. New sets of
expectations of theseenhanced roles arose, further increasing intrinsic
ambiguities.

The phrase "legitimacy or illegitimacy of the expectations" (Burnham,
1975, pg.206) approachesthe nub of the problem. This is bound up with
school culture and politics so that questioning members of a year head's role
set is likely to reveal differing interpretations of what s/he should do to fulfil
any aspect of the role. The idea of "perceptual seduction" (pg.207),
explained as the role incumbent being persuaded"to perceive one set of
expectations as being more legitimate than another", warrants further
exploration. Teachersinteracting with each other in staffroom "gossip
groupings" (pg.205) and "in the routine of school life" and building up "a
climate of expectations about colleagues", is exactly what needs to be
uncovered. Similarly, Wise discussesfindings on the role of academic
middle managers"about which members of their role set... are thought to
have the most legitimate influence over the(ir) decisions" (2001, pg. 334).

The term `role set' is nicely definedby Handy (1999)asbeing the groupof
peoplethe focal personinteractswith (pg.62). At the sametime he outlines
'role definition' suggestingthis is a combinationof the expectationsof the
role setmembers.However,his definition doesnot appearto includethe
role holder'sexpectations,and seemsthereforeto be in reality Doherty's
(1981)prescribedrole, above.The difficulty thereforeof defining any role,
given the numberof views and expectationsimpinging on it, becomes
magnified andservesto showany role's deep-seatedambiguity.
ROLE CONFLICT/STRAIN/STRESSAND OVERLOAD

The conceptof role conflict, asdefinedby Grace(1972, pg.1) includesrole
stressand role strain and concernsrole occupantsmeetingproblem
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situations, some becauseof the nature of the role itself, caused by role
incompatibilities (pg.2). Distinguishing between inter-role and intra-role
conflicts (pg. 3), he explains the first as arising whenever a person occupies
two or more roles simultaneously, for example the teacher needing to attend
a family event which clashes with a school meeting. The latter he defines as
conflict within a specific role. Perhaps it is to the extent that role holders are
able to make the role, as Hall (1997, pg.63) discusses,which affects whether
they are subject to such role stress or strain. She seesrole strain,
straightforwardly, as occurring "when individual expectations are either
contradicted or not shared by others" (pg.69).

Hargreaves' believes that `role conflict' is an "alternate name" for `role
strain' (1972, pg. 74) whereas Handy interprets "role conflict" as something
most of us can handle some of (1999, pg. 67), and seesrole strain, "role
incompatibility", as one form of "role stress" which is, for him, "conflicting
expectations" within a role. One of Hall's examples of role conflict (ibid,
pg.64) is where a middle leader's preferred management style, how they "act
out their role", may be "at odds with senior managers'expectations of what
is appropriate". Handy's understanding of role conflict as "a collection of
roles that do not precisely fit" (ibid), suggeststhe multiple roles of any
human, mentioned earlier, which can be coped with until, as Handy notes,
role overload is experienced.

Role overload(Handy, 1999;Apple,1988;Marland,1974)becomesrelevant
in the contextof the broaderjob descriptionsincreasinglyfound in schools
nowadays.Apple, (1988,pg.105)with his Marxist analysisof overload,sees
it asa combinationof "deskilling" and "intensification". Slade(1991) gives
specificexamplesof such overloadingin the caseof pastoralstaff. Handy's
definition, above,asan extensionof role conflict and a form of role stress
thereforediffers substantiallyfrom work overload(pg.67). Doherty's (1981)
definitions of role specificationsdevelopGrace'swork (1972)on the
incompatibility of the variousexpectationsof role incumbents.
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In an effort to put role conflict into context, Ribbins (1988, pg. 61) quoting
Best et al (1983), also using an interactionist view, discusses"the
interpersonal negotiation which characterisesinteraction between roles"
(Best et al, 1983, pg.53). It is at the interface between roles, where
interaction occurs that role conflict or strain can develop, becauseof the
varying perceptions of those who feel they have a legitimate say in how a
role is carried out. Hall (1997, pg.64) speaksof "this dynamic of expectation
and interpretation around roles". Schmidt concurs stating:
A role becomes problematic when the purposes that
different people invest in it are conflicting or
contradictory; when they are far-ranging and limitless
and virtually impossible to fulfill(sic); when other
people's defined expectations for the role and its
purposes are at odds with one's own; ... (2000, pg. 830).

This indeedis the crux, yet this crucial argument,appliedwell in the
abovepaperto headsof department,hasnot beenappliedto pastoral
middle leader role enactmentsin any literature uncovered.

Another interesting concept is "role envy" (Allder, 1992, pg.3), defined as
emanating from those who have never filled a pastoral role and do not
understand the work involved. She explains, from the perspective of a
former HOD (head of department), that "pastoral heads can appear to be
very powerful people" whilst acknowledging that they are unlikely to feel
this. Perhapsothers may therefore have unrealistically high expectations of
the year head role, which could be problematic for the role incumbent.

CONCLUSION

While role theory gives ussomeinsight into the conceptof role, in orderto
examinethoroughly what is happeningto the role or roles of year headsin a
secondaryschoolin a time of change,one really needsto takean
interactionistview, asadvocatedby Schmidt,going beyondthe `static'
interpretationof role and viewing it from every angle,asthe three
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dimensional entity it is. In a recent paper, Marland (2002) acknowledged
that year head is "one of the hardestjobs to do in our education system"
(pg. 16). Whether role enhancementmakes it even more difficult, or if it is
part of the newer idea of shared-out leadership, will be interesting to probe.
Is this role becoming too arduous to be fulfilled effectively by any
conscientious incumbent? Thinking of Schmidt's (2000, pg. 830) comments
about others' expectations in the context of the fulfilment of a role, one
would need to look at who judges effectiveness and against what.

EFFECTIVENESS (OF YEAR HEADS)
The second lens of the conceptual framework (pg. 10), effectiveness (in the
context of pastoral middle leaders fulfilling their roles), can hopefully avoid
the school effectiveness/improvement split (Macbeath and Mortimore 2001,
pg. 2). Interpreting the term effectivenessalmost as being effectual,
organised, competent and able, literature was scanned for what aids,
particularly a middle manager/leader, in effectively fulfilling the role.

Bennett(1999) discussesrecognisingthe centralrole of middle level staff
vis-ä-vis the effectivenessdebatein the literatureon schools.His focus is on
HODs and he drawsattentionto theTTA (TeacherTraining Agency)
guidelineson effective subjectleaders(1998).More recently,the NAPCE
(National Associationfor PastoralCarein Education,2000)hasproduced
parallel guidelinesin a bid to improvepastoralleaders'effectiveness.These
identify someclassicwhole-school`distortions' in pastoralwork eg the
pastoral/curricularsplit (discussedlater), `fire fighting', watereddown
welfareand administrativeoverload(pg.4) all potentially negatingthe role
holder's effectiveness.Much earlier,Hamblin (1978, pg.7) mentions
pastoralmanagers'perceivedrole as "agentsof punishment"and Clemett
and Pearce(1986)echothis, noting that year headsarepushedinto the role
of "trouble-shooters"respondingin a "fire-brigade" way as;
ill
staff who may be unenthusiastic
... or simply
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equipped to provide effective pastoral care, pass
on the problems to a teacher `paid' to solve them,
thus negating the attempts to provide tutors with
the necessaryskills and resources (pg.55).

Aspects of effectiveness, in the context of both middle and specifically
pastoral managers,emerging repeatedly from the reading, and meriting sub
sections were; communication, time, training and the 'pastoral/academic
divide'.

COMMUNICATION

Effectiveness, as defined above, and whether of a role or of a school, is
likely to be greatly enhancedby effective communication. This would
include the effective communication of the role to the role holders, their
communication of the role itself and the communication system of the
organisation in which they operate.

Oneway a role is communicatedto a role holder is in how the wording of
thejob descriptionconveysthe expectationsof the seniormanagerswho
createdit (Appendices5&6). Marland (1974) says,"... the intermediate
pastoralhead...is a pivotal role without which the tutor will not know his
job and seniorstaff will be both impotentandcut off' (pg.81). Pivotal
suggeststhat communicationup anddown this `chainof command'is vital.
His emphasison the needto makethe "focus of thejob... clear, andits
relationshipsto the other postsworked out" (ibid) indicatesthat the role
needsto be communicatedto andby, the incumbent.
Herseyet al (2001,pg.309) assert,"Downward communicationis the most
commoncommunicationsystemusedin an organization.Communication
flows from a managerto a follower" mostly by writing. This is a vital part
of ensuringthe effectivenessof leadershipandlinks backto role androle
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theory as it is one of the ways role expectations are conveyed to a

subordinate.
Bell's view is that effective two-way communication is a major feature of
"the essenceof management" in a "community of professional colleagues"
(1997, pg. 119). In a study into the emotional side of leadership by Ginsberg
and Davies (2003) "Communication is the key" emerged as a major theme:
"being open in communication was important for organizational and
individual health and success" (pg.271).

A head interviewed by Howard (1988, pg.221) saw top management in
schools as two-way communicators. In contrast he saw middle management
as one-way communicators, up to top management. This seems questionable
given that researcherssuch as Wise (1999) have found that academic middle
managers focus on their teams' expectations, making middle managers also
two-way communicators.

Teachersbelong to different interest groups and, as Busher (1992) and
Hargreaves (1992) suggest, use both the formal and the informal
communications systems within any school. Busher's (1992, pgs.108-109)
concept of "crossover accountability" provides one view of how schools
actually work, as opposed to the 'line management' model, which he
suggestsis "a distraction from the effective pursuit of the purposes of the
organisation" (pg. 109). He explains that secondary school teachers are
accountable to one or more HODs, but also, if class tutors, to a head of year,
but they could be the HOD of a Year Head and vice versa. Hence the
communication systems, as well as the supposed`line management' get
complicated. Possibly, becauseof this multiplicity of accountabilities, the
effective fulfilment of any role, especially a middle one, is decreased.

Otherrecentliteratureviewing middle managersin fact as"piggy in the
middle " (Gold andEvans,2002),with stressfulworkloadsin termsof the
amountof paperworkexpected(pg.1), would further suggesta multiplicity
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of communication channels. Teachersin Busher's study, (1992, pgs.191192) were grateful to the year head for communicating with parents of
problem pupils as this increasedteachers' own effectiveness, in terms of
control. Such expectations of the HOY role have substantial time
implications.

TIME

Time emerged from the literature as an important theme within the concept
of effectiveness. Bell (1992) and Clemett and Pearce(1986, pg. 169) discuss
its lack. The latter suggest a figure of 30% of available time as necessaryfor
pastoral leaders to successfully fulfil their tasks. The lack of time for

teachersto be managersis confirmedby Bush (1995)while Handyand
Aitken (1986,pg.36) describemanagingas"disruptive" for teachers.That is
a good summaryof the problem,rememberingthat middle managersand
perhapsespecially'pastoral'onesare full time teachersalso.
The 'fire fighting' ie crisis managementrole distortion mentioned in the
NAPCE (2000) guidelines, is time consuming and warrants investigation. If
this is a significant problem, not only will time limited year headsbe more
likely to manage in a reactive way but more importantly, they will have no
time to display proactive, effective leadership, which will impact on the
expectations of both role holders and role set.

Busher(1992),researchingin the late eighties,found headsdrawing up
detailedjob descriptionsand allocatingspecificamountsof `directedtime'
to them. OneHOY found it "risible" having "only threenon-contactperiods
of directedtime a week" (pg.168)for his duties. Having little time to fulfil
an allocatedrole suggestsrole overloadaswell aswork overload,andleads
to stress(Wise, 1999).Gold and Evans(2002),referring to the stressof the
middle roles,mentionlack of time, role confusion,responsibilitywithout
power,and give examplesof teachingtime clashingwith management
duties.Bushernotes,with regardto this HOY above,that the numberof
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pastoral duties with no time allocation, stopped him doing his job
effectively (1992, pg. 177). Such a stressedmiddle leader will have only
limited effectiveness.

TRAINING

Dunham (1995) contributes to the debate on developing effective whole
school managementby asserting the urgent need for middle management
training (pg. 1). He shows up the dearth of relevant training in coping with
`people problems' (pg.5) rather than supposedtime management problems.
Participants on his courses think about effectiveness in the context of how
they do, or could, fulfil a middle management role. Allder (1992) also feels
that pastoral leaders need "sophisticated management skills" becausethey
deal with many layers of the school.

Experienced teachers identified these key skills (Dunham, 1995, pg.59) as

vital for middle managers:
Listening, delegating,decisionmakingand problem
solving, organising, motivating, communicating,
Planning, encouraging, supporting and evaluating.

If middle managersare not givenan opportunityto acquiresuchskills,
it is likely to impinge on their role effectiveness.Referringto role
ambiguity androle conflict, Hall (1997,pg.71) regardsasa major
problem,teachersassumingmanagementresponsibilitieswith little
preparation.ShecitesBennett's(1995,pg.143)strategyof addressing
this ambiguity throughpersonalmanagementdevelopment.
Dunhamneatly defineseffectivenessfor pastoralheads:
In the caseof pastoralcareheads,their role involves
a heavyteachingload combinedwith administration,
discipline andliaising with outsideagencies.Anyone
doing this demandingjob needsto be flexible and
well organised(1995,pg.139).
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He makes the point that "Trusting people to take some of the
responsibility is a key part of the middle manager's role" (pg.40).
Trust is emerging as a major theme in the reading and is discussed
later.

THE PASTORAL/ACADEMIC 'DIVIDE'
The "pastoral/academic divide" (Hamblin, 1978; Marland, 1974; Doherty,
1981; Screeny, 1986), is addressedin older literature and more recently as
yet another hindrance to effectiveness in the context of the year head role.
NAPCE (2000) brought out their "exemplification of the National Standards
for Subject leaders" for pastoral leaders, in order to show the numerous
analogies between these two. The booklet's format parallels the similarities
between pastoral and academic (curricular) leaders. The NACPE's view is
that "Pastoral care [is] a whole-school concern, and one which aims to
enhancethe achievement of pupils" (pg.2).

As explained earlier, they call the split a "distortion" (pg.4) and Lodge
concurs (1999, pg. 11), identifying it as disappearing in schools where
teachershave "opportunities to communicate about pupils' progress and
their overall achievements" (pg. 12) thereby enhancing effectiveness. She
welcomes the "enduring but changing" (pg. 11) nature of the HOY role.
Similarly, Reading's (1999) examples of year headswho are Year
Curriculum Co-ordinators or Curriculum Managers seem to effectively fulfil
viable roles, given the current educational focus on facilitating learning and
teaching. Co-operation between HOD roles and year head roles seemskey,
enhancing the effectiveness of each. Interestingly, in an earlier paper Allder
(1992) describes year head posts as "specifically pastoral" (pg.3) decrying
their being combined with curriculum responsibilities.
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CONCLUSION

This theme of effectiveness will be revisited as it is threads through the
entire thesis. Morris (2001, pg.22) suggeststhat teachersneed to be freed up
from extraneous tasks to "concentrate on their central role - driving up pupil
levels of achievement". In the context of pastoral middle leaders'
effectiveness, this provides a clear raison d'etre for headsto ensure that year
headshave the time and CPD (Continuing Professional Development), to
introduce and implement effective behavioural programmes and strategies
which complement school policies, thereby increasing the time available in
school for the prime business of learning.

So,whojudges the effectivenessof the yearheads?Looking back to the
discussionandvariousdefinitions within the role sectionit canbe seenthat
the role holdersthemselvesjudge their own performanceagainstboth their
job descriptionsandtheir own conceptof the role andits fulfilment. Also,
thoseabove,below and outsidetherole, whetherrole setmembersor not,
will havetheir own expectationsof the role holder,(including parentsand
pupils,not consideredhere).All will havetheir own perceptionsof, for
example,fairnessand consistencyin actionsandwords. The role holder will
thereforebejudged aseffectiveor ineffective on the basisof how s/he
implementsdaily the workings of the policy, and fulfils others'expectations;
expectationswhich will not necessarilybe immediatelyapparentor realistic.

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
In order to graspthe middle managementaspectsof the year headrole, and
its perception,it will be necessaryto look at someof the leadershipand
managementliterature.
A warning is soundedby Ribbins (1988,pg.73), that "... mostpublished
studiesof the role of middle manager...are seriouslydeficient in sofar as
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they decontextualise the role". He advocates seeing it in the context of
"other roles with which they commonly interact", and suggestsan "indepth.. case study approach to the study of middle management in the
.
secondary school"(ibid).

Bennett et al (2003a), whilst acknowledging that the terms `leader' and
`manager' are used almost interchangeably (pg.xi), discuss leadership as "a
contestedconcept" (pg.ix), outlining the debate between the focus on
leaders as charismatic beings with followers, and leadership as a "function"
(pg.x). While Bennett (1995, pg. 109) had asked if promoted teachers were
middle managers,then who were the junior managers,all teachers are seen
as managersnow, even by the government, as clarified by Morris (2001).
Government documents concentrate on the head, with some
acknowledgement of the SMT (Senior Management Team), but seldom
mention middle managers.The recently established NCSL (National
College for School Leadership) is endeavouring to change that with its focus
on middle leaders. In one of their recent publications, Bush (undated, pg. 1)
suggeststhat "middle level leaders do need to lead as well as to manage".
Presumably, the middle manager will need to share/distribute leadership in
turn, to increase effectiveness, which is only possible if they are truly
sharing in leadership, and not simply obeying orders, from above.

Wise andBennett(2003a,pg.3) foundthat middle leaders'own perceptions
of their role hadchangedlittle from 1996,nor hadexpectationsof it. That
being thecase,perhapsLodge's (1999)pastoralleaders,needan
environmentwhereleadershipis distributedamongstaff, enablingmiddle
leadersto play enhancedroles, assuggestedby the newtitles for year heads.
Hall (1997,pg.67) notesthat while suchcollaborationcan easerole
overload,"it alsorequiresrecognitionof changingroles reflectingshared
authority and staff involvementin major decisions"(emphasisadded).
Woodset al (2003,pg.5) suggestthat "the degreeof control andautonomy
is a major variablein distributed leadership".
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Busher's conclusion, that becauseof the unique "crossover accountability",
discussedearlier, the use of the "line managementmodel [is] inappropriate
to the purposes and staffing of schools" (1992, pg. 108), suggeststhe need to
find another model, beyond managementjargon. Scott's older paper (1989,
pg. 16) talks of notions of line managementreplacing those of professional
responsibility. As far back as 1974, Marland was questioning the "vertical
linear seniority" in most comprehensivesand arguing instead for "a
horizontal relationship basedon tasks" (pg.99).

Bennettsuggeststhat managers"are dependenton the actionsof thosethey
managefor success,just asmuch asthosetheymanagemay be dependent
on them for things like guidance,directionand resources"(1995,pg.57).
He seesan "exchange"relationship,(perhapsevensymbiotic). He notes,
"the acceptance
of defined rolesandresponsibilities,andestablished
a fundamental
proceduresfor completingtasks,demonstrates
consent to the managerial process" (original emphasis, pg. 58).

Much literature on leadership and teams was read and digested (Bell, 1992
& 1997; Dunham, 1995) but finally the needs of the researchsuggestednot
dwelling on the teams aspect and the conceptual framework was redrawn, as
in Fig 2.1, to reflect this.

A key role of middle managers as facilitators of staff development, is
discussedby Leask and Terrell (1997). Wise (2001) notes that while middle
managers' responsibility for their staff management role was previously not
accepted, "there is evidence that this has changed" (pg.340). Her paper deals
with academic middle managersbut this may be true of pastoral middle
managers also, and an investigation of the views of subordinatesand the
incumbents would be illuminating. (Nothing, concerning pastoral managers,
in this context, could be uncovered in the literature. ) This highlights the
problem of `autonomous' teachers as well as the lack of training for middle
management roles. If middle managers lack training, how will they provide
training for their teams? With pastoral middle leaders, possibly facilitating
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this with their teams of tutors who, from various subject departments, have

at leastdual responsibilitiesandloyalties,the problem is compounded.
The 'middleness' of a middle leader role is explicated in an interesting paper
by Gold and Evans (2002) where they query whether middle managersare
emergent leaders or in fact prospective senior leaders. They found that many
middle leadersopt not to apply for more senior roles, and perhaps this is
logical, given the findings of Cerniss (1995) on stress and burnout. Even
Morris (2001), Education Secretary then, acknowledges teachers' desire for
a work/life balance. Middle leaders suffer from lack of time (Wise and
Bennett, 2003a), so if further stressedby the conflicting expectations (Wise,
2003) of those above and below, possibly they do not apply for what they
perceive as more stressful positions. Their reluctance to fill in
questionnaires (Gold and Evans, 2002, pgs.3&4) seems to confirm their
overload. The frustration of the middleness of the role is also apparent in
some of Lodge's (1999, pg. 14) pastoral role holders with newly expanded
roles who, finding that they could not initiate change in their own schools,
suggestedthat their senior managerswould need to attend Lodge's course.

Busherand Harris (1999)describe`sharedleadership'asexhibiting
whatevertype of ethosthe leaderis imbuedwith, which ties in with the
burgeoningliteratureon `distributedleadership'(Hammersley-Fletcher,
2003; Harris, 2002).Thesetwo termsare often usedinterchangeably,as
Storeynotes(2003,pg.5), but the word `distributed'hasinteresting
implicationsin termsof who doesthedistributing and specifically what they
distribute.The link with power is obvious.
Storey'spaperdetailshow this can go wrong andthe difficulties of the
resultingclashof leaders.Neverthelessshenotesthe attractivenessof the
ideain terms of not overloadingthe headof an organisation,and its "huge
motivationalpotential" and "senseof empowerment"(pg.10) for a middle
leader,in its early phase,in the schoolshestudied.Therequirementfor
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"leaders at every level" (pg.6) especially in "'customer facing' roles" surely

fits the situationof middle pastoralleaders.
Woods et al (2003) detail many of the practices and meanings which have
become associated with the concept of 'distributed leadership'. They write of
"concertive action" (pg.4) which is "within a mutually trusting and
supportive culture". Perhapsif leadership were truly to be shared in this way
in a school, middle leaders would also be distributing leadership, and
consequently, the school community would gain.

Papersdescribingactualinstanceshowever,(Storey,2003)are less
sanguine,sono 'road map' is availablefor distributedleadership.Ratherit
"requireschoicesto be madeconcerningmattersof educationalvalue and
perceivedrights to participation" Woodset al (2003,pg.12). As yet, they
note,no dataare availablefor assessingthe " relationship between
distributed leadershipand learning" (original emphasis,ibid). They discuss
implicationsfor leadershipeffectivenessand schoolimprovement.Storey's
analysis,(2003,pg.11)that the "boundariesof responsibility" emergedasa
critical issuewith regardto distributedleadershipperhapsconnectswith the
problemsat the interfacesbetweenroles,discussedearlier (seepage19).
Harris (2002)is concernedthat currentleadershipmodels"evolved to
control organisationalfunctionsratherthan to improveteachingand
learning" (pg.3). Shestatesthat sincestrongcollegial collaborative
relationshipscontributeto schoolimprovement(pg.4), empoweringothers
to leadsuggestsan approachwhich has"distributive and transformational
principlesat its core" (pg.7). Shewarnshoweverthat if powerand control
are not relinquishedto others,then the bureaucratichierarchicalstructureis
simply maintained(pgs.8&9). Summingup, Harris notesthat unless
effectivedistributed leadershipactually generatesschoolimprovement,
impactingon the quality of teachingand learningand turning schoolsinto
true learningcommunities,(of thekind advocatedby Wenger(2000)and
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Sergiovanni (1994) perhaps), it will be "yet another redundant theory"

(pg.11).

Gronn (2003, pg.60) suggeststhat far from distributed leadership being
discovered it has merely been rediscovered as it is in fact "interdependence" which underpins leadership and not actually "followerdependence" (pg.72). His point is that the charismatic leader/hero
`shouldering the burden' description is at odds with the situation seenin
schools today. Even in very hierarchical situations, the SMT has always had
some leadership shared with or distributed to them. If this concept is going
to develop in schools, with the middle leadersbeing seen as true
leaders/managersmaking decisions, having responsibility, and influencing
school policy, this suggestsa collegial inter-dependentprofessional milieu
which most of those frustrated by the daily difficulties of working in the
middle, would welcome. How it would come about however, in the context
of "bullet-point lists of performance norms for school leaders" (Gronn,
2003, pg.71) as advocated by the competency standardsof, for example, the
NPQH (National Professional Qualification for Headship), is another
matter.

Morris (2001)acknowledgesthat teachershavehadto spendfar too much
time on clerical andadministrativetasksandthat insteadtheir centralrole
shouldbe "driving up pupil achievement"(pg.22). It is this aspectwhere
middle leaders'time would be well spent,but nowherein her speechis there
any mentionof either distributedleadership,or middle leaders.
The currentemphasison pastoralandacademicmiddle leadersnot being
differentiatedinto suchcategories,and having leadershiptype roles,asthe
NAPCE (2000)guidelinesclearly illustrate,hopefully showsthe real
situationin schools.However,no one hasasyet graspedthe nettle and
written aboutpastoralmiddle managers,with regardto distributed
leadership.Lodge (1999) detailsthe enhancedre-interpretedrole of the
Headof Year in many schoolsmorerecently. Changesof nameto
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Curriculum or Year Coordinator indicate this re-focusing onto pupil
learning, in line with the NAPCE Standardsdocument (2000). This paper
examines the role, cutting through many examples of "unrealistic or
distorted responsibilities" (Lodge, 1999, pg. 13). She feels that the role can
be "a strong contrast to the approach of the TTA's Standards". Rather than a
contrast however, the NAPCE's document aligns the standardsand flags up
the similarities and equalities clearly showing the irrelevance, for example,
of the so-called pastoral/curricular `split'. They stress(NAPCE, 2000), that
one core purpose of a pastoral leader is "responsibility for securing high
standardsof teaching and learning in their section" (pg.5). The document
would be useful for pastoral leaders reviewing their roles.

Other confusing aspectsof the middleness of the pastoral role specifically,
include Screeny's (1986) older view that the pastoral staff were supportive
of colleagues (while imposing a punitive system on pupils) and Brenton
(1989) stating that year headsfelt that support for colleagues should be
"automatic and unconditional" yet they were the "reference point" for pupils
and took "the pupils 'side" (original emphasis,pg. 20). These illustrations of
'pulls' of differing expectations perhaps add further to the `middle' aspects
of the role, if still current.

Gold et al's recentpaper(2002)looks at theNCSL's ten helpful propositions
in the contextof emergentleaders,(definedasteacherswho are beginning
to, or would like to, takeon formal leadershiproles). They view school
leadershipaspromotingan activeview of learningandbeing purposeful,
focusedandvalues-drivenbut alsoasa function that needsto be distributed
throughoutthe schoolcommunity.The extentto which an emergentor
middle leadercan distributeleadershipto the teamof coursedepends
entirelyon the culture and structureof the schoolinvolved, asthe authors
point out (ibid).
McGregor(2003,pg.114)focusesmore on leadershipasa processrather
than a personin a role. Sheseesdistributedleadershipnot asdistributed
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roles but as "(reciprocal) interactions". She looks at communities of
practice, a concept of Wenger's and others. This suggestsa strongly
collaborative culture with people discussing and working collegially. She
suggeststhat leadership works best when operating effectively "throughout
the staff' (pg. 122). Referring to alignment in Wenger's (2000) model, she
relates how:
Those in formal leadership roles such as 'Heads'
(of school, department or year, etc.) were seen
to have particular opportunity and responsibility
to mediate between local activities and wider
processes(pg. 123).

Noting the continued emphasis by the teachers in her study on "trust,
respect and praise" she suggeststhese are "major components of
`social capital"' (ibid) in communities of practice. Similarly,
Sergiovanni's (1994) stressesthroughout his influential book on
building community, the replacement of "I" by "we" (pg. 61) and he
reinforces the view of the school as a learning community by
suggesting that it should also be a community of leaders (pg. 169).

CONCLUSION

If Bush(undated,pg.7) is correctin asserting," Middle level
leadershipin English secondaryschoolsis in a processof transition"
thenhe feelsthat the next focusfor changeshouldbe, "teachingand
learning",ratherthan routine administration,hence"the needfor a
programmeof continuingprofessionaldevelopment".He is speaking
primarily of subjectleadersbut the argumentholds validity for
pastoralleadersalsowho may emergefrom the narrowreactiverut of
more restrictiveroles, benefitinglearning.Brenton'solder studyof
year heads(1989), saw the role as "re-activeratherthan pro-active"
ratherthan managingby "planningco-ordinatingor evaluating"
(pg.24).
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The underlying implication in writings about shared or distributed
leadership seemsto be that sharing/devolving leadership, especially
down to middle leaders, will lead to greater effectiveness in the
fulfilling of roles, and ultimately to improvements in how schools are
run and how learning takes place. Perhapsthis is rather a heavy
burden to place on one concept? The inferences in terms of trust,
autonomy and the problems of managing fellow professionals will be
picked up in the next section.

TRUST, AUTONOMY AND NOTIONS OF PROFESSIONALISM
When reading about middle managersor leaders, the concepts of trust,
autonomy and indeed professionalism recur (Bottery, 2003; Bassey, 2003).
It was thought better to deal with these separately, to uncover their value in
the current debatesin education. The position of this section, following
middle leadership, connects these ideas to the overall literature review, and
its position in the Conceptual Framework (Fig. 2.1) shows how it feeds into
Year Head Roles, whilst still coming under the overlays of Role Theory and
Effectiveness. The Wise et al (2003) paper in particular, in raising the issues
of autonomy and trust and linking them to professionalism "that mysterious
quality" (pg.3), confirmed their intimate connection with middle managers'
role enactments.

TRUST
Trust,which seemsan obviousadjunctto so-calleddistributedleadershipas
discussedearlier, is dealt with in detail in Bottery's(2003)article. He rightly
seesthis asbound up with teachermoraleasdoesMorris (2001),a former
teacher.An attitudeof lack of trust of the professionover severaldecadesis
systemic,emanatingfrom government.Bottery sees"teachermoraleand
trust" (pg.246) astopics high on currentgovernmentagendas,yet he points
out, "trust was not a problem in bureaucraticstructures[wherein]
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individuals were made predictable and controllable through the careful
delineation of their functions and roles" (pg.247). However, it could be
suggestedthat even in bureaucratic structures, like a hierarchical school,
teachers were trusted as role occupiers and autonomous professionals. The
assaulton autonomy and the lack of trust in society is visible now within
professional organisations such as schools. It is likely that the level of trust
within a true distributed leadership model needs to be very great since the
trust has to be accompanied by a leap of faith in the person being trusted
with some of the power and authority. Cerniss tells us that even seasoned
professionals need support. "The issue of trust seemsto be especially
critical" (1995, pg. 140). Bennett et al (2003b, pg.5), asserting that
"Collegiality

... rests on

trust", link this with professional autonomy.

Perceptionsregardingbeingtrustedwill impact on teachermoraleandon
role holders' own perceptionsof how they are fulfilling the role. Lack of
trust can act caustically,asMarquand,in the New Statesman(19thJan.
2004) describes:

a culture of distrustthat is corrodingthe valuesof
professionalism,citizenship,equity and service
like acid in the water supply (pgs.25-26).

Bottery illustrates the difference between the two concepts of trust and
being trusted which are often used interchangeably. Being trusted, he notes
(2003, pg. 248) is bound up with personal integrity. He discussesmany
aspectsof trust but those of 'practice' trust and 'role' trust seemrelevant to
the current research.He believes that practice trust (pg.252), which he views
using the useful metaphor of a gardener, cultivating trust and nurturing, can
be damaged by insufficient "interaction and communication" leading to
"seedsof mistrust" being sown. He suggeststhat the lack of extension of
trust "may be interpreted as not being trusted" (ibid).

For role trust his metaphoris the professional(2003,pg.253), inducting
peopleinto occupationseg doctorsor teachers(or a new HOY). His
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example is supply teachersbeing trusted to act professionally like the
permanent staff becausehaving the same cultural and value codes can shortcircuit the lengthy build up of practice trust. Such role trust is also bound up
with perceptions, how it is communicated (or not) and the expectations of
individuals because it is as multifaceted as role itself. He seesa downward
spiral when government is seenas not trusting professionals, affecting the
perceptions and expectations of outsiders. The professionals seethis as an
attack on their integrity and values. Consequently morale is lowered and "a
vicious cycle of declining trust" (ibid) results. His solution is a governmentgenerated "benign spiral of trust" (pg.257), particularly more time and more
role trust.

A year before Bottery's paper, O'Neill, in her (2002a) Reith Lecture dealing
with the crisis of trust in society states, "We trust colleagues to do as they
say." If this is no longer the case in schools as the term 'colleague' is
replaced by 'line manager', emphasising the hierarchy which colleague
effectively disguises, then her question seemsapt, when she queries if:

[T]he cultureof accountability actuallydamagestrust
...
ratherthan supportingit. Plantsdon'tflourish whenwe
pull themup too oftento checkhow their rootsare
growing: political institutionsandprofessionallife too
may not go well if we constantlyuproot themto
demonstratethat everythingis transparentand
trustworthy(2002b,pg.6).
This is an appositethought for all concernedwith the effectivenessof
professionalroles within schoolsandconnectswith Bottery'sdiscussionof
role trust. It seemsparticularly pertinentto middle managerswith their
Janus-likerole.
The"boundaryinterference"notedby Storey(2003,pg.14) is perhapsa
productof lack of trust and/ora breakdownin communication.It seemsvery
muchrole interference,or "territorial violation" (Handy,1999,pg.304). The
Sciencefaculty leaderfeaturedin Storey'spaperexpressedthis quite
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succinctly when noting that the head's idea of distributed leadership was

quite different from his own:
[H]e didn't have the confidence to allow other people

to disagree-a form of well-developeddistributed
leadership in my book (pg. 14).
The head had the ultimate (positional) power to remove staff not
implementing change in his way. Therefore, Storey concludes, distributed
leadership did not work here to sustain the phasesof change. This seems
like concrete evidence of the head's lack of role trust (Bottery, 2003), in the
science HOD, who emphasisedthe fact that the head had lost trust in him.

to makepeoplefeel
If trust is necessaryat every level of management
valuedandappreciated,presumablymiddle managers,in makingtheir teams
feel valued,benefit from feeling valuedandtrustedthemselveswhether
from above,below or both.
AUTONOMY
Autonomy is a tricky conceptto unpackbut it undoubtedlyfeedsinto role
effectivenessbecauseto be effective in aprofessionalrole onewould needa
level of autonomycommensurate
with the role holder'sperceptionof the
role. It is intricately connectedwith trust and hasalmostbeenartificially
separatedfor thepurposesof this discussion.Storey's(2003) example,
discussedabove,would seemto illustratethis intertwining. In the present
study,role holdersinterviewedare likely to have very different perceptions
of autonomy,dependingon their level in the hierarchy.If the essenceof
autonomyis control over resources,asDiggory (2005,pg.27) postulates,the
only resourcesheldby HOYs are;a limited amountof time, some
power/authority,someinformation/knowledge,and thetrust of somepeople
(their colleaguesor team).He addsthat, (pg.33) oneshouldtalk in termsof
"degree"of autonomy"in relationto powerand decision-making".As Bell
and Bush state(2002,pg.12) "autonomyis a complexnotion". Lack of
autonomy,or its perceivedlack, is likely to impact on the way HOYs do
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their jobs. If they feel they are not trusted to fulfil the role (the job
description and more) because,for example, they may feel monitored from
above, or in someway undermined, this could impact on their own (and
others') perceptions of their effectiveness. Supposedly they would need
autonomy to have the power to deal with situations themselves without
having to defer to higher layers of the behavioural team.

If greater autonomy leads to greater effectiveness, the pastoral middle
managersdiscussedin Lodge (1999) and in Harper and Barry (1999), would
seemto reinforce this. The heads of year who attended Lodge's courses
relished the additional responsibilities suggestedby the newer titles,
however, the difficulties they described with the existing structures in their
schools showed that their levels of (role) autonomy were not commensurate
with their responsibilities. In contrast, the implication of writings on
academic middle managers(Bennett, 1995) would seemto support the view
that whilst HODs are accountable, they also exhibit a large degree of
autonomy. Notwithstanding the situation in Storey's paper (2003), a
reasonable amount of autonomy seemsto be granted to HODs for them to
run their departments, particularly in areaswhere heads lack expertise.
However, a recent study (Bennett et al 2003b) suggeststhis is changing.

If the 60sand 70swere the goldenageof teachers'professionalautonomy,
Bottery (2003,pg.246) discussesthe "assaulton professionalautonomy"of
the lasttwenty years,which led to "a radically disempoweredprofession
afflicted by stress,apathyand a massivedesirefor early retirement".Bassey
(2003)also connectslow moraleto a "lack of professionalautonomy"and
suggestsstrongly that teachersneedto be "trustedasautonomousagents"
(pg.26). While this appliesto the autonomyof the individual teacher,it
inevitably extendsoutwardsinto other roleswhich teachershold.
Professionalsneedmeaningfulwork to remaindedicated,statesCerniss
(1995),but it is difficult to makeone'swork meaningfulin a situation
which lacks autonomy(pg.135).Further,he prescribesa high level of
autonomyasthe antidoteto stressand burnout(pg.138).
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Bottery seesEstelle Morris's views as signalling a move to "informed
autonomy" (2003, pg.248), when she proclaimed "a new era of trust in our
professionals on the part of the government" (Morris, 2001, pg. 1). This
leads to a consideration of what professionalism is.

NOTIONS OF PROFESSIONALISM
Many issues arising from the trust debate feed naturally into the view of
teaching as a profession and teachersas professionals. "Understandings of
professionalism involve norms of equality [and] autonomy... " Bennett et al
(2003b, pg. 5) suggest. Whether one speaksof a profession as devolved from
the old craft guilds of history, or in terms of a'calling'; or of a group of
highly qualified and accountable people, employing knowledge and skills
on behalf of others; the suggestion of an ethical way of behaving is implied.
Unlike doctors and lawyers, teachers do not control entry to their profession,
even with the advent of the General Teaching Council. Hence the historical
struggle for teaching to be seenas a profession rather than a semiprofession. Cerniss links autonomy to professionalism by revealing that the
high degree of
... enjoyed a
autonomy in their work" (1995, pg. 135). Day's definition, of "making a
"most satisfied and committed professionals

difference to the lives of pupils, students and professional colleagues"
(1995, pg. 109), surely fits pastoral middle leaders.

The Year Headin Busher'sstudy(1992,pg.168),quotedearlier concerning
lack of time, sawthis issueasundermininghis professionalismin
effectively managingpastoralcare for his pupils. A situationwheredirected
time is allocatedarbitrarily, for example,for numerousmeetingsactually
doesjust this. The notion of professionalismhasalwaysbeenboundup in
the older ideaof teachingasa `vocation' (a word muchusedin faith schools
in the 1970s),leadingto the long hours'cultureand the ideaof being
'trusted'to fulfil all dutiesno matterhow unreasonable.
Also, asCherniss
acknowledges:"One of the problemswith routinework in manyhelping
professionsis that thereis little tangiblefeedbackwhenprofessionals
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perform well" (1995, pg. 128). 'Professional' is the sort of concept which can
become a'double-edged weapon' for a teacher or manager.

Scott (1989, pg. 19) mentions "professional responsibility", an alternate form
of accountability and one which professionals would not object to, since as
he says, it involves codes of practice and sets of values, both of which are
self imposed. Yet, in schools, accountability seemssometimes to be used as
an undermining of the concept of autonomy, and Bennett et al (2003b, pg.6)
even mention "surveillance". Morris's speech (2001) focuses on
accountability with no mention of autonomy.

In the context of year heads,the multiplicity of duties with little time and
training to fulfil these, uncoupled from power or authority, and with
elements of ambiguity surrounding them, would seemto suggest a
denigration of `professionalism'. How are they to fulfil their own
perceptions of what it meansto be a professional with regard to their various
roles? Monahan (1998, pg. 57) sees"role clarity" as essential for year heads.
So how does all this fit with teachers' own ideas of professionalism? Morris
(2001) appearsto be sending mixed messagesby using the word "scrutiny"
but in the same breath stating, "Teachers have earned the trust of all of us
and we give it willingly" (pg.26).

CONCLUSION

For most teachersthesethreeconcepts;trust, autonomyandprofessionalism
areintertwined.Chernissputs it quite succinctly, "When professionalsare
ableto work in settingswherethere is a high degreeof both autonomyand
support,[ie trust] they feel more efficacious"(1995,pg.150).
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CULTURE AND POWER

This last section looks through a dual perspective (Wallace and Hall, 1997,
pg. 85) of culture and power in order to examine what happens in the
schools, wherein middle leadersneed to fulfil their roles, and in particular in
faith schools. What is describedas political within a school setting is often
inextricably bound up in its culture. Whilst not denying that micro political
processes(Ball, 1991; Busher,1992) exist, within the severe space
constraints of the present study some sections inevitably have had to be
conflated. Therefore, the decision has been taken not to focus on micro
politics, although politics was an aspect in earlier versions of the Conceptual
Framework, which is here subsumedinto culture and power.

CULTURE

Keeping this potentially enormous topic to some aspectsof culture, in the
context of a specific type of school, may serve to narrow it down to within
manageable limits. Fidler's definition of culture proved most useful, "the
distinctive way in which organisation members go about their work and
relate to each other" (1997, pg. 35). It is also, he notes, normative and so
represents,to the members of the organisation, the accepted ways of
operating (pg.36). If `ways of operating' are perceived to be changing,
views may conflict and Busher and Barker (2001, pg.5) clarify that
resistance "is a normal part of the decision-making processesof
organisations".

Obviously,schoolsof a particular religiousdenomination,ie faith schools,
have somedifferent andpeculiaraspectsof culture. Their climate or ethos
may differ substantiallyfrom that of a stateschool,andthis may imbueboth
staff andpupils with specificways of looking at the world. In a recent
enlighteningpaper,Cubillo andBrown (2003)discussleadership
specifically in faith schoolswith their distinctiveethosandsenseof mission.
The views in the papersuggestedan interestingthematicareato look at. For
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Catholic schools, such as the case study school, the moral dimension, is
apparent. In terms of pastoral and disciplinary matters, there is a dilemma in
using the ultimate sanction of exclusion from the school community as
inclusion is the Catholic ethos. Grace's (1995) discussion of this and other
difficulties for Catholic head teacherselucidates this.

Cubillo and Brown reinforce Sergiovanni's (1992) comments regarding the
spiritual and ethical leadership in Catholic schools, with the schools being
run as moral communities (2003,pg.7). The values held and spread by the
leaders need to be shared by staff, holding the samevision, as discussed
below. They mention a current dilemma for Catholic headsin that the
materials used to enable them to gain further professional qualifications for
example, the NPQH, exude managerialism rather than values and beliefs,
"leading inevitably to tensions between spiritual beliefs and such market
place accountability" (pg. 11). Yet, Day seesthe "possession of a personal
professional philosophy... vision" as a "prerequisite for effective headship"
(1995, pg. 116). He suggeststhat concern for the pastoral needsof pupils,
shared by the staff, and the whole "relationship web" whereby each feels
"valued first and foremost as a person" (pg. 117), implements the vision.
Much of this would apply equally to middle leaders because Day
emphasisesthe school as community and encouragesthe development of
"critical communities" (pg. 123) perhaps echoing some of Wenger's ideas,
referred to earlier.

A document produced by the Dominican Sisters (2001) proclaims that
the chief task of staff in a Dominican school is to implement the
Dominican vision (pg.4). Although this sounds like `management
speak' it actually reflects much older religious terminology. The
document focuses on whole staff development, "on issues pertaining
to the moral and social development of the students" (ibid) and
stressesthe pervasiveness of an inclusive caring culture or ethos,
adding, "It is only in an atmosphere of good relationships and mutual
respect that real learning can take place" (ibid, pg. 12). There is great
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emphasis on the building up of a "school community", as in the
literature referred to above, but with its also being a faith community.
This is likely to underpin the behavioural policy in the Dominican
school in this research.

Building up the culture of a school cannot simply rely on the charisma of
the principal. All teachers need to take a role in this. Pupils experience their
year head taking assembliesfor specific year groups, dealing with their
particular concerns. In a Catholic school, liturgies and para-liturgies add an
extra layer to the culture. At other assembliesthey seetheir principal or vice
principal praying with them.

A DENI (Departmentof Education,NorthernIreland) document(2001,
pg.6) aboutpositivebehaviourlays a duty on schoolsto developa climate
or ethoswhich fosterseffective learning.Stressingthat an effective
behaviourpolicy is fundamentalto successin the classroom,it states:
All youngpeople,from whateverbackground,
havea right to be valuedandrespected,to be
educatedin a secureandcaringenvironment,
andto havetheir abilities and talentsnurtured
and developed...(ibid).
In faith schoolsthere seemsto be a furtheremphasison fairness,with
leadersasrole modelsto the youngpeoplein their care,showingthe way, as
Cubillo andBrown (2003)seemto suggestin their phrase"translationof
missioninto practice"(pg.8).
Fidler (1997, pg. 41), discussing the internal orientation of a school's culture,

lists threefactors:
leadershipstyle(autocratic, consultative,participative)
working together(collaborative,co-operativeor independent)
relationshipwith children (friendly, business-like,repressive)
(original emphasis).
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There is also the issue of other cultures; whether all staff share (or accept)

the sameculture; pupils carryingtheir very different cultureswith themand
of course, various subcultures.

Concerning a culture of teachersworking together, Gold et al (2002) make
the point that a school with leadership firmly at the top, will "make the
emergent leader's attempts to distribute leadership more difficult" (pg.2).
They conclude:

Working collegially and promotinga culture
of collaboration in which tasks and responsibilities
are shared and leadership is distributed is likely to be
easier to operate if it is normal practice at all levels
within the school community (pg.2).

Viewing yearheadsaspossible"emergentleaders"and in the contextof
implementinga fairly newpositive behaviouralpolicy, this statementcould
be interpretedasbeing asmuch aboutpower,asit is aboutculture.
Another aspect discussedby Busher (1992) is a culture of effectiveness,
wherein pastoral managers (pg. 192), and others, are acknowledged to be
good at managing the most difficult pupils. He seesother teachersbeing
willing to allow pastoral managersmore "time resources" to deal with such
pupils as it makes life easier. He notes that being effective in this way with
difficult pupils (pg.270) does not depend on the formal position held in the
school.

The supportive side of the year head role, for the relevant staff, is detailed in
one of Bennett's (1995, pg. 127) case studies. However as Brown notes,
discussing subcultures and dysfunctional cultures, "It should always be
recalled that culture is not an inherently positive force in organisations"
(1998, pg.294). For example, if the dominant assumption about human
nature in the culture of a school was (Mc Gregor's Theory X), "people are
fundamentally lazy" rather than (Mc Gregor's Theory Y), "people are highly
self-motivated", (1960, quoted in Brown, 1998, pg. 28), perhaps this would
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leadto very different perceptionsof the yearhead(and other)roles. It would
also influencethe exerciseof powerandcontrol.
Although communication has been included under effectiveness, it merits a
mention under culture as it forms a link into aspectsof power discussed
below. The opennessor otherwise of the communication system (formal and
informal) within an organisation reveals a substantial amount about the
culture therein. Lobbying prior to meetings, accessto gatekeepers,gossip;
Busher discussesthese strategies(1992, pg.272). The control of the
communication systems and therefore the accessto information attests to
the power holders within a culture.

POWER
"Power", state Wallace and Hall (1997, pg.89), "refers to the capability of
individuals to intervene in events so as to alter their course". It is bound up
with the use of resources,they feel, which can be defined as sanctions,
rewards and include "various kinds of knowledge"(ibid). Power, they assert
may be "manifested in interaction" or may "remain latent" (pg.90). They
break power down into authority and influence and one can see how, for
example a middle leader in a school, could have a great deal of influence,
even if devolved little actual authority. Wallace and Hall's use of words like
covert, overt, manipulative, legitimate and illegitimate opens up the whole
idea of power being political as well as cultural.

Hales(2001,pg.36) describesmanagersfailing to establishauthority
becauseof their tendencyto frameproblems"in terms of overcoming
resistancethroughpowerover subordinates,ratherthan recognizingthe
interdependentandco-operativecharacterof work" andfailing to focus on
"power to". This could apply to overall managementin any school,asmuch
asto variousmanagerswithin one andconsequentlywould greatlylimit
effectivenessof co-operationin any teamasthis kind of authority might not
be legitimate in the minds of the subordinates.
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Howard (1988, pgs.61-62) contends that it is actually followers who 'give'
leaderspower ie the followers acknowledge its legitimacy. Similarly
Bennett (1995, pg.57) refers to the "exchange" relationship between
manager and managed. This is interesting, in view of Wise's (2001, pg.334)
finding that academic middle managersview the expectations of their
departmental members as being more legitimate than the role sendings from
those above. However, this view of followers is contestedwhen the realities
of some experiments in distributed leadership are examined. For example, in
Storey's paper (2003), the HOD of Science, whilst legitimated as a leader by
his department and with devolved power, at least initially from the head,
was ultimately unable to exercise authority when that power was withdrawn
from him from above. Busher and Barker (2001, pg.4) mention the "unequal
distribution of power... in all hierarchical organisations".

The middle schoolheadinterviewedby Howard (1988,pg.221) statedthat
he madea lot of decisionsbut that headsof year madedecisionsin their
areas"outsidethe head'sexpertise".This showsthat the headis
acknowledgingthe authorityof HOYs to suchmakedecisionsandtherefore
endowingtheHOYs with the requisitepower,and crucially, backingup
thosedecisionsif necessary.This headcontinued,"Nobody canmake all the
decisions..if you arenot delegatingyou'renot doing yourjob asa
.
manager"(ibid). However,earlier Howardillustratesthe other endof the
spectrum,a powerculturewherethe headcontrolseverything,"there is
nothing too trivial for the direct involvementof the head"(pg.46). Howard
suggeststhat this type of powerculturewould be "resentedandineffective"
(ibid) in a largerschool.
Emergingfrom someolder literature(Busher,1992;Howard,1988;
Allder, 1992),is the suggestionthat the tasksof pastoralheadsare more
closely relatedto thoseof seniormanagersthan for examplea HOD's tasks.
This suggeststhey havemore power,yet other studieseg Doherty (1981,
pg.278) showedpastoralstaff in a subordinaterole. Busher(1992,pgs.201202) notedthepastoralleaders'differing patternsof influence,as compared
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to HODs and "their [ie the HOYs] timetabled weekly individual meeting

with the head".
Many of those involved in the courses run by Lodge (1999), regarding
enhancedroles for pastoral managers, found that they lacked the power to
change fundamentally the way the year head role operated, or was
perceived, in their own schools. This is a difficulty of those in the middle,
especially in hierarchically organised secondary schools lacking the
characteristics of distributed leadership. "Distributed leadership is about the
distribution of both formal and informal power" (emphasis added, Woods et
al, 2003, pg.5).

Control of information and communications, as described by Busher (1992,
pg.226) with regard to senior staff, is of course a major source of power. It
is relevant to the effectiveness of year heads in particular becausethey rely
on the communication of information from both above and below, to get
things right.

CONCLUSION

The exploration of the literature re-shapedthe Conceptual Framework until
the final version (Fig. 2.1) emerged, after earlier versions had to be
discarded when some themes (like teams) proved less central than had first
been thought. Conversely, as reading progressed, some aspectsgrew, for
instance trust and autonomy, originally only touched on in the management
section of the Initial Study, came to merit a separatesection (with
professionalism), and correspondingly a separatebranch of the Conceptual
Framework. Arguably, they should actually be within culture. Nevertheless,
as explained in the introduction to this chapter, the two dimensionality of
the framework is somewhat unsatisfactory in the context of the need to
interlink all the aspectswhilst viewing through the twin filters of Role
Theory and Effectiveness.
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The main themes uncovered; aspectsof role, effectiveness, middle
management/leadership,trust, autonomy, professionalism, culture and
power, recur in the reading, suggesting fruitful ways to illuminate the
researchquestions, as listed (Table 3.1). In turn the instruments developed
neededto uncover these aspects,in the roles of pastoral middle leaders, in
order to ascertain the perceived roles of the year headsin terms of their own
and others' expectations, in the context of the implementation of a policy.
Literature and other sources of questions for one instrument are included in
Appendix 7. Distributed leadershipwas uncovered in the reading too late to
shapeany of the schedules, however the need and justification for leadership
at the middle level became increasing apparent as such reading proceeded.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
Johnson's(1994, pg. 184) prediction that planning social research, "forces
the recognition, and usually the questioning, of the researcher'sown
assumptionsabout social life", indeed proved accurate for the present
research.Decisions on methods, uncovered the deep underlying differences
in terms of what could be found out and why it would be important.

This researchis an investigation,in the form of a casestudy,into the year
head(pastoralmiddle manager)role. It was conductedin a secondary
school,wherethe researcherteachespupils with specialneedsbut doesnot
occupya managementrole. Thedecisionto usea casestudyapproachwas
logical given the researcher'sinterpretive,ratherthan positivist (normative)
that subjectivityratherthan objectivity
world-view andthe awareness
(Phillips, 1993),would influenceboth proceduresandresults.Consequently,
the qualitativemethodsused,neededrigorousplanning and implementation,
with appropriatevalidationand triangulationincorporatedinto the design.
Bassey'sdefinition of researchproveda useful, if awesome,startingpoint.
Researchis systematic,critical andself-critical
enquiry which aims to contributetowardsthe
advancementof knowledgeandwisdom
(1999,pg.38. quotedin Morrison, 2002,pg.5).
Cohen and Manion (1994, pg.5), who define research as "a combination of
both experience and reasoning", ascribe the "uneven progress" of education
in the western world in the past to an over reliance on experience alone.
Hence the need for systematic research.

Morrison (2002,pg.4) seesresearchas, "both an attitude andan activity".
Sheexplainsthat the intellectualinquiry involved in educationalresearchis
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" rooted in, and shapedby a number of researchtraditions, and multiple
...
inhabit"
(pg.
4).
Therefore
the
ways of viewing
educational worlds we
an
awarenessof these traditions and ways of viewing the world would seem to
be prerequisites for researchers.She adds that we bring our own
preconceptions to the work.

Johnson (1994) details the distinction between the positivist approach
associated with quantitative methods and the "relativist" view, (antipositivist), summing the latter up as "less confident of the existence of
social facts" (pg. 182). Her summary of relativist researcherschimes in
with the underlying views in the current thesis:

Their own view of theworld.. has developed
.
cumulatively,contributedto by their particular
life experience...in their researchthey set out to
understandmore aboutthe view of the world
which someotherpeople...have...to gain
insight into a perspective(ibid).
In particular, thinking about how people searchfor and come to know 'truth'
through experience, reasoning and research, as summarised by Cohen and
Manion (1994) in their introduction, brings a realisation that these questions
need to be grappled with before researchcan proceed. Is social reality "out
there" or "created by one's own mind" (pg.6). These are ontological
assumptions from the philosophical "nominalist-realist debate" (ibid). The
differing views of which "conceptions of social reality" (pg. 5) social science
research, including educational research, is following, determine the
methods used in any research. Morrison (2002, pg. 11) discussesontology
(how we perceive reality) but Usher (1997, pg.31) goes further noting that,
in a post-modem approach, "ontology precedes epistemology". Therefore
one needs to see/perceivethe world before one can researchany aspect, to
gain 'knowledge'.
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Also, consideration of epistemological assumptions about knowledge
and how it is communicated to other humans, (how acquired or how
personally experienced), dictates a reliance on or rejection of the
methods of natural science, Cohen and Manion (1994) suggest, in
other words, a positivist or anti-positivist stance. "Epistemology",
Usher (1997, pg.4) defines as, "a commitment to a particular way of
understanding the world and acting within it through research" and
discussesthe dominance of "positivist/empiricist epistemology" (pg.5)
and the challenge to it from "hermeneutic/interpretive epistemology".
These interpretive approaches,like grounded theory, searchfor order
(ibid, pg.6).

Questionsaboutknowledge,the 'how to know' or epistemology,are central
to the researchtask. Morrison (2002,pg.11) asserts:
Epistemological and methodological concerns

are implicatedat everystageof the research
process(ibid).
These,sheargues,continueinto the transformingof the collected
information into data "by the processof analysis"(pg.12).
Further, whether one views humans as mechanistic, or as beings with free
will (Cohen and Manion, 1994, pg. 7), also has direct implications for a
researcher'smethodology. This is of course an extreme, "nomothetic" versus
"idiographic" (pg.8). The perspective impacts on how the researchis
conducted and how the findings are understood. "Interpretation of the
subjective meanings which individuals place upon their action", is how
Cohen and Manion (pg. 10) explain the subjectivist conception. They note
that positivism is less successful when studying human behaviour, because
of that behaviour's "immense complexity" (pg. 12). Relativist is another way
to describe the interpretivist paradigm which Easterby-Smith et al (1994,
pg. 78) call "phenomenological or social constructionist". This is the basic
belief about the world that, "reality is socially constructed rather than
objectively determined" (ibid). Out of such a view grew the set of research
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questions, essentially to find out how the various participants experienced
the HOY role in terms of effectiveness.

Hence, this research,following broadly a non or anti-positivist or "relativist"
approach (Johnson, 1994), sets out to uncover how things look to the
participants in the case study, their views of the world, of the year head role,
as they encounter it, in the implementation of the behavioural policy.
Usher's (1997, pg. 5) contention that the focus should be on interpreting
"human action and interaction" is what is sought here.

An attempt was made to get at the underlying world-views of the
participants in the context of the title, by using multi-methods, by
approaching questions from different angles and probing deeply for
meanings and perceptions. It was necessaryto ascertain where participants
were 'coming from' in order to analysetheir views in relation to others' roles
and their own roles, and to assessexpectations. The researcher'sview of
society as "conflicted" and "ruled by those with accessto power" (Cohen
and Manion, 1994, pg. 10) is likely to have coloured the ways of asking the
questions.

In a normative study of behaviour, researchersassume the "taken-forgranted" and deal with "Macro-concepts" such as "roles, expectations"
(Cohen and Manion, 1994, pg.39). This interpretive researchhowever, was
investigating the "taken-for-granted" and was endeavouring to uncover
"Micro-concepts" such as, "individual perspective... definitions of
situations" (ibid). With the macro-concept of "role" seemingly already
defined in a job description it was important to thoroughly investigate how
the HOY role was seenfrom a variety of perspectives, including the
incumbents', and perceptions of effectiveness were relevant. Following the
"view of reality which stressesthe importance of the subjective experience
of individuals in the creation of the social world... ", this researchwas
mainly concerned with finding "... an understanding of the way in which the
individual creates, modifies and interprets the world... " (ibid, pg. 8). The
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approach therefore was mainly qualitative; the researchwas in effect
walking a fine line, consequently, modifications at every stage, in terms of
literature reviewed, participants chosen and developing versions of the
various instruments, were necessary.

Wengraf (2001) emphasisesthat researchersmust pay great attention to their
conceptual frameworks and clarify their researchquestions. Concepts, as
Cohen and Manion (1994, pg. 17) explain, enable us to make senseof reality
and impose meaning on the world, and social scientists' concepts enable
them to shapetheir perceptions of the world. The conceptual framework
(FIG. 2.1) for this research on perceived year head roles developed through
several distinct phasesas both the reading and the on-going analysis of data
helped to modify and refine it, identifying the key influences on the role and
consequently further refining the researchquestions. Becausean Initial
Study (Gordon, 2002) precededthe main researchby a year, thinking time
was built in and changesto instruments and approacheswere inevitable.

Embarkingupon this studyoccasioneda review of methodsusedby other
in varioustraditionsandtherewas an attractionto the research
researchers
methodologiesof both Nias (1993)andBall (1993)in particular,and their
ways of looking at the world. Thinking abouttheeventualrelationship
betweenthis pieceof researchandeducationalpracticemeantdecidingon a
casestudyasthe bestway of approachingthe researchquestionsand
accessingthe literatureon the broadsweepof qualitativemethodsassociated
with theenlightenmentmodel(E835, OpenUniversity, 1996).Working asa
lone researchermeantthat whilst semi-structuredinterviews and
unstructuredmeetingobservationswerekey, additionalinformation could
be collectedquickly by usinga small surveyemployingboth structuredand
unstructuredquestions.Sinceall instrumentsdevelopedhadto be piloted,
relevantquestionsand issuesneededto be synthesisedfrom the literatureat
an early stage.As an insider researcher,someof the concernsof pastoral
middle managerswereapparentand frequentlyheardin staffroom
conversations,and thebenefitsof having workedpreviously on the Initial
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Study (Gordon, 2002), which had flagged up issues, provided starting
points. Appendix 7 has the sources of the questions on the HOY interview
schedule added, as an example of this process and shows how the literature
fed into and informed the development of thesequestions.

It was noted that Nias (1993, pg. 137) had attempted to use grounded theory,
as developed by Glaser and Strauss(1967). Although Scott (2001, pg. 1) has
insisted upon the necessity for full transcripts for the sort of analysis
grounded theorists advocate, it was apparent from Nias's detailed accounts
of conducting her interviews, which were not taped, that her use of "a
personal shorthand", (pg. 135) whilst trying to maintain eye contact, was
very unlikely to have produced more than very detailed summaries, as in the
present research.The attraction of grounded theory, as one way of making
senseof the vast amounts of data being gathered, endured.

Nisbet and Watt's (1984) article, as well as Yin's (1994) work suggested
how to proceed. The former gave a good grounding in the design of a case
study, defining it as "a systematic investigation of a specific instance"
(original emphasis, pg.74) "Quoting casesto illustrate gives the picture a
three-dimensional reality" (pg. 73), and with case study now a "research
methodology in its own right" (ibid) it is possible to develop "general
procedural guidelines", including the important principle of cross-checking.
Yin's paper clarified that the casestudy "strategy" is "appropriate for 'how'
and 'why' questions" (1994, pg. 136). His definition of a research design as
"an action plan for getting from here to there" (original emphasis, pg. 135)
was appealing, as was his injunction that it should "stay within feasible
limits" (pg. 137). Some of his ideas for preparation for a case study, in terms
of discussions with colleagues and challenging oneself with questions about
what and why one is studying and what one hopes to learn, were adopted
(pg. 141). His acknowledgement that theory development is difficult and that
some studies are only 'exploratory' (pg. 140) took some pressure off at the
design stage,as did Cohen and Manion's assertion that "much of educational
researchis descriptive" (1994, pg. 16).
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Following Cowham (1994, pg. 281), a researchdiary was utilised, "to aid the
processesof reflection and analysis of critical events". This proved
invaluable. Miles and Huberman's (1984) source book initially proved
useful on the collection and coding of data, but the most informative advice
came from Strauss and Corbin (1998). Defining methodology clearly as a
"way of thinking about and studying social reality" (pg.3), two of several
characteristics of a grounded theorist which they listed were:

f

The ability to recognizea tendencytowardsbias.

f

The ability to be flexible and open to helpful criticism (pg.7).

These were cultivated in the context of data collection, theory building and
writing up of this thesis. Their invitation to dip into the techniques as if
"items on a smorgasbord" (pg.8) inspired confidence.

In the context of this researchregarding roles, it was fascinating to read
Wengraf s (2001) thoughts on the "social roles" of the interviewer.

It is importantto note that you do notjust inhabit
onesocialrole ('researchinterviewer'). In fact we
all carry rounda bundleof roles ... multiple
statuses...andthe fore-groundedinterviewerintervieweeroles arenot the only onesto be
operative...other rolescome into play (pg.44).
This ideaof "a bundle of roles" also appliesto the Headsof Year and is
indeedexploredin this research.His further views on the micro politics of
interviews andthe powerdimension(pg.45), andmaking cursoryanalyses
following eachwhilst planningthe next (pg.49), lent credibility to Nisbet
and Watt'sassertion(1984)that the intervieweris the main datagathering
instrumentin a casestudy.Wengrafs descriptionof the interview asa "coproduction," (2001,pg.3) takesthis ideafurther. His injunction to" stay
sensitiveto unavowedandunofficial goalsand purposes!Especiallyyour
own" (pg.45), reinforcesStraussand Corbin'sbias warning (above).
Becausethe researcheris a long-servingteacherbut without a management
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role in the school, there was less likelihood of a power problem in
interviews.

INSIDER RESEARCH
An insider researcher,as in the current research,has to negotiate accesswith
all participants, even though they are friends and colleagues. Each was
approached and asked face-to-face with a follow-up note of thanks
confirming the arrangements.Access to information is probably easier in
one's own work place, although Hammersley (1993) disputes this seeing "no
overwhelming advantagesto being an insider or an outsider" (pg.219). He
lists some of the advantagesof insider research such as accessand
relationships with others in the setting, useful for further data collection or
clarification. As ethnographic research "involves the study of people in situ"
(Burgess, 1984, pg. 202), the insider researcher in this study was well placed
seeing year heads in action, on a daily basis. Also, being aware of concerns
among staff, such as lack of time to fulfil roles, or perceptions of
inconsistency in how matters were dealt with, helped to formulate some
questions on the instruments. This is particularly noticeable in the long
questionnaire where many issuesvoiced in the staffroom have developed
into questions.'

Hammersley(1993)lists includethe constraintson
The disadvantages
possiblelines of enquiry,on what can be observed,andseniormanagersand
governorsexercisingcontrol over someoneresearchingin his or her own
school.Someof thesewere experiencedby the presentresearcher,including
problemsof observingmeetingswhenrequiredfor duty elsewhere.Also an
insider is so steepedin the culturethat it is more difficult to distanceoneself
and makeit `strange'.It is alsoimportantto choosepeoplefor interviews,
surveysetc to reflect differing opinionsand world-views, almosta
1 Seeappendix9 Questions4,5a,5c,6b,8a,8e,I Ob,11,12b,15d, 16cand 17d but in particular
Q14b, 25a and 25e.
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representative sample, to increase validity of findings. This needsto be
consciously done when the people are the researcher's colleagues so a
variety of different subject specialists of differing agesand stages of career
were included.

Hammersleyneglectshoweverthe mostobviousadvantagesto the lone
insider researcherwith overwhelmingpressuresof time: proximity and
convenience.Accessto colleaguesat timeswhich suitedboth researcherand
interviewee, knowledge of the detailed rhythm, and workloads, of the school
year and a self-imposed restraint on which areas of researchwould perhaps
be unfeasible. A case study in the researcher'splace of work may seem
relatively unproblematic, but things are seldom what they seem. Although
the subject of the researchdoes not impinge directly on the researcher'sown
(special needs) role in the school, nevertheless when collecting perceptions
of colleagues regarding others' roles in the implementation of a policy,
resulting data may become rather contentious. People may choose not to
comment, either in writing or orally if they are fearful for any reason or
have lost trust.

Conversely,the researcherneeds,in effect, to savethe intervieweefrom any
consequences
of their commentsby anonymisingthem, or treatingthemas
`off the record'. Cutting one'sresearchcoataccordingto one'spotential
cloth had to be one prime considerationbut anotherfor an insider researcher
was an awarenessthat mostpeopleinvolved in the researchwould continue
in the samejobs/rolesafter the researchwas completed.Oneunexpected
`insider' benefitwas the reciprocalway somecolleagueswho had formerly
approachedthe researcherregardingtheir own research,were generous
aboutparticipating.
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THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

The data sought for, to illuminate the researchquestions, as listed below,
were gathered through the various instruments. The research questions relate

to the conceptualmapby linking to role (via role theory) andby uncovering
(perceptionsof and expectationsof) effectiveness.The focusis firmly on the
Year Headrole andother's views of this. The final versionof the
Conceptual Framework (Fig. 2.1) tries to illustrate this with its dotted lines.

Aspectsof thethree furtherlenses,ie Middle managementandleadership
etc are uncoveredthroughthe questionson time, training, communications.
The instrumentslisted in Table 3.1 clarify which collecteddatarelevantto
eachresearchquestion.Table3.2 lists the different versions.
TABLE 3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

&

METHODS OF DATA
COLLECTION

1. How do class tutors perceive/send the year
head role in the context of the positive
behaviour policy? Its effect on them?
Expectations? How do they judge the
effectiveness of the year head role?

1. Questionnaire to 10+2 class tutors (2 at
each year level plus 2 pilot respondents) in
main study
2. Year level pastoral meetings
observed, one or two at each level

2. How do seniormanagersperceive/sendthe
year headrole?

1. An interview scheduledevelopedand used
with key stagetutors, Senco,VP and
principal. Suppliedin advance.

Expectations?

2. Advance short questionnaire developed to

de-clutterinterviews
Full summariessuppliedfor validation
How do theyjudge the effectivenessof the year
3. Observationof somekey stagemeetings.
headrole?
Summariessupplied
3. What areyear heads'own perceptionsof
1. Interview scheduledeveloped,piloted,
do
interpret
it
in
How
they
the
their role(s)?
revisedand usedon four year heads.
behavioural
in advance)
(Supplied
policy and of their
context of the
role set? Legitimacy of others' expectations?

2. Short pre-interview questionnaire

Time andtraining?
How do they makethe role?
How do theyjudge own effectiveness?
What aretheir main tasksperformedin the
context of the positivebehaviourpolicy?
What do they expectof their suband super
ordinatesin the context of this policy?
Legitimacy of theseexpectations?Line
mana ementas ect of 'ob/teamleader?

3.

Examinationof ELBZmanagementcourse
provision,as well as in-schoolprovision
for pastoralmanagers.Middle & senior
managementmaterialsfrom ELB web site
or postedout
4. Information gatheredthrough
observationsof meetings
5. Someobservationsof year assemblies
6. Field notebookin usethroughout

2 Educationand Library Board. Fiveboardsadministereducationin N. Ireland
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4. How do middle managers `outside' the
pastoral system perceive the role of the year
head? Expectations?
How do they judge the effectiveness of a

1. Interview schedule modified from initial
study - used on some HODS and others.
Most were also class tutors so
validation/triangulation was provided

pastoralmiddle manager?

2. - insightsgainedinformedHOY interview
schedule
1. Examinationof schooldocumentation,
relevantpolicies,job descriptions,minutes

5. How doesanyonein the role setof a year
headknow what to do? (in contextof own role
with regard to the behavioural policy)

of pastoral meetings not observed, and
observations
2. Interviews and questionnaires

The particular instruments chosen were the result of reading the literature

and makingdecisionson methodsbestsuitedto the collectionof the
informationrequired.The E828 studyguidelisted twenty major casestudies
(TheOpenUniversity, 1995,pgs.14-15).In these,semi-structured
interviewing,observation,anddocumentaryanalysisformedthe core
methodsbut otherswere usedaccordingto thejustifications of the
andtheir variousrolesie `changeagent', `consultant',etc. The
researchers
methodsandinstrumentsusedhere therefore,haveevolvedfrom the needs
of this qualitativeresearch.In particular,the useof a questionnairesurvey
(not normally associated with a case study) for some participants perhaps

needsto be accountedfor asa valid sourceof useful information.
Questionnaireshavebeenused,aswell asinterviews,to gatherdataon
middle managersby Bennett(1995,pg.viii) and alsoWise (2001,pgs.333334). Admittedly, their surveyswere designedto get an overview from
many schoolsandwereusedasbackgroundto more detailedcasestudies.
However,in the currentresearchwithin one school,it wasjudged to be
appropriatein termsof gooduseof researchertime, andfor the reasons
detailedlater.

Having previouslyestablisheda view, albeit a snapshot,in the Initial Study,
of the year headrole from the outside,it was essentialto getfurther
perceptions,validatedby datafrom variousinstrumentsbeing administered
within the sametime frameand eachfeeding into the other. For example,
observationdata gainedfrom a meeting,thoughhopefully objective,maybe
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subjectively analysed and may be modified subsequentlyas a result of an
interview. Interview, questionnaire or critical incident data may provide
useful validation/triangulation of meeting observations and vice versa (The
Open University, 1996). So it proved here.

DATA GATHERING
TABLE 3.2

INSTRUMENTS

- VERSIONS
(USED BETWEEN NOVEMBER'02 & JUNE'03)

Initial studyHOD version-

Usedon teacherwho was

previously piloted- Slightly

leaving but not a manager

modified for 2002-3Main
Study

thereforemodified on spot
Suppliedin advance
Usedon HOD who was
SchoolCounsellor
Suppliedin advance
Usedon HOD who was
SchoolTimetabler
Suppliedin advance

Shortextrasectionadded

Normal' version

Used on a HOD

Not includedin appendices

Appendix 2

Not includedin appendices
Appendix 1

Suppliedin advance
Used on Post 16 Co-

ordinator(modified on spot)
Suppliedin advance
Complete re-write to suit 4
senior managers
Also short questionnaire

developedto distributeto
future intervieweesin
advanceto savetime
New scheduledeveloped
andthen greatlymodified
(asa result of pilot) for use
with the four yearheads
Long questionnaire
developedfor classtutors
(modified from versionin
Initial Studyandre-piloted
in the main studywith two
furtherclasstutors)

Used on 2 key stage tutors,
Senco and Principal
Supplied in advance
Distributed subsequentlyto

it
Appendix 3

Appendices 4&8

all seniormanagersandto
all year headsup to a week
be ore their interviews
Usedon four year heads
Suppliedin advance

Appendix 7 (Year Head
versionuseddid not have
the headingswhich appear
here)
Usedon 10 classtutors plus Appendix 9 final version
two pilot respondents
only includedhere( Class
Modifications detailedat
Tutor versiondid not have
Appendix
9
the pagenumbersor the
endof
Approximatelya week
questionnumberswhich
given to fill thesein
appearhere)

Theappendicescontainingtheseversionslist the necessarymodificationsat
theend (Appendices1-3,& 9) togetherwith explanations.
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INTERVIEWS

The semi-structured interview schedule, developed for the Initial Study
(Gordon, 2002), had been submitted to peers and tutor/supervisor for
comment via First Class, (the Open University electronic conference), in
November 2001, an extremely beneficial process. Having been used with
one HOD in the Initial Study (ie piloting the instrument), to ascertain her
views of the year head role with regard to the new behavioural policy, it was
subsequentlyfurther adaptedand utilised for five people, mostly middle
managers.The schedulealterations as a result of this process are detailed at
the end of Appendix 1. The questions originated from the reading on role
and effectiveness as well as from voiced concerned in staff-room
conversations over recent years. They were formulated to uncover HODs'
perceptions of their fellow middle managers' roles. At that time there were
no questions included on trust and autonomy as these were not aspectsof
the first versions of the Conceptual Framework. Their significance was only
fully realised when papers by Bottery (2003) and Morris (2001) and O'Neill
(2002 a&b) appeared.It is regrettable that HODs were not subsequently
asked about these, in view of the findings uncovered when HOYs and senior
managerswere interviewed. Unfortunately, the time constraint of school
holidays in Northern Ireland from 30`hJune proved too tight.

Although thirteeninterviewsweretaped,Wragg's (1994, pg.277) warning
abouta one-hourinterview taking five hoursto transcribewas noted,
(Wengraf,2001,pg.213 suggests4-8 hours)consequentlyonly full
summarieswere made.Thetapeswerehoweverplayed regularlyon car
journeys,therebygreatlyenhancingthe analysesof the partial transcripts
(summaries).In all cases,quotationswere checkedwith the original tape.
Wengrafs (2001)work was discoveredtoo late to make useof his 'depth'
interviewing techniqueshowing"... how the apparentlystraight-forwardis
actuallymore complicated"and getting"a deepunderstandingof how little
you knew aboutit, andhow provisional one's'formulationsof truth' haveto
be... "(pg.6). Howeverit proveduseful for the analysis.Possiblyfewer
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interviews would have yielded more sophisticated information, but perhaps

that assumesan extremelyhigh level of trust for insiderresearch,in the
contextof a casestudyin one school.
The five people interviewed using this schedule included three HODs with
additional responsibilities and one experienced part-time teacher.
Interviewees were chosen by a mixture of careful planning and serendipity,
as two potentially useful interviewees tendered their resignations around
Christmas 2002. All, as long term colleagues of the researcher, readily
agreed.No ethical/reliability issues arose as a result of this. Every
interviewee was supplied with the schedule a week before each interview,
with the Year Head job description (Appendix 5) attached. Appendix 6, the
newer version was also included when discovered, for the last three
interviewees. It was thought to be an ethical practice to give participants
time to think instead of springing questions on them.

The co-ordinator of ICT, who was the school timetabler was leaving in early
February. The interview (February 2003) revealed the viewpoints of a future
senior manager already looking at school organisation and roles from a

wider perspective.Vital information aboutthe time yearheadshad to fulfil
their roles, allocatedby the previousprincipal, was also acquired.A new
post-holderwould not havehad this. Additional questionsweretaggedto
the endof this scheduleto elicit this extrainformation.
The part-time teacher also leaving agreed to a hastily arranged interview in
late December 2002, and the interview schedule, not totally ideal, was
modified during use. Although not a manager, as a Dominican Sister, like
the former principal, her perspective on how year heads implemented the
policy was informative, as she had worked in the school for over twelve

years.
A HOD, who was also the schoolcounsellor,was alsointerviewedin
December2002with a schedulewhich again includedextra questionson the
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additional role (Appendix 2). The findings were surprising in that her role
was not, as was thought, overly concerned with pupils exhibiting bad
behaviour. Moreover, her experience of being secondedto the ELB for
several years, to help to improve school effectiveness, made her a valuable
source of insights and perceptions.

In November 2002, the Post 16 Co-ordinator interview proved somewhat
problematic. The schedule (Appendix 1) did not fit her post, which proved
to be almost an amalgamation of year head and HOD, the type of role
discussedby Reading (1999, pgs.23-28). This dual role had not previously
been fully apparent to the researcher so follow-up probes elicited her
pertinent views on the HOY role. Information about the way this enhanced
role was enacted,was most enlightening.

The views of these and other middle managers,'outside' the pastoral system,
were useful for gathering themes and concerns to include in further
modifications of the class tutor questionnaire (Appendix 9; the addition of
Q20 on the "Buddy" system and Q24b on mentors) and subsequently, in the
year head interview schedule. For example, the need to ask HOYs about
being middle managers, equal to HODs, and the necessity of asking if they
felt part of the school's decision making process (Appendix 7, Q7e, 8a&b
and 100 became apparent from the literature (Bennett, 1999; Wise 2001).
The mix of agesand experience enhancedthe study and illuminated the
researchquestions, in particular question four (Table 3.1). Some managers
were also class tutors so their views also partially answered research
question one (Table 3.1) while providing further triangulation of other data.
These interviews were in effect exploring the "subjective world of the
interviewee" (Wengraf, 2001, pg.28), with respect to their expectations and
perceptions of their colleagues' roles.

Therefollowed a major modification of this schedule,to suit seniormanager
roles andperceptions(seeAppendix 3) and alsothe developmentof a short
(preview) questionnaire(Appendix4), to shortenthe interview time for
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thesebusy colleagues. Parts of question one on stage of career/life cycle,
were abandonedin an effort to stop the data gathering burgeoning. Senior
staff interviewed were the two Key Stage Tutors (line managersof the
HOYs), one of whom was also acting VP for the research year, the SENCO,
and the Principal. Appended to this modified schedule were the two
versions of the HOY job description and question 4 specifically asked about
the changes or differences between these.

Although initial permission for the researchhad been granted by the former
head in March 2001, courtesy decreedasking the new principal also. She
readily agreed to be interviewed, at a later date. As a newly appointed
principal, this ideally should have been left until the following year. The
compromise was to have the interview at the end of her first year (June
2003). Another difficulty was that the acting VP, who was also KS4 tutor,
neededto be interviewed about each role.

This seniormanagerschedulehadto be developedearly in the processsince
either key stagetutor couldprovide an insider seniormanagementview of
thebehaviouralprocessnecessaryto helpto formulatequestionsfor the year
headschedule.TheKS4 tutorNP wasinterviewedin March 2003.There
wasno one to pilot this scheduleon but asit was adjustedfor each
interviewee,it enabledthe researcherto follow up interestingpoints or
exploresalientfacts.The SENCOwas interviewedin March,with more
adjustmentnecessaryin the courseof the interview, asit becameclearthat
her role was somewhatdifferent from that envisaged.As with the school
counsellor,shewas not particularly a part of the behaviouralreferral
structure.
Usingthis schedulewith the KS3 tutor at the endof June,after the year
heads'interviews,enabledthe collectionof line managerviewpointsas well
asan opportunity to clear up queriesarising from the bulk of the interviews.
Sheclarified the existenceof two versionsof the year headjob description,
sinceshehadhelpedthe formerprincipal to rewrite it, in line with the
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Investors in People award guidelines. Had this been discovered sooner,
some questions would have been pursued differently. Interestingly, some of
those interviewed saw significant differences, especially in relation to the
role vis-ä-vis the pastoral/academic divide, (Appendix 3, Q8) a query added
as a result of reading Lodge's paper (1999). Summary findings from three
senior managers(not including the SENCO who is not a HOY line
manager) were collated into the table reproduced at the end of Appendix 3.

The new HOY interview schedule (Appendix 7), originally developed from
Appendix 1, in order to arrange a (rushed) pilot, was eventually organised
more thematically, in line with the themes emerging from cursory analyses
of questionnaires, from more reading and from the other interviews (details
of question sources have now been added to this appendix). Sections
included: Role; Training/Induction; Effectiveness; and Aspects of Culture.
In order not to compartmentalise the thinking of the interviewees, these
headings did not appear on the version distributed in advance to the year
heads,however their use enabled the researcherto mentally group themes
and enquire further in any fruitful direction uncovered in these semistructured interviews. For example, HOYs were asked if they felt valued
(Howard, 1988) and/or trusted (Bottery, 2003), and if so by whom. Wengraf
(2001) warns that there may well be a topic ("referent") raised (for example,
trust, autonomy or professionalism), yet a degree of "unperceived
discrepancy" (pg.46) could exist. This was not always obvious.

The initial piloted version (no longer extant, unfortunately), used with a
former year head, had been too wordy so the reorganisation proved
necessary.To shorten interviews, the preliminary advance questionnaire
developed for senior managers,was altered and distributed to each year
head (Appendix 8). Wengrafs (2001, pg. 5) caution that interviews which
are semi-structured must be fully planned and prepared, proved true.
Although seemingly over-laden with questions, it is important to note that
part (a) of each question (Appendix 7) was usually the crux with the other
parts as follow-ups or probes, many covered in a detailed reply.
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The time for the interviews in all caseswas not 'boxed in' and flexibility was
afforded to the participants, one choosing two lunch breaks, on consecutive
days. Other interviewees selectednon-teaching periods, free time during
Christmas or June test periods or after school. Offered a choice of venue,
most chose the interviewee's classroom. Colleagues gave very generously
of their own time. Interestingly several participants, particularly two year
heads,far from seeing the process as an imposition, welcomed the chance to
think about the year head role in this way. Some felt free to disagree with
terminology such as "middle manager" and "line manager".

While the interviewswere undoubtedlylong, (over an hour and in one case
1.5hrs),all participantsgavefull answersand seemedhappyto follow up
probesand return to points.This lessenedsomewhatthe ethical dilemmaof
usingup colleagues'valuabletime. Somedetailedanswerscoveredmaterial
which occurredlater in the schedulesothemeswereapproachedfrom
different directions.Most interviewees,exceptthe Principalwho declined
this, werepresentedwith detailedsummariesof their interviewswithin 3-4
dayswith encouragement
to changeor deleteanything.This was doneboth
for ethicalresearchreasonsand asa methodof respondentvalidation (Open
University, 1996).Oneintervieweewho thoughtthat perhapsher replies
seemednegativeoptednot to alter this impression.Although noneof the
participantschangedor addedanything,it was obvious from their
subsequentcommentsthat they had readthe summaries.
Thesevalidateddocumentsweresubjectedto first preliminaryand then
more detailedthematicanalysis,in line with suggestionsby Straussand
Corbin (1998).The preliminarythemesheet(Appendix 10) developedfor
the Initial Study,was at first usedto developandcodecategoriesandthe
summariesfrom early interviewees,to feed into the HOY interview
schedule.Subsequentlythe themesemergingmeantthat categorieschanged
andbecameessentiallythoselisted on the first pageof Chapter4. This
involved a lot of re-analysis.This is explainedmore fully in the final section
of this chapter.
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All participants provided very full answersas supplementary queries were
possible within the interviews. They would usually return the pre-interview
factual questionnaire in advance, saving time and sometimes raising an
additional query. One surprising result of supplying instruments early to
facilitate thinking, occurred when one HOY usedthese in order to provide
fully written answers rather than an interview, due to extreme time pressure.
The information was still usable since she was willing to answer some
follow-up questions a few days afterwards but her choice, though not ideal,
had to be accepted.Perhapsthis would not have happenedto an outside
researcher. Information from all five HOY interviews was collated into a
summary table which is reproduced at the end of Appendix 7.

Bell's (1999, pg. 139) warnings about bias, including a respondent's desire
to please the interviewer, were noted. However, the precaution of checking
for leading questions, given the stance of the researcher as an insider with an
interpretive viewpoint, and also by supplying schedules in advance so that
replies could be deliberated over, were attempts to minimise possible bias.
Also, findings were sometimes verifiable through other instruments.

When the key intervieweefrom the Initial Studypiloted the first interview
schedule,it becameclear that no onewas truly outsidethe pastoral/referral
system,andeveryonehadexpectationsof the HOY role. Consequently,for
the current research,more HODswere addedto the long list of key
personnelto interview. As Denscombestates:
[I]n the spirit of `groundedtheory' it is neither
feasiblenor desirablefor the researcherto identify
prior to the startexactly who or what will be
includedin the sample(1998,pg.216).
As the researchprogressed,it becameincreasinglyapparentwhoseviews
were necessaryor evencrucial to elicit. A formeryear head,neededto pilot
the earlier HOY schedule,was interviewedat thevery end of the second
term, aspressureof her work meantthat no othertime was possible.That
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interview would have been better early in the third term with preliminary
data from the class tutor survey feeding into it, and using the modified
interview schedule (Appendix 7), but her time-limited offer to participate
had to be respected.

In total therefore, thirteen detailed interviews were conducted and taped,
plus the one written `hybrid'. Views were sampled from a wide range of
middle and senior managers.The decision was taken not to re-interview a
previously used HOY, however, her meetings were observed. Wengrafs
advice to interviewers to "constantly review what you did... to seehow you
might have done it differently and better" (2001, pg.28) proved a good way
of operating between interviews.

MEETING OBSERVATIONS
Throughout the interview period (November 2002-June 2003), meetings
were observed. In total, seven year meetings, and two key stage meetings
(one joint) were included. All meetings were taped but audio equipment
failure (twice) meant that the researcher'sdetailed notes and the HOYs' own
minutes were the only usable data from two year meetings. Unfortunately,
during the researchperiod, no KS3 meeting could be observed, due to other
duties allocated to the researcher. This problem also affected accessto some
year meetings so that it was not possible to observe two meetings at every
year level. Hammersley and Atkinson remind researchers,"negotiating
access is not a distinct phase" (1995, pg. 55). Nevertheless, substantial
amounts of data were gathered without hopefully leaving any participants
perturbed about the methodology of the research itself.

Prior permissionto tape wasobtainedfrom all meetingparticipants,with
that only the researcherwould hearthe tapes.One newly
reassurances
appointedyear head,nervousaboutherfirst meetingbeing observedor
recorded,was accommodated.Thosechairing meetingsweregiven detailed
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summaries within four days, for verification, and some chose to use these to
enhancethe minutes they subsequentlyissued. Since the interpretive
researcheris aware that "people understandreality in different ways"
(Morrison, 2002, pg. 18) it would not have been surprising if any summary
alterations had been requestedbut none were.

Williams' (1994) paper on conducting observations of meetings was
helpful, especially the categorisation of the different types. Meetings
observed seemedto be mixtures of advisory, problem-solving and support
(pg.313). Nevertheless, no specific tool was used for observing meetings
systematically, other than taking detailed notes and taping. Two observation
schedules, developed and trialled in the Initial Study (Gordon, 2002,
Appendices 7&8), were discarded as unmanageable.The purpose of these
observations was rather to establish the tenor and tone of the meetings, to
seehow the year head got through the agenda, and to provide validation and
triangulation of data gathered elsewhere.

An important reason for observing year meetings was that it was possible to
seehow roles were interpreted or sent to subordinates ie class tutors, an
important line management function (itself supposedly a part of the year
head's middle management role) in action. Who was sending aspectsof role
to the year head could subsequentlybe discovered from the notes, tapes, and
detailed summaries, all of which were kept for numerous re-analyses. Also
important was the extent to which the agendaitems were decided by the
year head, or sent from elsewhere, if that could be ascertained.The
significance of class tutors' contributions to these meetings became more
apparent when their views on the year head role were canvassed,by
questionnaire, in late March 2003. Cross-referencing (and hence
triangulation) was therefore possible in some cases.

The policy of taking extensivenotes,evenwith thetape running,proved
invaluablefor triggeringthoughtson follow-up questionsfor planned
interview schedules,or for raising queriesfor clarification, subsequently.
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Sometimes a spontaneousremark by a year head, on or off tape, just after
the meeting, proved to be the golden nugget of information. However,
ethically, this would be the equivalent to data in a field notebook, and
unattributable.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

In all, twelve class tutors were chosen to complete the questionnaire,
representing a mix of age, gender, and teaching experience as well as two
being chosen from each year level for the purposes of triangulation of the
meetings etc. It had previously been piloted in the Initial Study (Gordon,
2002) and extensively modified as a result (see last three pages of Appendix
9). No one surveyed previously was included (no longer questionnaire
naive). The two pilot respondents for the present study, comprising a newer
and a more experienced teacher (who was also a HOD), were selected in
early March as balanced choices, one from each Key Stage. Their comments
resulted in a slight timing modification (Appendix 9), prior to the
distribution to the other ten tutors, three weeks before term end, with an
early April deadline. This strategy resulted in a 100% return rate. If lower, a
second distribution would have been possible. The data from these two pilot
tutor-respondents was used alongside that of the other ten tutors as they had
been selectedby the same criteria. Their views did not skew the data.

Ratherthan for quantification,the flexibility of being ableto survey the
views of many participantssimultaneously,in orderto inform the HOY
interview schedule,was invaluablein termsof a single researcher's
time and
in keepingsomecontrol of the data collection.Although not an ideal tool in
the contextof a post-positivistworld-view, the inclusion of many free
responseitems andnotjust tick tables,garneredopinions,expectations,and
perceptions.Morrison notes,somewhatpejoratively,the tendencyfor some
to "engagein 'mix-and-match'approachesto
educationalresearchers
researchmethodologyandmethod" (2002,pg.11).The presentresearcher,
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although working within the interpretive paradigm, was constrained

essentiallyby the needsof the researchdesignie the necessityto getmore
than a few respondentsto satisfy the first researchquestion (Table 3.1).

It was administered in order to collect the views of a wide range of class
tutors on their own roles, aspectsof role and of the behavioural policy and
to glean their perceptions of the effectiveness of their line managers' (and
others') roles in the implementation of the policy. This was in line with
earlier versions of the conceptual framework incorporating, for example,
aspectsof teamwork.

A questionnairewas thoughtto be the most suitableinstrument(in this
context) for the following reasons:

f

TIME: 12 more interviewswould havebeenimpossiblefor a sole
researcher.

f

VARIETY: one instrument could reach a wide range of people

simultaneously.
f

CONVENIENCE: the views of ten class tutors could be elicited at

onetime, following a pilot of two, ascertainingdetailedperceptions
of the yearheadrole from below.
f

CONFIDENTIALITY: Becausea questionnaireperhapssuggests
more anonymitythan a tapedinterview, it enablessometeachersto
expressviews theymight not otherwiseelucidate.

Also, in a questionnaire,a respondentmay skip questionswithout
explanation,(ashappened),which is more difficult in an interview with a
colleague.A questionmight touch on a sensitiveissueandeven an insider
researchermight not be awareof this. Most importantlyhowever,it
provided information on their perceptionsof their `line managers'andthe
SMT, in a lesscontentiousway than taping."Who will hearthis tape?" was
askedmorethan onceduring the datagathering.Onecould perhapsfurther
justify the useof a questionnairehereby referenceto the "power-balance"
within an interview (Wengraf,2001,pg.42) althoughthat wasnot a
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consideration when the choice was made. Nevertheless, the use of the
survey became,for all the reasonsindicated, part of the "operationalization"
of this case study (ibid, pg. 55) at a very early stage,when decisions were
being taken as to how to carry out the empirical work for both the initial and
the main studies.

In the questionnaire (Appendix 9), questions 2,5a&b, l Ob&c, 13a&b, and
15a, uncovered how class tutors with differing experiences, knew their own
roles, and how they perceived the year head role, and the roles of those
further up the hierarchy, in relation to the positive behavioural policy.
Views on the workings of the policy were ascertained from questions such
as: 4,6a&b, 9,1 Oa,from many in the middle section especially 16c and, in
the final section, from questions 22-23.

March was selectedto administer the questionnaire becausewith the other
school terms ending in tests, colleagues would have been too busy for such
a detailed survey. Although developed for, and piloted previously in the
Initial Study in 2002, this much modified questionnaire remained substantial
and indeed daunting (Appendix 9), taking almost an hour to complete.
Whilst taking up colleagues' time poses a dilemma, agreement was sought
from all, sufficient time was allocated and no one was `hounded' for the
completed survey. By March, tutors had been working with their year head
for two full terms, and all were familiar with the behavioural policy and
referral system. Lastly, the timing enabled preliminary data gathered to feed
into the re-designed/modified year head interview schedule, used in the
summer term.

The pilot of the questionnairein the Initial Study(Gordon,2002)had
uncoveredambiguities,discrepanciesandtiming problems.Changesare
detailedat the endof Appendix 9. Oneambiguity was the useof the term
"role set" in question26. In an interview it couldbe clarified, but Wengraf
notesit is "harmful to couchinformants' questionsin researcherlanguage"
(2001,pg.67).
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Tabular form for some questions had not been enough to shortenthe
questionnaire, so a major re-working was necessary.Many further sections,
(see end of Appendix 9) were changed into tables where the answers could
be ticked. Whilst unfair to add to a tutor's heavy paperwork burden
substantially, many sections were retained where people were asked for
views and comments, eg questions 8f, 11,16c, 19 and 21a, as it was
essentially acting as a (poor) substitute for a set of interviews. No question
or page numbers were on the version distributed to the tutors, in line with
Youngman's (1994) suggestion, but were added later, for easeof analysis.

The questionsin the questionnaireandinterview schedules,were formulated
asa result of readingthe literatureon pastoraland middle leaders,role
theory andschooleffectivenessin themain aswell asfrom knowledgeof
participants'concernsgainedfrom the insider researcherperspective.As
interviewswere conductedandmeetingswereobservedother
cameto the fore andwere included.This was alsothe
concerns/questions
casewhenliteraturenot unearthedbeforewas read(Bottery, 2003;Morris,
2001)(seeAppendix 7 wheresourcesare detailed).As issuessuchas
professionalismandtrust becamea biggerpart of the final versionof the
ConceptualFramework,questionsaboutbeing valuedandbeing trusted
were subsequentlyaddedto the HOY interview schedule(Appendix 7,
Q10).Thesethemeswere then actively looked for, retrospectively,in the
analysisof Q8f in Appendix 9, which askedclasstutors aboutfeeling
"appreciated".
Scott's discussion (1996, pg.61) of questionnaires and interviews as method
states, "neither method by virtue of what it is can be located firmly within
one or other of the two camps [ie quantitative and qualitative]". He also
asserts:

[D]ifferent andcontrastingmethodological
frameworksmay embracethe samedatacollection
method,but becausethat methodis usedto collect
datain different typesof ways andthusdifferent data,
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it is possible to distinguish between them (ibid).

The worry of usinga questionnairein this researchthussomewhat
diminished, although it is acknowledged that it was not ideal, in the
context of qualitative research.

OTHER DATA SOURCES
Requests for interviewees to give examples of critical incidents were not as
fruitful as anticipated. However, examples were only to provide
corroboration or otherwise of perceptions, actions, or written policies so the
number collected sufficed. Body language and hesitations in interviews
suggestedthat some participants had opted not to supply an example and
this was respected. Insider researcher knowledge of a critical incident,
without verification from a respondent, could not be used. As Adelman et al
(1984, pg.99) warn, "the casestudy worker acknowledges that others must
live with the consequencesof his(sic) findings".

Schooldocuments,suchasthe managementstructure,staff handbook,and
variousjob descriptionswereexamined.The two versionsof the year head
job descriptionwereattachedto the interview schedulesasdiscussedabove.
Otherschoolpolicies including the PositiveBehaviourPolicy (still in draft
in 2002-2003),were analysedfor information,illustrating that such
documentstendto get out-of-datevery quickly, unlessre-visited.
Nevertheless,any mis-matchor discrepancybetweenthe views uncovered
on yearheadroles and suchdocumentswereincorporatedinto the
questionnaireor interview questions.
Documentsfor a one-daymiddle managementcourseandmaterialsfor a
seniormanagercourse,suppliedby the ELB, were also examined. Some
minutesof pastoralmeetingswhich the researcherwas unableto attendand
observedueto other duties,were helpfully provided afterwardsby a senior
manager.Observationsof someyear assemblies,(oneeachof Years8,10
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and 11), were arranged to provide a form of validation to some of the data

gatheredfrom meetingobservationsand interviews.Gettingpermissionwas
straightforward.

VALIDITY

The various types of validity are ways to assessthe quality of any given
researchdesign, explains Yin (1994, pg. 143) listing the types as: construct
validity, internal validity and external validity. This last will be discussed
under generalisability below. Wengraf (2001, pg. 59) flags up but does not
deal with "validity threats" ie threats to the truth of what has been found out.
The Open University (1996, pg. 34) summarisesthree steps to assessing
validity ie examining the plausibility, the credibility and the evidence of any
researchclaim. As can be seenfrom the findings and various analyses in the
next chapter, the solemn examination of these steps is apparent in the
presentation of evidence for the various claims made. Qualitative
researchersmust take seriously the question of validity, if their work is not
to be discounted. Yin (1994) suggeststhat gathering evidence from a variety
of sources, establishing a chain of evidence and even allowing key
informants to review a draft of the case study will all increase construct
validity. The first two of these suggestions were followed in the current
researchto ensure that the data sought was the data collected.

Internal validity Yin argues,is actually only relevantfor "causalor
explanatorystudies"andnot for thosewhich are "descriptiveor
exploratory",asis the currentresearch.However,he extendsthe conceptto
"making inferences"(ibid, pg.145)which, he says,the researcherdoesabout
every event,not directly observedand suggests'pattern-matching"(original
emphasis,ibid) in the analysisasa tactic for addressingthis. This seems
similar to the "constant comparisons"advocatedby StraussandCorbin as
enablingalsothe identificationof "variations in the patterns"(1998,pg.67
original emphasis).Either would add to the validity of qualitativeresearch.
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As mentioned throughout this chapter, the triangulation carried out where
possible, was usedto enhancethe validity of the findings. Class tutor
comments in the questionnaire as to the helpfulness of the HOY were
validated by two observed year meetings (Appendix 12, a&f). Similarly, KS
tutors' lack of expectation of their HOYs' occupying a training role
(Appendix 11, Interview Y), provided validation of the interview data as
discussedin the next chapter (Appendix 11,A-E). It was thought to be
crucial, particularly in the context of qualitative research,to provide
numerous clear referencesto the various data sets, when discussing
findings.

It would be important to note here that the researcher's non-managerial
role/post (for special needs) within the school hopefully posed little
potential threat to the validity of the research.This is extremely difficult to
guard against fully, particularly in a case study where the researcher is in
effect the chief data-gathering instrument. As a member of the school
community already, the distance between the researcher,and the
interviewees, for example, was greatly reduced becausethey were
colleagues. Sitting in a meeting therefore was a relatively unobtrusive way
to collect data, nevertheless if the researcher would not normally be there,
there could still be some unwanted effect. Finally, Silverman's warning was
noted:

the
... unlessyou can showyour audience procedures
you usedto ensurethat your methodswerereliable and
your conclusionsvalid, thereis little point in aiming to
concludea researchdissertation(2000,pg.188)

GENERALISABILITY
It is difficult for ethnographicresearchin onespecific site to be
generalisable.Becausethe researcher'sown perspectivesinevitably colour
the research,as Schofield(1993,pg.91) notes,work couldnot be replicated
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exactly by another researcher,"in terms of arriving at the same
conceptualization" (pg.93), but rather by relying on the internal validity of
the work, in that the field notes would support the conclusions. However,
becausequalitative researchhasbecome more widely used in examining
education issues (Schofield, 1993, pg.94), generalisability has become
reconceptualised, away from the classic view of it as "external validity"
(pg.95). Yin (1994, pg. 145) also believes that it is wrong to assert that a
case study offers a poor basis for generalising. He suggeststhat the
reliability problem can be approached if the researchis done "as if someone
were always looking over your shoulder... so that an auditor could repeat the
procedures and arrive at the same result" (pg. 146). This was kept in mind in
the current research. Denscombein fact recommends an audit trail be kept
for any research(1998, pg.213). Hence the inclusion here of much
(referenced) additional material in appendices as well as the two tables in
this chapter (Tables 3.1 &3.2).

GubaandLincoln (1982)quotedin Schofield(1993, pg.96) arguefor the
conceptof "fittingness"that is, how much the situationstudiedmatches
another.Consequentlythe emphasisis on providing asmuch detailed(thick)
descriptionaspossiblesothe findings could be applicableto anothersimilar
situation.Schofieldsaysonecan generaliseto "what is, to what maybe, and
to what could be" (original emphasis,pg.98), if one selectsa site "typical of
its kind" (pg.100)to study.This would suggestthe likelihood that findings
or conclusionscould be appliedto broadly similar situations.EasterbySmith et al (1994,pg.90) sumup generalisabilityfrom the interpretiveor
phenomenologicalviewpoint:
How likely is it that ideasandtheoriesgenerated
in onesettingwill alsoapply in other settings?
We can seethat what other researchers(Wise, 1999& 2001; Bennett,1995)
havediscoveredaboutthe rolesof academicmiddle managersin schoolsis
to someextentgeneralisableto the year headsin the currentstudy.It
follows thereforethat the findings and conclusionsheremay be similarly
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comparable, even to a limited extent, to future studies of the roles of other
pastoral middle managers, in broadly similar circumstances. Hence the
efforts to clarify the sources of questions, the description of the emerging
themes, and the inclusion of much additional material as appendicesto help
increase the overall transparency of the data gathering process which led to
the findings and conclusions.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Wengraf (2001, pgs.184-187) discussesmany of the legalities of research
including issues of ethics and confidentiality. He draws a fine line between
fully involving participants (interviewees) whilst maintaining the
researcher'sright to arrive at and even publish "their own interpretation of
the material" (pg. 184). He makes an important distinction between
anonymity and confidentiality with confidentiality being the "stronger
requirement" (pg. 187). He advocatesanonymisation for anything
contentious and that has been the goal overall in this piece of research.

Intervieweeswere initially promisedthat only somequotationsaswell as
partsof the detailedsummaries,which theythemselveshad verified, would
be referredto. Subsequentlyfour wereapproachedfor permissionto include
more details(Appendix 11)to augmenttheuseof shorterextractsfrom
other interviewsandto increasethe transparencyaudit of the researchitself.
Theseappendiceshavedetailsremovedwhich would identify the speaker,
but wherethat was not possible,for examplefor the SENCO,further
permissionwas soughtfor the inclusionof this material.All interviewees
were alsoassuredthat only the interviewerwould ever hearthetapes.These
will be wiped. Detailedsummariesof meetingswere similarly submittedto
the `chair' of eachmeeting(althoughnot to the participants).Somepartsof
theseare included(Appendix 12) with efforts madeto anonymise
participantsandevenyear groupsof meeting.Even thoughagreeingto the
taping of the meetings,someparticipantsperhapsassertedtheir right to say
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very little. Off the record remarks in interviews, to illustrate a point for
example, did not appear in the subsequentdetailed summary. Leaving the
field for future researchersto have relatively unproblematic experiences of
data collection was one consideration. Not antagonising or upsetting
colleagues was another. Paramount however was the honest attempt to act
ethically at all times.

As with the problems of insider researchersmentioned earlier, it is
important not to lose people's trust in the researchprocess or in the
researcher.Nias (1993, pg. 136) honestly recounts mistakes she made in
interviewing the Heads of some teachers, without even telling those
teachers. Ball's (1991, pg. 169) admission about being allowed to sit in on
some fairly personal discussionswas perhaps more astonishing. In another
paper he speaksof the "small deceptions... and ethical dilemmas which crop
up in most ethnographies" (1993, pg.32). In the current study, even the
length of the instruments raised an ethical issue regarding using busy
colleagues' time, more particularly for an insider researcher. Also,
questionnaire respondentswere told that the researchconcerned the roles of
year heads "and class tutors", to get their perceptions on paper (see title
page, Appendix 9), a small but disquieting deception. This was felt to be
necessaryto gather data about the interface between the roles without the
survey appearing to tutors as an invitation to comment on how well their
own year head was actually fulfilling the role.

Identifying information aboutintervieweescan oftenbe removed,but "loss
of detail will degradethe valueof the report" cautionsWengraf(2001,
pg.187).Nevertheless,all participantsweredesignatedasfemalein order to
avoid easyidentification.Similarly, year,subjectand evenkey stage
designationswerenot alwaysused,especiallywhereany contentiousviews
were expressedby participants.Insiderresearchersneedto be very cautious
andhaveadditional
asthey alsowill haveto live with the consequences
responsibilitiesto their colleagues.

8C

SOME ASPECTS OF ANALYSIS

Following the collection and preliminary analysis of various items of data,
painstakingly collected through the instruments discussedearlier, findings
were `written up' as `first draft' summariesin order that documents could be
analysed and the emerging themes were colour-coded for constant
comparisons. These summaries of findings for each data set were an ongoing way of keeping everything under control. Memos were added to
these detailed summaries, in post-it notes. The themes were first categorised
as those in Appendix 10, developed for the Initial Study (Gordon, 2002).
Colour codes within detailed summaries and on the instruments themselves,
made them easier to cross-referencewhen looking for examples and
comparisons.

It soon became obvious, through a combination of ideas emerging
`unbidden' from instruments, and themes uncovered from more recent
literature (such as the ideas of loss of trust and autonomy) that this theme
sheet was becoming somewhat inadequate.This was made more apparent
with the on-going changes to the versions of the Conceptual Framework.
Consequently, the theme sheetwas re-designed and all previously collected
data were re-analysed. Much re-analysis (and re colour coding) was
necessaryas some themes were discarded, amalgamated with others or even
discounted. The first page of Chapter 4 lists the main themes which emerged
as major categories from the various instruments and thinking.

Eventually these`amalgamationsof findings' documentswere codedand
any memosin the text were removedto be incorporatedinto the analysis
and discussion in Chapter Four.
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SHORTCOMINGS AND CONCLUSION
Theacquisitionof datafrom twelve surveyrespondents,who would
otherwisehavegreatlyincreasedthe numberof detailedinterviews
(thirteen)andthe subsequentsummarywriting, seemsto havebeen
vindicated.However,the possibility that valuabledatamay havebeenlost
by using a survey, instead of twelve more interviews, cannot be ignored.
Interviews would possibly have uncovered more specific examples of role
sending and expectations. An alternative would have been to use two or
three in-depth interviews, of the type advocatedby Wengraf (2001), with
some class tutors, ascertaining their perceptions in that way. Certainly, for
the future, interviews with (some) class tutors would represent a more direct
way of accessingthe perceptions and expectations of those lower in the
pastoral hierarchy, in spite of the valid reasons given earlier for being
unable to do so in this case.

In addition, thedata from the thirteeninterviews,which were conducted
could havebeenenhancedby the completetranscriptionof someof these,
therebyallowing the techniquesof groundedtheory (Straussand
Corbin,1998)to be fully applied.The useof full summariesie partial
transcriptswereenhancedby listeningto the tapesmany times onjourneys
during the on-goinganalyses.Interview schedulesfor seniorand middle
managerswould also havebenefitedfrom the groupingof questionsinto
categoriesasin the headof year schedule,eventhoughthe headingswere
not on the copiesgivento the yearheads.This would haveaidedthe process
of coding andanalysis.
The useof datafrom the pilot interview,which usedan olderversionof the
HOY interview schedule,was a consciousdecisionasthere wereonly four
servingyear headsavailable.Thepilot intervieweehad (just), within the
researchperiod,relinquishedthe HOY post for a non-pastoralpromotion so
the datawererelevant.With similar themesemergingfrom the tape and
summary,not analysingthe datafrom this `fifth HOY' would haverisked
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reducing the enrichment of the emerging themes from the constant
comparisons, such as role ambiguities, lack of autonomy, trust and training
issues.The experience of piloting the schedule considerably improved it for
the subsequentinterviewees.

Another shortcoming in the methods was the decision not to use a modified
version of the middle manager task list (as used in Wise, 1999) for
participants to tick and prioritise, thereby ascertaining their task
expectations of the year head role. In getting participants to list these
themselves,fewer overlaps occurred and the data were less accessible, even
though in the end these were barely incorporated, due to other pressures.
Expectations were still uncovered, but perhapsone could look at this aspect
in a further piece of research.

Becausemeetingswerebeing observedover the sametime period asthe
interviewsweretaking place,this represented
a form of triangulationand
indeedverification. This was enhancedby the useof the field notebook
throughoutthe entireresearchperiod of almost a full academicyear.
Similarly, becausethe questionnaireswerepiloted anddistributedduring the
period of interviews andobservations,but beforethe main year head
interviews,it waspossibleto investigatefurther or raiseissues.
It wasof real valueobservingmeetingsin different months,to capturemore
effectively the pastoralteams'varying taskswithin the rhythm of the
pastoralyear andto view groupswho knew eachother,in operation.
Valuableinsightswereobtainedin having suchobservationsduring the
interview period. Ideally two meetingobservationsat eachyear level would
havebeenpreferable,aswell asseveralmore key stagemeetings,to observe
instancesof role sending.Had seniorteachersbeenapproachedagain,to
excusethe researcherfrom dutiessuchasdetentions,this mayhavebeen
feasible.Continuedtape-recordingenabledthe emergenceof themesto be
notedandanalysedafterwards.Saturationof categories,in the contextof
themeanalysis,asdiscussedby StraussandCorbin (1998,pg.136)was
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possible. For example, numerous examples of tutors exhibiting trust in their

HOYs andof lack of time occurred.
Substantial amounts of data were collected through the long and detailed
interview schedules,particularly the HOY instrument, as well as through the
survey, which were not utilised subsequently due to pressuresof space, time
and indeed relevance. Hindsight would suggestthat shorter schedules would
have elicited much the same relevant quality data.

Regarding the extensive use of colour coding, perhaps computer analysis,
even in terms of more use of the FIND property in Word, would have cut
down on the substantial changes of colour coding necessary.An attempt to
colour code sections of the detailed typed summaries of interviews by using
different computer inks proved too confusing when printouts failed to
replicate these fully. Equally initial memos (Strauss and Corbin 1998,
pg.219) in the margins of interview notes and summaries had to be quickly
altered to large post-it notes but a much better method would have been to
use the facilities of `comments' ie EDIT on the computer.

The methods of analysis chosen have been gleaned from such writers as
Glaser and Strauss(1967), Straussand Corbin (1998) and Miles and
Huberman (1984). Although the complete application of grounded theory is
not possible without full transcripts (confirmed by Scott, 2001, pg. 1) of
interviews, meetings etc (difficult for a single, part-time researcher), many
of their coding suggestionscould be used. Strauss and Corbin explain in
detail (1998, pgs.230 -234) how to do memos in terms of Code Note axial
coding. Miles and Huberman suggest that memos "... tie different pieces of
data together in a cluster, or they show that a particular piece of data is an
instance of a general concept" (1984, pg. 69). These proved invaluable in the
analysis and interpretation of the data. As Morrison explains, "theoretical
development occurs as researchersprogressively focus their areasof
research" (2002, pg. 6)
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Denscombe(1998) advocatesthe use of multi-methods for enhancing
validity and providing corroboration (pg.86). Hence the use here of
interview, questionnaire, meeting observations, documents and some critical
incident data where available. Straussand Corbin recommend an "interplay
of methods" (1998, pg.33). The cross-checking of interviews, one with
another, or against other forms of data (Nisbet and Watt, 1984, pg. 74), was
adhered to, in order to enhancethe fairness and accuracy of the report.
However Eisner draws attention to the impossibility of "a kind of
immaculate perception" (1993, pg.5 1). Denzin and Lincoln also feel
"Objective reality can never be captured" but that triangulation is actually
"an alternative to validation"(1998, intro. pg. 4). The flexibility of the case
study method, with its ability to change to "pick up unanticipated effects"
(pg.76) proved useful in the accumulation of insights.

Wengraf (2001) counsels researchersthat they are carrying "misinformation
as well as information, prejudice as well as knowledge" (original emphasis,
pg. 10). The difficulty of being one's own "chief instrument" (Nisbet and
Watt 1984, pg.87) and of maintaining good relationships, was largely
catered for in the acquiescenceof the researcher to all participants'
individual requests, in relation to interviews and observations.

Johnson's (1994, pg. 184) promise that some people enjoy taking part in a
piece of researchand even find it helpful to their own thinking on that part
of their life experience, proved to be true for at least two year heads who
voiced this. The hectic experience of gathering data was ameliorated by
supportive colleagues. Silverman's (2000, pg. 239) acerbic comment about
there being "no Brownie points" for gathering data, but rather "what you do
with your data" hasbeen noted, as has Strauss and Corbin's instruction to
"mine that data" (1998, pg. 65). Lastly, Usher's (1997, pg.41) injunction to
be "constantly vigilant" and to "take nothing for granted in doing research"
because "research is both a'constructed' and a'constructing' activity" was
followed.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS AND DATA ANALYSIS
A difficult decision was made to report findings and analyse within the
same large chapter, necessitatedby word count considerations. This
removed much repetition. The need to clarify from which data set findings
have come, breaks the flow a little but serves to increase the transparency of
the process of analysing these findings.

The main themesfrom the year headinterview dataincluded:
f

Roleambiguitiesandconflicts

f

Lack of time andtraining

f

Lack of trust/autonomy

f

Non existence of the pastoral/academic divide

f

Expectationsfrom subordinatesseenasmore legitimatethan
expectations from super-ordinates.

It becameapparentthat suchthemeswererecurring in the datafrom the
othermiddle managersaswell asfrom the meetingsandthe survey,
althoughnot alwaysexplicitly from the seniormanagerinterviews.Since
the datawere revealingthemeswhich hadalreadybeenuncovered,for the
mostpart, in Chapter2, aswell astentatively in the Initial Study(Gordon,
2002),it madesenseto re-examineandre-analysethe data,usingan updated
themesheetandto report andanalysetheseunderbroadly similar headings,
asfar aspossible,asin the LiteratureReview:
f

Role Theory andRole

f

Effectiveness(including communication,time, training andthe
'divide')
pastoral/academic

f

Middle managers/leaders

f

Trust and Autonomy (& Professionalism)

f

Cultureand Power(including politics)
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Scott notes:
[a]s fieldwork proceeds, the researcher's initial
hunches, hypotheses and conjectures are gradually
refined and reformulated, and this acts
progressively to focus analysis and reorganize
data collection methods (1997, pg. 157).

This proved true. Theoretical assumptionsthus become modified as the
procedures develop, inevitable compromises occur and information is
uncovered or vague ideas are disproved. Thus, for example, initial views
about the importance of distributing questionnaires to a wide selection of
tutors, in terms of age, gender, experience; to sample variety of opinion,
resulted in data showing a remarkable consistency among class tutors, the
strength of which lent authority in a way that perhapstheir position as mere
"junior managers" (Bennett, 1995, pg. 109) did not.

ROLE THEORY AND ROLE

The various instruments in use,together with the unstructured observations
of meetings, assemblies etc gleaned many nuances of the HOY, class tutor
and indeed senior managers' roles, as well as of their expectations and
perceptions of the year head role enactments.Perceptions about the
effectiveness of the behavioural policy itself which emerged are dealt with
later, as these also influence perceptions of role holders' effectiveness.

Although Howard (1988,pg.133)notesthat an awarenessof role theory
would be an assetfor any manager,the interviews aswell asthe middle
managercoursematerialssuppliedby the ELB madeit apparentthat role
theory has not permeatedany aspectof training, althoughroleswithin teams
arementionedin someseniormanagementcourses.Yet without having
necessarilyreadHandy (1999)andwith no formal educationin these
concepts,therewas an instinctivegraspof the tenor of the questions,for
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example, on role overload. Interviewees interpreted the terms as they are
commonly understood, querying anything, for example 'role set', which
seemedmore obscure. Even if their interpretations and those of the
interviewer did not always exactly match, the need to build confidence in
interviewees supersededcorrection of minor errors of understanding. All
participants, very aware of their own multiple roles and expectations, gave
detailed responsesabout the roles of others.

Howard's (1988) other conclusion in this area, on the value of a role holder
having knowledge of the perceptions of his or her own role set, proved
easier to find evidence of. All HOYs interviewed felt trusted by their teams
and thought that their teams appreciated that they were doing their best (see
for example, Appendix 11,A&D). This suggeststhat year heads are
interpreting their roles to the satisfaction of their teams at least. One felt that
her class tutors with better behaved classesmight feel less supported
because a very difficult class was occupying virtually all her time, especially
at registrations (I 1,B)*. This illustrates that she knew the expectations of her
team and was trying to live up to them. However, only one class tutor felt
isolated. HOYs also knew the perceptions of their immediate line managers,
but were less sanguine about expectations from the top (11,B&D).
In observed meetings, participants were progressing through agendasas
professionally and efficiently as possible and expressing their opinions in a
collegial way (eg.12,c). People in Year and Key Stagemeetings presented as
groups of colleagues happy in, or resigned to their roles within the various
meeting settings, contributing to discussion and consenting to the targets or
decisions. They took note of the requirements/expectations of their line
managersas well as feeding information back. No reluctance to make
suggestionsor contribute was discernible, in spite of an observer and tape
* Findingsand analysisarebasedon the data setswith very short sampleextractsin
AppendicesI1 and 12.Throughoutthis chaptertheseshall be referredto as (11,Y) or (12a),
to showa rangeof intervieweesand meetingswhilst avoiding usingthe word "Appendix"
constantly.Findingswhich identify somepeopleare not referencedto a particular
intervieweeor meeting.Interview 11,Y specifically is from two line managersof the
HOYs with the datablendedtogetherto avoid further identification
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recorder. It would not be obvious if supposedagreementswere subject to
any type of implementation gap with, for example, participants merely
giving silent consent, as the next meeting observed would be elsewhere.

In one Year meeting class tutors offered advice to each other in an open
forum way (12,f). The Year meeting agendaswere passeddown from the
previous KS meeting often just two days before, so line managementwas in
evidence. At some of the year meetings at KS3, a degree of role ambiguity
was apparent, as discussedbelow.

Busher (1992, pg.2) looking at how people and organisations adapt to each

other in schoolsaspolitical systems,suggests:
In the context of theseroles and functions, and of role
incumbents' perceptions of their own and others' roles,
people negotiate their positions in a school organisation.
All respondents and interviewees had clear views on the year head role and
on their own roles. Senior managersemphasisedthat year headshad to
make (Hall, 1997) the role and engender some type of year feeling. The KS
4 tutor described how the role was actually more than the job description,
becausealthough not listed, suggestionsfor promoting year feeling would
be part of the interview (11, Y). Senior managers saw the HOY role (and
class tutor role) as clear-cut, and therefore could not seea need for a job
description for tutors (11,Y). The principal was willing to have one
developed if it emerged from the researchthat tutors desired this.

When askedhow yearheadsknow what to do, seniormanagersreferredto
both experienceand the detailedjob description.None could seeany
inherentoverlapor blurring of the roles of classtutor andyear headeven
thoughthey acknowledgedthat onewas a progressionor "microcosm" of
the other (11,Y). In contrast,classtutors andalso two HOYs could seesome
overlap,andmost desiredclasstutor job descriptions(ten tutors andall five
HOYs). Monahan(1998,pg.98) emphasises
the needfor the role of class
tutor, in relation to the HOY, "to be defined".
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Many of the numerous class tutor duties and responsibilities have little to do
with the behavioural policy but the absenceof any job description
(Hamblin, 1981; Marland, 1974) appearsto compound any system
ambiguities. The year headsand class tutors seethis clearly, but the senior
managers,further away from this aspect, do not seea problem, any more
than they seeany ambiguities in the system or in the various roles
(11,C,D,& Y). These sorts of contrasts can be seen in the summary tables of
findings at the ends of Appendices 3 and 7.

Even though those immediately above seem satisfied that the year heads are,
for the most part, carrying out their expectations, they seem to have little
concept of the year heads' perception that there are more roles which year
heads feel they should be fulfilling. Clemett and Pearceraise this issue
(1986, pg.55) and in the school understudy the 'mismatch' between
expectations, ie year heads'own, and fulfilment of roles, is apparent in the
findings (1 1,A-D).

It is helpful at this point to utilise Doherty's (1981, pg.271) definitions and

to briefly analysesomeof the findings aboutrole underher threeheadings.
1 Theprescribedrole - what othersexpecttheyear headto do.
It becameapparentthat yearheads,althoughcarryingout instructionsfrom
above,view the expectationsof their teamsasmore legitimate thanthe
expectationsfrom thoseabovewhich aretime consumingandpaperwork
orientated."Expectationswere laid out very thoroughlyto all HOYs... by
the VP, accountabilityetc" (11,C). As it is they indeedsatisfymany role
expectationsof others(Best et al 1983,pg.54).The year headrole is so
"dynamic" (Wise 1999,pg.34) that a major aspectof it, that of engendering
year feeling, is not evenin thejob description,yet this is a key role
expectation(11,Y). Seniormanagers`send'the role from abovewhereasin
reality other role set expectations(especiallyfrom below), whenviewed as
legitimate,help `make' the role.
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There is less satisfaction in fulfilling the expectations from above since
HOYs don't feel fully trusted, lack autonomy and feel undermined at times
(11,A-E). "Totally undermined from the top" said one (11,B). In contrast,
they feel trusted by their teams whom they seeas professional colleagues
(I 1,A-E). Also, having been class tutors themselves,they feel they know the
expectations which are important to fulfil. It is presumably harder for them
to seethe situation from a more senior position.

Fellow middle managersinterviewed expressedthe view that the year heads
were doing a good job although one felt they could raise the profile of the
role (1 l, q). They must also be fulfilling expectations from above reasonably
well as each Key Stage Tutor expressedsatisfaction with her year heads
(1 l, Y). Senior managersexpect the HOYs to contact parents, supply
information upwards and hold regular meetings. They also expect them to
"keep a lid on things" as one year head put it (11,D). All these are
happening to the satisfaction of the senior managers,who also expect HOYs
to act as middle managersbut it is very much their interpretation of this
(11,Y). They expect them to support the class tutors and to provide
information upwards within the system. The principal expects them to think
strategically, to get to know the children and trusts (expects?) them to do a
good job. All senior managersexpect them to engender year feeling by
taking assembliesand visiting groups, thereby hopefully minimising
behaviour problems, to benefit the teaching and learning of all (11,X&Y).
Class tutors have expectations of HOYs also, in terms of having more to do
with the pupils.

2 Thesubjectiverole - whatyear headfeels he/sheshouldbe doing.
Year headsfeel frustratedbecausethey would like more time to fulfil
expectations,raisetheir profiles, andget on top of the role ratherthan
simply reacting(I 1,A-E), "actually getting on with it" as onestated(11,A).
Becausethey haveother roles/responsibilities,they feel it is a never-ending,
time restrictedjob. They want to fulfil everyone'sexpectationsand feel
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squeezedand accountable to everyone in a "piggy in the middle" way (Gold

andEvans,2002,pg.1).
None of them feels she should be training her team, (11,A-E) as four of the
five do not really seethemselves as managers.One rejected the idea that she
"had a training role with regard to the year team" (11,C). This lack of
recognition of their supposedtraining role contrasts with Wise's (2001)
findings regarding academic middle managers. Only one HOY
acknowledged a monitoring role in the pastoral team (11,E). Monitoring
appearsto come from above. One senior manager explained that she checks
on the achievement of targets set in her Key Stage meetings as a way of
"supervising what is going on in the team" (11,Y).

The fact that two class tutors rejected the line manager role for HOYs with
regard to tutors' own duties and half (six) were "not sure", perhaps suggests
that these two pastoral layers are heavily imbued with the idea of trust in the
context of working with fellow professionals who don't need to be
monitored. All five HOYs referred to professionals or professionalism
(eg. I 1,B&C).

HOYs quietly acquiesceto the fact that they cannotreferpupils on after
three weeksevenif they havenot improved,in spiteof the policy stating
this, asthings would gettoo 'top heavy',but this overloadstheir role. At one
meetingobserved(12,h) this wasdiscussedat length.The HOY mentioning
onepupil asserted,"She will alwaysneedto be maintainedat HOY level"
emphasisingthat the policy is "inclusion" while addingthis policy
ambiguity to the minutes.Later, whenthe KS Tutor joined the meeting,she
confirmedthatpupils neededto remainat HOY level otherwiseher own
numberswould double(12,h). The knock-oneffect herecould overloadall
behaviouralroles.
Four of the HOYs feel they shouldnot be subjectto constantdirectives
which they must passon to their teams(eg.11,C). They feel they should be
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getting to know all the pupils and visiting classes.They would like time to
think about the role and get beyond the reactive operational nature of it.
They want to be fully in control of their year group with the time and the
trust (Bottery, 2003) that this implies. The year heads can seea way to
behave (Schmidt, 2000, pg. 838) but feel constrained by a variety of
difficulties, discussed later.

3 The enacted role - what the year head actually does.
This is the aspect of role which those asked to comment on how the HOYs
fulfil their roles see,so if there is a shortfall between this and their version
of the prescribed role, this is what they discuss. For the HOYs themselves,
all saw an implementation gap between this `enactedrole' and the
`subjective role' and reported themselves that it added to their frustrations
(Appendix 7, Q ld). They try to fulfil the listed duties on their job
description, but seethe role as much broader (eg.11,A), and the expectations
as wider still (Blackburn, 1983, intro). They assertthere is too much
immediacy in the role, "like answering 999 calls", one HOY described
(11,B). All five are frustrated by an apparent lack of consistency (often from
above), which they view as undermining (eg.11,B), and as sending "the
wrong messageto others" (11,C). Two also cite the absenceof co-operation
from parents (11,A&E). The role is multi-faceted, even when just confining
the researchto the behavioural policy. This was acknowledged by one of
their line managers regarding HOYs' difficulties in "prioritising their tasks"
as "it dependedon the problems they were dealing with at the time" (11,Y).
Frustration about time constraints rankles more than the paucity of training
(I 1,A-E). "You feel you are spending all the time dealing with one person"
was one HOY's explanation (11,A).

Thelack of, or for longer servingHOYs, loss of, autonomyis a major
detractionfrom the role. Feelingsof not being trustedwhile being
accountablefor everythingwerenoted. Theyalso try to protecttheir class
tutors from role overloadwhenthey can,frequentlyextendingoffers to help
asexpressedin the observedmeetings(eg.12,b&f).
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Many of the issuesraised above, under Doherty's three useful definitions of
role here, show up the inherent tensions of the year head role which will be
exemplified in subsequentsections of this chapter. These tensions are
particularly obvious when `role' is viewed from an interpretive perspective.

ROLE AMBIGUITY

One source of role ambiguity, which emerged from the findings, is the
incompatibility of (Grace, 1972), or change in (Hall, 1997), the different
expectations of others and those of the role holder. Some are discussed
above under role since many are inherent to a role. Senior managers,when
interviewed, were very aware that others' expectations of their roles were
different from their own (11,X&Y). The SENCO felt that hers was "a very
ambiguous role". Similarly, one year head gave the example of teachers
expecting her to take their side, in the way that Screeny (1986) suggests
happens,and admonish the child. This was not how she saw her role,
preferring to hear each side, "like Judge Judy" (11,D).

An obvious ambiguitywas the fact that becauseclasstutors lackedjob
descriptions,at leastten felt their role comprisedanythingthat needed
doing. Early writers (Marland,1974);Hamblin,1981)emphasisedthe knockon effect of lack of clarity, on the HOY role, asa coupleof HOYs
acknowledged(11,C&D). In the casestudyschool,not all teachersare class
tutors henceit is seenas a substantialrole, yet lacking definition. In
contrast,the HOYs, at least haveajob description.Although thosein senior
positionssawthe rolesof classtutor andHOY as"clearly differentiated
becauseissueswerehandedon" (11,Y), all five year heads,closerto the
situationandmore awareof the role boundaryproblemsandperceptions,
wishedfor classtutor job descriptions,sosomeblurring betweenthese
roles, in the contextof the policy, may havebeenapparentto them.
In thesepastoralmiddle managerrolesambiguity provedto be evenmore
complex.In spite of detailedjob descriptions,role ambiguitieswere either
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reported to the researcherin interviews, as above, or were apparent in the
observed meetings. Two year headsemphasisedthat they had no feeling of
certainty of being in-charge of the year group, when interviewed in June
2003 (11,A&D). This emerged when they were talking of the frustrations
and stressesof the role. Both Schmidt (2000) and Wise (1999) view role
ambiguity as a serious source of stress.One HOY used the phrase "extended
class tutor" (11,A) and the other statedthat she often heard about things
happening within her year, through the daily briefing next day, and thought
"I neededto know that" (11,D). This was a surprising finding, as an outsider
(albeit subjective) view of these year headswould have rated their
fulfilment of their roles as confident and competent when, during the
researchperiod, they were observed in and conducting meetings, moving
about the school, and dealing with incidents (Field notes).

Three HOYs did not feel fully trusted by top management, although not
necessarily their own line managers, (11,A, B&C) and all five gave specific
examples of having been undermined by citing or alluding to critical
incidents which can't be listed here. Although they reported various role
conflicts, dealt with later, it was the ambiguity of the role, the 'What should
I be doing in this instance?' and the `Will I be supported in this action? '
aspects,which were problematic. Four mentioned or implied that they
lacked the ultimate power to follow things through (11,A-D). One cited top
management "using their discretion to undermine a decision made at year
head level" (I 1,B). The dilemma of wondering about the parameters of a
role points to widespread role confusion. They also (I 1,A-D) did not feel
like line or middle managers,in responsesto Q8a and Q 10 (Appendix 7).
Senior pastoral managers,in contrast, thought that year head role was
clearly laid out and that their HOYs were doing a good job (11,X&Y). One
KS tutor said sheencouraged "a team approach where everyone's views
were listened to and acted upon" while the other stated the importance of
team members "and their contribution", being valued (11,Y). The principal,
by talking of the need for them to operate "within the parameters of the
role", perhaps touched unconsciously upon the year heads'role ambiguities.
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One clear role ambiguity observed in the year meetings at KS3 (ie the
separatemeetings for years 8,9 and 10), was who was in charge? The year
meetings would be progressing in the normal way, based on an agendafed
to the year heads at the previous KS meetings when the KS tutor arrived and
took part of the meeting (12,g& h). Perhapsit was useful for clarification
(12,h) but it resulted in repeating agendaitems already covered in the
minutes, rather than progressing through the other items, or by the senior
manager raising these (12,h). In one case witnessed in January 2003 (12,g),
it resulted in a lengthy discussion, concerning the logistics of target-setting
meetings, becoming irrelevant due to feedback from other meetings already
visited by the KS tutor. The discussion had been about an item raised at the
end of the preceding KS meeting. Previously, a year head involved in the
Initial Study (Gordon, 2002, pg.43) had suggestedthat while shedid not
have a problem with the KS Tutor taking part of the meeting, perhaps others
would. At another year meeting, reported to the researcherbut unfortunately
not observed, the line manager had been 'sent away' in order that the tutors
could express their feelings regarding a follow-up parents' meeting, with
their own year head, but off the record (Field notes).

In KS4, therewereno visits by the line managerto the year level meetings
noted.Evidently, this seldomhappenedin thesemeetingsand any issues
raisedwereminuted,asin all themeetings(eg.12,c,g&h). Yet, in spiteof
theseobservationssomeyear headsat eachKS did not feel in full control of
their year(11,A, C&D), one emphasisingshe"felt powerlessin the.. .year
headrole" (11,C). This showsthe importanceof triangulation sinceone
apparentfinding can be contradictedby another.
Anotherrole ambiguity of the managerrole in a schoolis identified by
Howard (1988,pg.84):
How can a managermanageif he is thoughtof
asan 'equal'professional?It is perhapsa function
of the role they inhabit.
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Three class tutors did not see year headsas having any line management
role in relation to their work, neither in staff development nor in monitoring
and for six others this question was ambiguous. Rather, they viewed them as
colleagues. As Bennett says,"For a changein role relationships to be
acknowledged, roles have had to be understood" (1997, pg.39). Similarly,
four HOYs spoke of their teams as "colleagues" or "equal professionals"
(I 1,A-D). It was noted earlier that this collegial feeling was also exhibited
in meetings (eg. 12,a&e).

Just as "department heads' emotions are inextricably bound up with purpose
and the extent to which they are able to fulfill(sic) their role" (Schmidt
2000, pg.83 1), during interviews it became increasingly apparent that year
heads' emotions and "self-identities" (Busher, 2005,pg. 137) are similarly
involved with fulfilment of that role. One took exception to questions which
saw her role as a "line manager" to her group of class tutors, seeing herself
very much as part of a team of equal professionals but not a super-ordinate.
Wanting to lighten their load, shefelt there was "too much pointing out
from above what has to be done", though she acknowledged her "conduit"
role in passing their concerns up (11,C). She identified this ambiguity
among others as she also saw the year head role as a closely monitored one,
having very little autonomy. Indeed, as Schmidt acknowledges (2000,
pg.832), "Culture shock may also occur when the purposes embedded in a
new role are dictated by someoneelse's agenda." This HOY found these
ambiguous aspectsof the role deeply frustrating, even whilst loving working
with the children. Elements of this were also uncovered in interview B (11,
B) who felt her role was becoming "more a channel for directives".

ROLE CONFLICT
HOYs had the obviousrole conflict of holding this role whilst being subject
teachersto many other children.They expressedsomeconsternationat
being sentpupils or phonedaboutbehaviourwhenteaching(eg.11,B&D).
Oneexampleof suchrole conflict noted,involved a HOY trying to unravel
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a behavioural incident, interviewing pupils, "... outside the door when my
exam classesneed teaching" (11,A). Another year head masked her
annoyance about this, levelling with her new team about her very limited
time by making it an agendaitem of the observed meeting in the Initial
Study (Gordon, 2002, Appendix 7). She was not interviewed in the current
case study since shewas no longer interview naive. However, the three year
heads above brought up this type of role conflict as a major cause of
frustration. Hamblin (1981, pg. 259) talks of such conflict within the
teaching role. Respondents' frustrations with roles, inadequate feedback,
intensification, and role conflict pressureswere apparent in all five HOY
interviews (I 1,A-E). Class tutors too experiencedsuch role conflicts.

Year heads,if they also had other roles like departmental head, experienced
different role conflicts, concerned both with having too much to do and the
disparate nature of these roles. One, interviewed in June 2003, felt that
HODs should not be permitted to hold another post, especially year head
since "the department always suffers" with this incompatible dual role
(11,D). Many of the findings which emerged regarding role conflict have
implications in terms of teachers' professionalism as these middle managers
have full teaching loads and see'professional teacher' as their primary role.

Theamountof role conflict uncoveredwith two actualremuneratedposts
clashingasopposedto the conflict betweenteachingand fulfilling a
role, points up a difficulty in a smallersecondaryschool.Since
management
manypoststend to haveonly onemanagementpoint it is necessaryto apply
for otherswhilst retainingone. Without this, higher managementposts,for
examplevice principal (VP) or key stagetutor, are inaccessible.Therole
conflicts (Handy, 1999)betweenHOY and HOD, asdescribedby thejoint
role holder above,are thereforea recurringconflict, lesslikely in a larger
school.Wise andBennett'ssurvey(2003a)found most pastoralleadershad
threemanagementpoints.
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The advantage of holding more than one "power base" at a time, is
discussedin Busher (1992, pg.37) who notes that such a post holder
"wishing to influence the actions of other people [would have] a greater
valency of power". In the current research,only the frustrations inherent in
the resulting role conflict were discernible. He reports, that a "source of
considerable tension for some teachers was their dual membership of
academic department and pastoral care teams" (pg.43). This would seemto
be greatly heightened for role holders with substantial responsibilities in
each area (11,D).

Busher's discussion of the " multiplicity of lines of accountability in
...
begins
(1992,
108),
pg.
perhaps to unravel the
secondary schools"
complexity of real role fulfilment and goes some way to explaining the
strain and stress inherent in roles. He mentions "crossover accountability"
discussedearlier in the literature review. A pure example, as in his scenario,
could not be found during the data collection period but there were very
experienced tutors, and many additional role holders, in the teams of less
experienced HOYs. At one point, the KS4 Tutor, who was also acting VP,
(and therefore line manager of her HOY), briefly continued as class tutor to
a year 12 class. She found it amusing when the researcher expressedmild
astonishment at this triple role, at a year meeting observed in August 2002.

Hall (1997)feels that role conflict can alsooccur whenthe preferred
managementstyle of the incumbentdiffers from that desiredby more senior
role setmembers.Theexampleof the year head,discussedabovein
ambiguity,also illustratesthis (11,C) but it is alsodiscernibleor implied in
most other HOY interviews,onenoting that "sometimesincidentswould be
dealt over the headof the yearhead" (11,A).
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ROLE OVERLOAD

Evidence of role overload, which had emerged in the Initial Study was
confirmed in the interviews with the year headsas well as in the data from
the class tutor survey. It was clear from field notes and from the survey that
nine class tutors thought they were over burdened themselves and five saw
their year heads as over laden also. They, tutors and year heads,felt that
there were simply too many tasks and responsibilities, and that the sheer
number of roles had become too much (Handy, 1999, pg.67). Most felt that
the paperwork situation, with different types of information being needed,
often at short notice, by `the office' or outside agencies was burgeoning "out
of control" (eg.11,C). In contrast, the principal hoped that the paperwork
was "manageable". One HOY noted that there were "a lot of pastoral people
but year heads were asked to do the most" (11,B).

One survey respondent felt that tutors should merely note attendance "a
purely admin. role", as they had not time to take on a full
pastoral/disciplinary role which seemsto include counsellor, mentor etc.
Interestingly, the class tutors at post- 16, not included in the survey but
mentioned by the head of post-16, have theoretically that reduced role,
having no tutorial time. The class tutor wanting this restricted, "tutor
subordinate" role (Marland, 1974, pg.76), reflected the view that tutors were
over-stretched, saying this in an observed year meeting also (12,b). One
HOY thought this would be preferable (11, B). If implemented, this could
result in year heads having far more of the lower level 'busy work' type
tasks, as well as having the wider monitoring of pupils. This has been the
effect for the post- 16 head who felt that she had a multiplicity of roles,
including the much broader responsibility of co-ordinating the entire post- 16
curriculum, (like the HOYs in Reading's paper,1999).

Whilst not confusingjob descriptionswith the role itself, ten classtutors out
of thetwelve surveyedwantedoneasa protectionagainstrole overloadand
ambiguity.Sinceonly three felt they hadreceivedanytraining for their class
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tutor role, the lack of a job description seemsto compound their problems.

Seniormanagers,eventhose(few) who are still classtutors do not mention
the problem of role overload within that role.

Year headsthemselves took the view that their own roles were broad and
very demanding and this was noticeable, not only in interviews, but
particularly in KS3 meetings (as in minutes supplied to researcher) which
often over ran their time. Year meetings in that KS, some with lengthy
agendas,up to thirteen items in an hour (eg.I 2,h), reflected this high level of
intensity. Meetings were approximately every six weeks, but often further
apart due to holidays etc. In many casesthese agendaitems were substantive
and took much time to discussand collect information and views about
(eg. 12,h).

Therewas further evidenceof role overloadin the fact that somepupils on
report,who accordingto thepositivebehaviouralpolicy, shouldhavebeen
referredup to KS tutor level if no improvementafter approximately15
reports(threeweeks),were still with the yearheadmonthslater. This was
confirmedby the KS3 tutor wheninterviewed(11,Y). Shestatedthat this
was inevitablebecauseof "the reality of the pupils we weredealingwith"
reiteratingthis whenshejoined an observedyearmeeting(12,h). Because
the KS4 tutor wasacting asVP for the year,oneyear headexplainedthat to
avoid mattersreachingtoo high a level, too quickly, it hadbeennecessaryto
'sit on' a few situations.This was overloadingthe HOY role, andrequiring
themto dealwith more 'persistentoffenders'.
HOYs were alsoawareof the amountof work tutors had,particularly those
with troublesomeclassesand empathisedasall had beentutors. Threehad
held the dual role, (a baptismof fire in terms of workload andconflict), for
the first yearof their promotion,becauseof timetabling (eg.11,E). They saw
classtutorsas"undervalued"and "unsungheroes"or "walked over"
(11,B,C). Sevenof the classtutors surveyedfelt that HOYs were awareof
their workload but five demurred.
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One middle manager felt that the year heads could raise the profile of the
role, "be around and be seen" (l l, q,). Some seemedunaware of the lack of
time year headshad to fulfil their various roles mentioning possible extra
non-teaching periods (l l, p&s). Perhapsalso they did not seethe variety of
and immediacy of the HOY role in a way that HOD role tasks would seldom
present themselves.One HOD acknowledged that shedid all her
departmental work after school (1 l, s). That option is not open to HOYs
responding to immediate difficulties. This contrast between the way the two
lots of role tasks arise, was expressedby such a dual role holder, who
admitted that her department had suffered because"the pastoral is always
going to be more immediate" (11,D). As a KS tutor remarked in relation to
HOYs prioritising their tasks, "They do not know what is going to hit the
fan." (11,Y). While all senior managers acknowledged year heads'need for
more time, one KS tutor, and the principal, felt that year headsshould utilise
their own time after school, as that was the nature of the role (11,Y).
However, Handy notes, "... overtime is a feasible strategy for dealing with
work overload, but... is ... inappropriate ... for role overload" (1999, pg. 67).

ROLE SET
Although unfamiliar terminology,all of thoseinterviewedcould list their
own role set(Handy, 1999,pg.62),with a smallprompt (egs.11,A&p). Class
tutors, piloting the questionnairehad foundquestion26 ambiguousso it had
beenre-written (seethe last few pagesof Appendix 9). Outsideagencies
seemedto be outsidethe yearheads'remit asthe key stagetutors dealtwith
these.Not one yearheadsawHODs asbeing in their role setyet oneKS
tutor felt they were (11,Y) and two HODs saw HOYs aspart of their role
set,but not vice versa(l l, p&s). One HOD (l l, s) musedthat "HODs would
needto be part of the HOY role setto fulfil thenewerversionof the HOY
job description"(Appendix 6). Conversely,oneHOD felt that including
them would just be "runningup anddown thehierarchy" and that
"communicationtakeslonger to get back to the source"(1l, t). The clearest
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messageon this came from the year 13/14 co-ordinator; who felt that they

shouldbe, aswasthe situationat post-16.
HOYs do not seethese fellow middle managers(HODS) as part of their
own role sets, feeling they do not work closely with them, but this is
inevitable given that four year headsdo not view themselves as actual
managers(eg. I 1,D), and the other feels undermined (11,B). However, since
they were interviewed in the context of the behavioural policy and there are
no joint meetings between thesemiddle managers,and as the HOD role has
little to do with behaviour, at least officially in the policy, perhapsthis is a
logical finding.

An interesting piece of data relating to role set was that three year heads
(11,B, C&D), while they are more than aware of the expectations from
above, seemto view the expectations of their teams as being more
legitimate (Burnham, 1975, pg.206). One asserting that she "reacted more to
the class tutors' needs" statedthat the role was sent to her from below
(11,B). This is in line with Wise's findings that academic middle leaders
(HODs) view expectations from below as more legitimate (1999). This
HOY feared that fulfilling the demands from above and also helping with
more difficult pupils resulted in, "Some tutors [who] must be feeling they
are not having support from me... "(1 1,B). Although HOYs were not asked
this explicitly, questions 8a and 3c (Appendix 7) elicited such information
and it could also be gauged from replies about being trusted or feeling
passedover (Appendix 7,Q6g &I Ob). One HOY said she would "never
refuse a referral" from a colleague (ie one of her class tutor team) (11,D).
This shows whose opinions she valued, and from whom she took her cue. It
also illustrates Burnham's (1975, pg.207) point about "perceptual
seduction", discussedin the literature review.

Superficially,evidencefrom meetingobservationswould suggestyear heads
carryingout instructionsfrom above,(requestsfor information,following
the suggestedagenda)andtherebytaking their role from the expectationsof
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those above (eg12,a&g). "There are many demandsplaced on a manager by
his(sic) 'role set' " states Howard (1988, pg. 84). They have to satisfy these as
the senior managershave the power to demand acquiescence.However,
careful observation revealed that in all cases,HOYs were reacting to the
wishes and needsof their teams (eg. 12,b&c). Class tutors' points were
immediately minuted for the managementlayer above to note. A HOY
stated that the role involved carrying out instructions from above and
"trying to fulfil expectations from below" (11,C). This neat summary of how
year headsviewed the middle position of the role and the various
expectations of it relates to power and legitimacy.

The problem of legitimacy (Burnham 1975, pg.206) arises in that when a
role is sent it may representrole overload or role creep. An example
occurred when a HOY spent a substantial part of an observed meeting in
seeking to minimise the loss of time and effect for her team of the February
follow-up target-setting meetings with pupils after their tests. Proformas
were suggestedin order that pupils would come with prepared targets.
Observation clearly showed the HOY discussing and agreeing that inviting
parents to three minute meetings would be a `logistical nightmare' and
trying to cut down the overload on this part of her role set, whilst acceding
to the directive, sent from above (12,g).

CONCLUSIONTO THE ROLE SECTION
As a post scriptto thevariousaspectsof 'role', that describedby Allder
(1992,pg.3) as"role envy" was not evident.Ratherthe impressiongained
wasthat the HOY role was avoided,not beingviewed asdesirable. Such
postsalsoseemedto havefewer applicantswhenadvertisedduring the
researchperiod (Field notes).
Looking backto Doherty's (1981)role definitions above,it is possibleto
seethat for year headsthe enactedrole (what they actually do), doesnot
matchfully the subjectiverole (what they feel they shouldbe doing). This
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becameapparent when they were asked about the stressorsand frustrations
of the role in questions such as 6a, 6d and 6g of the schedule. They feel they
should be spending more time with the good pupils also, and in circulating
(eg.11,A). This suggestsfurther development of `year feeling', referred to
by the KS tutors as an important strategic aspect (and key expectation) of
the role (11,Y). Role overload, and in many casesrole conflict, precludes
this. The fulfilment of the prescribed role (what others expect), rather
dependson who the others are.

Even elucidationof roles by formulating with classtutors ajob description
or list of duties,could helpto clarify HOY roles (11,C&D). It resemblesthe
situationof signpostson newroadsandjunctions;which are erectedby
thosewho know wherethey are going andhencedon't seethe gap in the
indications.

It emerged from the year head interviews and from the observations of their
meetings that year headsare aware of what to do and seethe 'gaps' between
enacted,prescribed and subjective roles, as discussed above. All of them
knew the job description did not encompasstheir many roles. Even within
the much narrower focus of their roles in relation to the Positive
Behavioural Policy, in their own eyes, they were not satisfied with how they
were fulfilling the role and two felt that they were letting down their teams,
especially class tutors who neededsubstantial help (11,A&B).

An insider researchercannotfail to be awareof the stressesmany role
holdershavein fulfilling aspectsof their roles, or multiple roles. From
staff-roomremarksover the field work period,and all the HOY interviewsit
is apparentthat many classtutors (sevenof thosesurveyedwereHODs also)
and mostyear headsare stressed,becauseof factorsdiscussedaboveand
othersnotedlater.Somesayso in words or throughbody language.Stressis
unlikely to be conduciveto effectiveness.
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EFFECTIVENESS

During the research, views were gathered on the effectiveness or otherwise
of the positive behavioural policy itself. Since these necessarily impinge on
perceptions of HOY effectiveness, or that of others, some of these are
presentedhere, providing a context for the rest of this section. In the
interpretive view of the world posited in this thesis, discussedin Chapter 3,
and where subjectivity inevitably pervades the instruments and
consequently the data, perceptions gathered form valid data because each
finding is, inevitably, someone'sperception.

THE EFFECTIVENESSOF THE WORKING OF THE POLICY ITSELF
The principal felt that the policy went wrong if people were "too dogmatic
or bureaucratic". When hearing a report of an incident, she questions,
"Where is the adult in this situation?" Emphasising the need to use
sensitivity with pupil or parent, she felt that "some sanctions are
inappropriate when parents are supportive". This however can result in
inconsistencies, a point taken up later under HOY effectiveness.

An issueof feedbackfiltering down from the referral systemandoutside
agenciesarose.Announcementsat the daily briefing regardingspecific
pupils wereseento be usefulby three yearheadsandmost classtutors
(11,A, D&E). The principal suggestedthat the schoolcould give more
feedbackwhen thetwo VPs were in place.Shewas not happyabout
feedbackcurrently surmisingthat classtutors probablythoughtsimilarly, as
somedid, togetherwith four HOYs (11,A-D).
Regardinginternal referrals,threeHOYs statedthat their immediateline
managerskeptthem informed(11,A, B&E). All HOYs and seniormanagers
(11,Y) thoughtthat the behaviouralpolicy andreferral system,with its
reportsand paperwork,was working reasonablysmoothly,althoughonewas
"... not surewhat benefit the paperworkwas to the children" (11,C). KS
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tutors emphasisedthat it was a "working document, needing to be
constantly revisited", as did a HOD (11, s). The KS3 tutor's example of
pupils on HOY referral for far longer than is stated in the policy, referenced
earlier under role overload, obviously would have implications for the HOY
enacted role.

Classtutors hadvarying opinionson how it was working:
"The positions of year headsand heads of
senior and junior school have helped more."
"Quite ineffectual. "
"Inconsistent. "
"Better than a number of years ago."
"It gives a senseof control to the teacher/tutor."
"A lot of paperwork going nowhere. "
"Parents have not changed their ideas on
behaviour and its unacceptability in some cases."
This last comment suggestsa culture clash between home and school. The

varying responsesreflecttutors' perceptionsandpossiblytheir experiences
accordingto thetypesof classestheyhave.
Views aboutconsistencywerevoiced frequentlyin the staffroomand
in interviews. One HOD suggested:

If someonewho is very bold sits in her seatfor a
week shegetsa cinematicket. I think we haveto
look at the positivebehaviourpolicy for those
childrenwho are alwaysgood(l l, s).
An interviewee,not a yearhead,gavean exampleof inconsistenttreatment
whena child wore trainersinto schoolbecauseher shoeswere 'lost'. Shehad
witnessedan "extremefuss", involving a sendinghomeand"parentsbeing
phoned".Shecontrastedthis with anotherchild who usedfoul languageto a
teacherandwas only put on report.Therewas "no comparison",she
asserted(11,r).
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Shealsofelt that theprocedureregardingrewards,including outingsfor
slight improvements, hadn't been thought out properly:
If you are brilliant in school you get rewarded,
if you are very bad you get rewarded, but if
you just plod along steadily in the middle,
well, tough! (l 1,r)
Conversely, an example (Field notes) shows the perceived unfairness in
punishing two pupils in the sameway, when one is patently more culpable,
in the eyes of her tutor, who knows her and therefore seesthis as
`inconsistent'.

Four HOYs, some citing examples, felt that inconsistencies occurring in
decisions made above their level served to undermine their actions within
the policy (egl 1,A&B). Half of the class tutors also recounted
inconsistencies further up the chain in terms of backing down when
"forceful parents" arrived. Line managersof the year heads emphasised,
both in meetings and in interviews (11, Y) consistency as the correct way to
implement the policy whereas perceived inconsistencies in implementation,
from a variety of levels in the hierarchy appear to interfere with the bedding
down of the policy. This takes away from its overall effectiveness, as noted
by a HOD (l l, p). Problems of consistency within the system itself show the
need to continually re-examine any policy (12,h). They ultimately damage
the effectiveness of the policy, and infuriate those who must enforce it.

OneHOD who felt that the policy was,theoretically,very goodbecause
"We are consideringthe whole child andtrying to be positivein our
approach",questionedwhether"the theory hasbeenmoved into practice
yet" (11,s). Shesuggestedasa major improvement,that the children moving
up the referral system,shouldknow what this means."A lot of our children
aren'tactuallyall that botheredaboutbeing on report." Sheaddedthat
parentsshouldbe invited into schoolif their child is put on HOY report,
"A phonecall or letter was not enough"(11,s). The researcherascertained
later that parentswere not broughtin at that stage(Field notes).
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A major change which could be implemented quickly to contribute to the
policy was suggestedby another HOD. If homework was not done, a letter
could be sent out from the office immediately, "Zero tolerance", as "the link
between homework and

final grades has been well established" (11,t).
...
Therefore the behavioural policy could directly reinforce learning and
teaching.

Almost everyone interviewed felt that the policy was working reasonably
well, and was an improvement on a few years before (egs.1l, q, t,&A) but
seven of the class tutors (closer to the problems) were fairly negative.
Critical incidents cited illustrated both effective and ineffective
implementation. Some however thought that senior managersneededto
confront and, as one class tutor stated, "Deal with persistent offenders in a
more serious manner". Other tutors commented:
"The class teachers and year headsare constantly
trying to enforce discipline whereas further up the
school a softer approach is taken."
"When pupils go past the year headsthey are
treated with kid gloves."

A HOY asserted,"... onceit goespastthe Key StageTutor it dissipates"
(11,B). Theseillustratethe differing perceptionsof the seniormanagerrole
by othersand all seniormanagersinterviewedwere awareof this in relation
to the policy. Oneemphasisedthat her role wasto try "to bring abouta
changein that pupil's behaviour"involving a use of "different strategies"
(11,Y).

Otherproblemswith the systemincluded:
f Mattersarriving back down to classtutor or yearheadlevel which
havepreviouslybeenreferredfurther up, a recurring concernfor
classtutors.Nine felt this shouldneverhappen.
f

Peopledealingwith things which would havebeenbetterreferreddown
and dealtwith by the relevantperson(one critical incident,from a senior
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manager, which shetold against herself (11,Y), and one from a class

tutor (Field notes).
f

fA

Parentscoming up and demanding confiscated jewellery (l l, p).

teachervery unhappyat the way a matterwasbeing dealt with at a
much higher level (Field notes, Dec 2003).

fA

classtutor not preparedto put 'headaboveparapet'againafter a
perceivedlack of supportfrom the top (conversationwith researcher
Summerterm 2003,notedin field notebooklater whentriangulated).

The behavioural policy in the case study school hasnow entered its third
year of implementation and is consolidating but possibly some cracks are
appearing. Pastoral post holders have had a high turnover through
promotions and retirements. The KS 3 Tutor, now the new pastoral VP, is in
a good position to revisit the policy and iron out flaws, particularly
concerning how long pupils are on report at each level. She mentioned this
in an observed meeting (12,h). A review will hopefully increase
effectiveness, but is unlikely to relieve the burdens of junior (ie class tutors)
and middle, pastoral managers.

PERCEIVED EFFECTIVENESSOF YEAR HEADS
It was notedby the researcherthat year headswerefulfilling aspectsof their
roles very effectively in the meetings,becauseeven long agendaswere
completed;all instructionsfrom abovewere passedon; requestsfor
information were issuedbut therewas alsotime for empathywith tutors
experiencingdifficulties (eg.12,b&g). Offers of helpwere madewith HOYs
making on-the-spotlists of persistentlatecomersandpoor attendersto
phone,andaskingaboutthosecurrently on report to classtutors
(eg. 12,f&g). High satisfaction, with the HOYs, was expressedby their
immediate line managers,when interviewed (11,Y).

The NAPCE (2000)guidelineswerenot readearly enoughin the research,
for any specificaspectsto be includedin the instruments.Bennett(1999)
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mentions their counterparts, the TTA Guidelines (1998) on effective subject
leaders, whilst discussing the central role of middle level staff. With heads
of year being seenas middle managersby their superiors (11,X&Y) and
their fellow middle managers(HODs) in this case study, even if four do not
view themselves as such (see summary table of findings at end of Appendix
7), thesepastoral guidelines could be helpful in enabling the HOYs to
understandtheir roles.

Effectiveness in fulfilling a pastoral role is of course highly subjective.
Unlike HODs, who have examination results to flaunt or explain away,
pastoral middle leaders arejudged on a daily basis by themselves and by sub
and super-ordinates on their ability to deal with trouble and keep it away
from others' doors, "a trouble shooter" (11,B). Four HOYs suggestedthis
in the context of others' expectations of their roles (eg. 11,A&D). The fact
that most class tutors expressedsatisfaction with the way in which their year
headswere fulfilling their role, judged by the survey comments included
below, even though not asked directly, suggeststhat they indeed perceived
their year heads to be operating effectively. This could be becausethe
HOYs perceive class tutors' (ie their teams') expectations as those they need
to fulfil (Wise, 1999).

"I feel year headsin the schoolarevery effective..."
"Feedbackfrom year teacherexcellent."
"Our Year Headgivesgood supportwhen required."
However,althoughyearheadsin their interviewsstatedthat they felt valued
by their teams,four did not feel valuedby thoseat the very top. One said,
"... too much supportandguidancefrom above" (11,C). All felt that their
own effectivenesswas being underminedgenerallyby the lack of time,
combinedwith thenecessity,to dealwith incidentsasthey arose,even
while teaching.
Otherinconsistencies,suchasneedingto keeppupils on report for longer
than the policy specifies,asdiscussedearlier,presumablyinterfereswith a
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year head'sability to be effectivein implementingother aspectsof the
policy for example that of being seenaround the school (11,Y& 12,h).

In the case of the two year heads who were also HODs, with the
expectations and demands on them in each role, they felt they were merely
running to stand still and that consequently, their effectiveness in each role
was diminished, as the HOY problems were always more urgent (eg.11,D).

Year headsalso saw a negation of their effectiveness in standing their
ground, if a parent went to the top where managementwould "... appeasea
parent" (11,B). Undermining of their decisions or stances,when discretion
was used by a senior manager, was usually cited when HOYs were asked
for critical incidents, making their role seemless effective to the other
pupils and to parents. This is also pertinent to trust, autonomy and
professionalism.

While consistencyseemsto be themantraof the positivebehaviourpolicy,
it is discerniblefrom interviewsthat the principal and seniormanagersvalue
highly their powersof discretionandthe ability to act flexibly in any
situation.However,they alsovalueconsistencyat HOY andtutor level
(11,Y). This cancauseproblemsleadingto apparentperceived
ineffectiveness.It also frustratesyearheadsandclasstutors (12,b) who
themselvesseea needto usediscretionin a limited numberof cases,where
theyare privy to confidentialinformation,but who insteadare remindedof
"the importanceof consistencyacrossthe school". This was recordedin the
suppliedminutesof a KS meeting,not observed,in April 2003.
A HOY specifiedthe "lack of consistency"aboveher level preventingher
"doing my job effectively" (11,A). Theknock-oneffect, sheexplained,was
that this filters downto classtutors who then feel she is not fulfilling the
policy effectively either. Shemusedthat others'expectationsof the role,
limit its effectiveness.Shefelt it neededto be defined."How long is a piece
of string?" sheasked(11,A). Anotheryear headtalked aboutbeing
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"constantly passed over or undermined" a likely limitation to effectiveness

(11,D).

COMMUNICATION

Regarding the effectiveness of communications, questions, although asked
in relation to the behavioural policy could well have been answered
somewhat more generally. One year head felt that the expectation of
everyone concerned with the positive behavioural policy and indeed with
the pastoral system was that communication channels would be "open,
good, truthful and helpful" (11,A).

A HOY noted that communications within the school day were
"... extremely difficult" (11,D). All year headshave phones, which greatly
add to the interruptions whilst teaching (I 1,B&D). One illustrated the
perceived poverty of communication by citing the daily briefing, where
people who disagree are "shot down", instead of just keeping teachers
"informed" (11,A). Perceptions vary however, as another thought of it
simply as a source of information (11,E) whilst a third viewed it as almost
"Stalinist propaganda" (11,C). A HOY frankly admitted that while she felt
her team kept her very much informed, she "may have been remiss in that
area" (11,B). Two year heads felt they were not always told, from above, of
matters directly concerning their year group (11,D&E). At least one other,
who felt the quality of communication from the top varied considerably,
explained that her key stagetutor usually kept her updated through notes in
her staffroom pigeonhole (11,A).

Teachersin Busher'sstudy,(1992,pg.191)felt that maintaining
communicationswith parentsincreasedtheir effectiveness,howeverone
interviewee,outsidepastoralmiddle management,felt that a parentwould
get fed up receivingcalls from different teachers"aboutx's mathsor
science".(Both positive andmore negativecalls would be madeaspart of
the behaviouralpolicy). Shefelt that parentsneeded:
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One point of contact.. the year head... A child
.
giving trouble is giving it acrossthe board...
Ideally it should be class tutors but.. they have
.
not got time (11,r).
This views the HOY as more of a cross curriculum co-ordinator (Reading,
1999).

The post-16 co-ordinator pointed out that there was no forum in the school
for communication between HOYs and HODs, and no meetings between
them. Four others mentioned the dearth of staff meetings (egs.11,B&r). An
experienced HOD suggestedthat "there was more communication than a
few years ago but the school needsto improve this" (l l, s). One year head
felt that communication with outside agencies seemedall "one-way" (11,D).
Two senior managers said information from these would be fed back if
available and "if not confidential" (11,Y). A class tutor mentioned little
feedback from year heads however eight listed their HOY as an information
source. Another noted at a meeting that teachers neededto be kept informed
but that the briefing was an unsuitable forum (12,b).

Overall this themerecurredmany times, whetherinterpretedasthe
communicatingof rolesandhow effectively this is done,or the flow of
informationwithin the school.Oneseniormanagerdescribeda freeflow of
information downwardsto theyear headsandbelow asa "cascadeeffect"
(11,Y). This particularly occurredthroughthe KS meetingsand represented
a major communicationof the year headrole. The year heads,however,saw
this asdirectivesfrom seniormanagement,(eg.11,C). Herseyet al's (2001)
suggestionthat downwardcommunicationis the most commonis borneout
to the extentthat therewas a flow downwards.However,ratherthan
requiredfeedbackit was more instructional,with oneHOY explainingthat
when thepolicy was implemented,the KS Tutor role hadchanged.The
problem alsowith a cascadeis that it is constant,heavy,and one-way.
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The complications of the communications system in any school, given the
crossover accountability (Busher 1992, pgs108-109), is further compounded
in a bureaucratic and hierarchical situation as exhibited during the research.
A lot of paperwork is produced at every level of the pastoral system, for
evidence to parents (11,Y, A&B). This is passed on and filed as a pupil is
referred up the behavioural system. The phrase "to cover ourselves" was
used several times in the staffroom during the researchperiod (Field notes).
With line managementadded as well, HOYs complain simultaneously of
too much paperwork and yet not enough communication (eg. 11,C).

Howard's (1988, pg.221) differentiation between top managersbeing twoway communicators and middle managersas one-way communicators is not
borne out by the current research. Rather, class tutors, at or near the bottom
of the communication structure received plenty of directives and requests
for information from HOYs in meetings but coming from SMT (eg.12,a&g),
yet seven tutors were dissatisfied with feed back from the top or outside
agencies. This suggeststhat top managers are users of the 'cascade'system.
There was little evidence however that opinions and advice were sought by
those above but rather that information was requested,often at fairly short
notice (eg.12,b). Four HOYs complained of numerous directives (eg.11,C).
Therefore, middle managers, far from being one-way communicators, act in
the apt metaphor of Gold and Evans (2002, pg. I) as "piggy in the middle",
trying to fulfil many expectations, and attempting to communicate the views
of their teams upwards (11,C) and attempting to avoid role overload on their
behalf, through the minutes and in the KS meetings (12,a,b&g). Several
times in meetings, when a tutor voiced a concern, the year head would
specifically log it in the minutes and/or would immediately state that they
would `find out' and report back (eg. 12,f&h).

Problemswith communicationsin the schoolleadto feedbackgaps,
mentionedby classtutors andyear heads(eg.11,A). Crawford's(1997,
pg.107)view is that communicationchannelsneedto be "operating
effectively sothat thosein other levelshearthe correctinformation". Yet
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this is what seven class tutor respondents feel is not happening and two
HOYs mentioned the "need to know" aspect (11,A&C). One referred to "the
quasi consultation process" which she found "more offensive than not being
consulted" (11,B).

Communication and indeed time, (dealt with below) were felt to be the most
difficult parts of a manager'sjob by the head cited by Howard (1988,
pg.221). Keeping communication going and getting communications to
come back down seemeda problem to the year heads interviewed. Both
formal and informal forms of communication were used, (Busher, 1992;
Hargreaves, 1992). Views expressedabout feeling in or out of "the loop" or
having to rely on the "grapevine" show the alternative forms of
communication operating also as a way of circumventing communication
gaps. One year head even felt that pupils helped to "fill you in" (11,A).

TIME
Time issuesarosefrequentlyin thecourseof thedata collection. Eventhe
fact that somemeetingshad extremelysubstantiveagendas(eg.12,h) and
sometimesover ran their allocatedonehour of 'directedtime', further added
to thetime pressures.Setsof minutessuppliedto the researcherof meetings
not observedfurtherconfirmedthis.
The HOD interviewed for the Initial Study (Gordon, 2002) statedthat whilst
all middle managerswere short of time, year heads actually had an
additional 75 minutes per week to fulfil aspectsof their role, particularly in
relation to the positive behaviour policy, ie registration times. It was
notable, in the main study, that other middle managers (HODs etc), did not
emphasisethese registration times as an extra addition for HOYs to fulfil
their roles (l l, p-t). The principal mentioned this "built-in" time in her
interview in June 2003.
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Awareness of the year head role and responsibilities, among fellow middle
managers,seemsto have increasedas the policy becomes fully operational.
Only three class tutors surveyed were aware that year heads, like
themselves,were not allocated extra time to fulfil various aspectsof their
role. There seemedto be a lack of awarenessgenerally, at all levels, of the
amount of time (non-teaching periods) that year heads actually had to fulfil
the administrative and other aspectsof the role, whilst dealing with the
immediacy of various crises. One senior manager thought that year heads
had two periods weekly (11,X). A HOD thought that they had perhaps one
daily, plus registration times (l l, s). A head of department with a recently
appointed HOY in her team, retaining her form class and with only six nonteaching periods, assumedthe appointee would be getting more time the
following year. This was not the case (Field notes).

The school's timetabler, when interviewed, was able to confirm that HOYs
did not have extra time. Perception is everything. One interviewee was,
however, very aware of HOYs' limited time, giving an example of one, not
being able to phone a child's home until two days after an incident. "What's
the point? " shecommented (1 l, r).

This timetablingissueof a lack of time for pastoralduties,the year heads
saw asa managementdecisionandout of their hands(11,B). Oneclasstutor
felt that becausetherewere fewer HOYs, they "can be given time [and]
shouldhavelargepastoralrole". Shewantedthe classtutor role to be purely
administrative,which would havemajor time (androle) implications for
HOYs. Theprincipal emphasisedthat remissionfrom timetablecould not be
given other than,in "an ideal world". Sheexplainedthat they were paid for
the responsibilityand not merelyfor the "operational"side of thejob, while
acknowledgingthat new HOYs did not get registrationtime becauseeach
usually continuesasclasstutor for their first year.Year headsinterviewed
felt that oneperiod per day to dealwith incidentswould makeall the
difference(eg11,C). The principal statedthat key stagetutors, having more
time, would supportHOYs in their duties.
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Both key stage tutors confirmed that they mostly deal with outside agencies,
such as the EWO or the ELB behavioural team, having more time. One
stated she had 17 non-teaching periods weekly out of 45 (37.7%). Her ideal
for the year headswould be "... more time, more remuneration and an
office" (11,Y). Five of the twelve class tutors surveyed ticked QI6a
(Appendix 9) "Year Heads need more time to deal with discipline". Another
commented, "Time should be given for year headsto reinforce positive
behaviour with pupils". All HOYs felt this very strongly themselves
(eg. 11,A).

The desire of year headsto circulate and even visit 'good' classes in the
mornings, was thwarted by the need to take registration for absent
colleagues or to seepupils on report (eg.11,D). The biggest constraint
seemedto be a lack of time allocated, when pupils are on site, within the
timetabled day, for pastoral duties. Some HOYs had the normal number of
free periods as other teachers, but some had, or were about to have, fewer
(11,A&E). Some were lost weekly, for `cover'. This was ascertainedfrom
the school timetabler's interview, who felt a HOY would have been very
lucky to have a free period per day. In the past, it was revealed, a HOY or
HOD might get two extra non-teaching periods, (therefore eight), but they
would not be protected. This interviewee noted that HOYs were used a lot
for registration and for people on report. That did not seem to be fully
apparent to, and was not mentioned by, other middle managersinterviewed
but such data proved to be extremely valuable in interpreting the comments
of others.

Year headslamentedthe lack of time to takean overview, seethepupils
who werenot beingdifficult, andconsequently,to focuson the positive side
of the policy (11,A&B). Onesawthe interview asa rare opportunityto
standbackand examinetherole(s). Another expressedconcernin the
staffroom(June2003),that on her new timetableshewould haveevenless
non-teachingtime for her HOY duties(Field notes).The typesof role
overload,reportedearlier havetime implicationswhich seemto limit the
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effectivenessof the positivesideof the systembecausewell behaved
children also deserve attention (l l, r&s) but don't get it.

Two year heads,who were also department heads,assertedthat
departmental work got `pushedto the back' when responding in a "fire
brigade" (Clemett and Pearce,1986, pg. 55) way to incidents. Although
discussed as a role conflict, this also clearly has significant time
implications.

The disparity between the suggestedamount of time neededfor pastoral
duties of 30% (Clemett and Pearce,ibid), or in Wise (2001, pg.339) or
Monahan (1998, pg. 113), and the amount of time the year heads in this
study have (approximately 15% but in two cases,less) suggestsa major
difficulty. For those with additional posts this was compounded. The finding

that HOYs simply did not haveenoughtime to fulfil their pastoralduties
was confirmedby HOY interviews,by at leastfive classtutors concurring
andevenfrom seniormanagers'comments(11,X&Y). The possibility that
this was a timetablingconstraintin a small schoolwas confirmedby
timetablerinformation.As LeaskandTyrell (1997)ask,is therethe time to
manage?
The principal clarified that oneof the reasonsa pastoralVP role was being
put in placewasto supportthe yearheadsand"take someof the burden
away". Sheacknowledgedthat HOYs would equatemore time with
increasedeffectivenessbut, saw managingone'stime aspersonal.This
dichotomyillustratesClemettandPearce'struism: "There is often an
illusion that we can `maketime' but time is finite" (1986,pg.169).
A year head'sattempt(Gordon,2002,Appendix 7), at the meetingobserved
in August 2001,to protecther teachingtime from the intrusion of
behaviouralproblemsfrom elsewhere,showsup a lack of time. HOY 'free'
time is not ring-fencedfrom the normal'cover for absentcolleagues'
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It is thereforewoefully inadequatewhencomparedto the
arrangements.
30% mentionedabove.
The views of senior managersand the principal, regarding the time and
paperwork year headshave, show a slightly distorted perception of the role
(I 1,Y). As a HOY in Brenton's paper (1989, pg.24) put it, "We're in the
businessof crisis management". A head in Howard's (1988, pg.221) study
averred that managersspent "Too much time on crisis management" and
saw time management as one of the most difficult parts of a manager'sjob.

The year heads surveyed by Dunham (1992, pgs.36-39) revealed a similar
temporal stressin coping with HOY duties and teaching. It emerged from
the tenor of replies from the class tutors surveyed that eleven felt ineffective
due to role overload, workload and lack of time. This suggeststhe
"deskilling" and "intensification" described by Apple (1988). The year head
who described having to deal with recalcitrant pupils (11,A), whilst trying to
teach exam classes,neatly illustrates Handy and Aitken's point (1986,
pg.36):

Teachersare teachersfirst andmanagerswhen
they haveto be,becausemanagingis ...
disruptive if you have somethingelseto do.
...
Wiseand Bush(1999,pg.194)seeacademicmiddle managersasproneto
overloadasthey endeavourto fulfil all tasksand expectations,aswell as
their substantialteachingtimetables.They suggestthat schoolshave
underestimatedthetime requiredto perform their managerial
responsibilities,given this dualrole. In the contextof pastoralmiddle
managers,the situation,at leastin the currentcasestudy,hasbeenrevealed
asremarkablysimilar (eg.11,D). Consequentlyfor triple role holders(ie
HOD aswell) the situationcanonly be exacerbated.
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TRAINING

Without exception, no year head claimed to 'train' a team, and felt it was not
expected (egs.11,A&C). Whilst all expresseda willingness to help or
advise, if asked, some questioned their supposedomniscience, one stating
"... the captain of a ship is uselesswithout the crew" (11,C). Most pointed
up their own dearth of training (eg.11,E).

In the newerversionof the yearheadjob description(Appendix 6), the
responsibilityfor staff developmentseemedto be included:
(D) To developself andothersin orderto
enhanceperformance.
for staff
D4 To makerecommendations
developmentin pastoralcare.
However, a senior manager clarified that year heads were not expected to
have a training role but rather to share good practice, take part in (and make
suggestionsfor) staff development and be aware of their teams' training
needs(11,Y). In contrast, Wise's (2001) researchhas shown that the training
aspect of the academic middle managersroles' was indeed expected and
acknowledged by such role holders.

No classtutors complainedof a lack of training from theyear head,not
seemingto seethis aspart of the role at all. Theyhad no expectationsof this
andtherefore,sentnone.There seemedto be almostwidespread
incomprehension(or rejection) of terms suchas`line managerrole', outside
(eg.11,C). Classtutors saw yearheadsasfellow
seniormanagement
professionalsfrom whom they would seekadviceandhelp, five mentioned
guidance.Only two agreedthey had a line-managerrole. Only oneyear
headexpressedconsternationaboutthepossibility of advisingher teamon
tacticson the groundsthat someweremore experiencedteachers(11,A).
One classtutor took exceptionto point D4 (above)becauseshefelt, "Form
tutors can identify their own needs".`This also is relatedto professionalism
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and a lack of acknowledgement of the HOY as a line manager. Such
terminology sits uneasily in a school situation of fellow professionals
(Busher, 1992). Perhapsthe tutor saw that aspect of the HOY job description
as being contradictory to the autonomy and professionalism of her own
teacher/tutor role. One HOY felt that class tutors may "resent training
if.. foisted on them" (11,B).
.
The question about their own training for the role and how they knew what
to do (Q 1e&2. Appendix 7), elicited responsesfrom HOYs about being
thrown in at the deep end, "having to just ...get on with things" (11,A),
"following job description and own initiative" (11,E) "copying the good
example of others" and also "learning on the job" (11,D). All mentioned
advice from their line managers.Each only possessedone version of their
job description and was interested in the other (Appendices 5&6). Most
HOYs were appointed under the older one, as a HOD noted (l l, s). One,
appointed under an even earlier version stated that new duties, like taking
assembly, were not re-negotiated,just expected.

In answering question 2 (Appendix7), all year heads could remember
attending a half-day, or full-day (eg.11,B) course of some kind, provided by
the ELB, sometimes a long time after appointment. One was a counselling
skills course, and another was on behaviour modification. One was for new
middle managersbut the HOY who attended suggestedit was more suited to
HODs (1 l, E). The ELB helpfully supplied the pack for examination, to
assist this research.Overall the course did seem more geared towards HODs
with information on departmental documentation and handbooks.
Nevertheless, the sections on chairing meetings and managing time would
have been relevant skills for HOYs to acquire, as Allder (1992) and
Dunham (1995) suggest.

Looking througha schoolsupplied(unattributed)list of coursesattendedby
somemiddle managers,it was necessaryto trawl back to 1997before
finding an ELB coursespecificallyfor year heads.When askedabout
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training, senior managersexplained the difficulties of finding a course for a
newly appointed year head and mentioned the school based in-service
professional development, often with a pastoral orientation, offered to all
staff (11,Y). Recent examples included: mentoring, behaviour modification,
the new curriculum, circle time, conflict resolution and learning styles.

The principal emphasisedthat such continuing professional development
(CPD) could be managed in-house, with senior managersgiving advice. She
had supplied some training to all middle managerstwo years before, when
vice principal. CPD was similarly stressedby a KS Tutor (11,Y). All HOYs
however, felt that the external course attendedhad not been relevant enough
to their day-to-day concerns (eg.11,E). The principal emphasisedthat any
middle manager applying to her "with a good rationale" could attend the
ELB courses. She expected that the two new VPs would have a pivotal role
in staff development and also suggestedshadowing. Speaking of her
Professional Qualification for Headship (PQH), and training for Dominican
principals, in Dublin, she emphasisedthat there was an onus on people "to
seek out professional development for themselves". She felt that for HOYs
there was "a lot of learning on the job" as in any post.

The KS3 tutor concurred,assertingthat HOYs mostly learnedby doing,by
copying goodrole modelsandby getting advicefrom their KS tutor. They
alreadyhadskills as"good classtutors" and "were now employingthose
strategiesacrossthe whole year group" (11,Y). Whilst noting someELB
courses,for exampleon Anger Management,shefelt that training was
informal, ideas"bouncedoff' someoneabove(11,Y). Ideally, shethought,
moretraining on discipline issueswould be beneficial.HOYs werenot
questionedaboutany accreditedprofessionaldevelopmentcoursesthey
wereundertakingoutsideschool,(too intrusivein the contextof insider
research),althoughthe researcherwas awareof some.
Dunham(1995) seestraining as essentialfor middle managersyet all the
HOYs claimedto havereceivedlittle or none.Sometimesa new pastoral
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manager may be sent on a course with little relevance but the school will
have logged the provision of training. The principal's view that most
training could be managedinternally may be the only solution as a brief
survey of the ELB, Professional Development Course listings for the last
two academic years showed very little for pastoral staff as managersor
leaders.

THE PASTORAL/ACADEMIC 'DIVIDE'
This was thought to be a valid question for all interviewees as its existence
or otherwise recurs as a theme in the literature (Doherty, 1981; Screeny,
1986; Lodge, 1999; NAPCE, 2000), and it was thought to impinge directly
on the effectiveness of both pastoral roles and the pastoral/behavioural
system. It could be argued that this theme is crucial to perceptions from all
sides of what HOYs should be doing to implement the policy.

divide either no
Threeof the yearheadsbelievedthat the pastoral/academic
longer existedor wasan irrelevance.Onementioningthat it might be more
prevalentin a grammarschool,(theresearchwas conductedin a nonselectivesecondaryschool),stressedthe HOYs' overview,acknowledged
the past`separation'of pastoralandacademic,and statedthat this was "now
evolving, andquite rightly so" (11,B). Oneyear head,althoughfeeling that
a HOY did havea reasonablerole in the academicprogressof the pupil,
suggestedthat the
which the positivebehaviouralpolicy emphasised,
divide was "very true". However,commentingon the
pastoral/academic
newly advertisedVP postswithin the school(Summer2003),one academic
and onepastoral,shedid not seehow theVP role could be split "at that
level" (1l, C).
Anotheryear head,whilst expressingthe view that year heads"are
responsiblefor the whole child - spiritually, academicallyand socially",
suggestedthat it was a HOD's role to achieveacademicsuccessfor the
divide concept(11,E). In
pupils, yet dismissedthe pastoral/academic
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contrast one felt that there was a clear divide and that other staff, aware of
the "unpleasantnature (of the year head role)... stay clear of it" (I 1,A). In
the survey (Q27c, Appendix 9), one class tutor's heartfelt comment about
applying for such a role was, "Not if my life dependedon it". Ten of the
class tutors ticked "no definitely not" or "probably not", yet it is from this
pool that applications need to come. All HOYs rejected the idea of being
lower than 'academic' post holders, and indeed, since two were also HODs,
that is not surprising. One however indicated the remuneration disparity of
five HODs having two managementpoints for their duties whereas HOYs
each have only one (I 1,B).

Seniormanagersendorsedthemore positiveviews of the year headroles in
their emphasison thewhole child andoverviews,target-settingand
monitoring of progress,both `academic'and `overall progress'aspart of the
positivebehaviourpolicy (11,X&Y). Theprincipal suggestedthat HODs
and HOYs could meettermly, to discussprogressof classesand individuals,
citing the exampleof the SENCO'scrosscurricularmeetingsfor particular
classes.Lodge(1999,pg.13) feelsthat the role can be consideredin "how it
providesa strongcontrastto the approachof the TTA's Standards".Thetwo
versionsof the HOY job description,examinedin this casestudyto seeif
they reflectedthe actual role, resultedin findings which suggestedthat this
divide was no longer relevant.Ratherthan contrastingthe standards,the
NAPCE's (2000)documentclearly comparesthem for pastoralversus
subjectleaders,showingthe paucity, aswas indicatedin the literature
review, of the so-calledpastoral/curriculardivide. The Key StageTutors and
principal were emphaticthat it no longer existed(11,Y). By emphasisingthe
many direct parallelsin the standardslaid down, and highlighting the
overlappingnatureof the subjectandpastoralleaderroles, this document
showsthe pastoralrole in all its fullness.The findings from the current
researchbearthis out and this would haveimplicationsfor the future of
HOY rolesalso.
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While no senior manager suggestedan enhancedHOY role (Reading, 1999;
Harper and Barry, 1999), co-ordinating the whole year curriculum, as the
post-16 co-ordinator does, the principal perhapscame closest to this. She
saw the HOY role now as integrating the pastoral and the academic,
asserting that the pastoral "underpins the academic learning" for example, in
tracking pupil progressand target-setting. It was a "suitable promotion for
anyone" and was "concerned with the nuts and bolts of curriculum and
assessment"and in "getting to know as many children as possible". She
clarified that the heads of key stages,the HOY line managers,were not
pastoral roles, but were "specifically about improving pupils' performance".
She further explained that both new VP roles would have considerable
overlap having been described as 'pastoral' and 'academic' when advertised
(June 2003) purely for administrative convenience and focus.

Thepost-16 co-ordinatorwas anothervoice againstthe ideaof a pastoral/
academicdivide. Shefelt that yearheadsneededto be madeawareof
problemsby teachersand HODsso therewas an academicdimension.She
stronglyfavouredHODs having a role regardingdiscipline in their own
departments.This was endorsedby two HODswho favoureddealingwith
minor incidents'in house',usingthe buddysystemfor time-out sothat, as
onestated,"the smoothrunning of all departmentsfeedsinto the smooth
runningof the school"(11,s). Theprincipal felt that thebuddy systemwas
only suitablefor low-level issues,becauseyear heads,in the contextof the
policy, neededthe overviewto increaseeffectiveness.
OneHOD was initially surprisedby the wording of the new versionof the
HOY job description.Shesaw the HOY role asconcerningpastoraland
discipline ratherthanthe academic.Commentingon the phrase;"To raise
academicachievement"(Appendix 6) shefelt that this would necessitate
regularmeetingswith HODs andindeedsubjectteachers.Shehad seen
HOYs' 'academic'role asminimal, seeingas'pastoral'also thepresentation
of certificatesand gatheringinformation on the whole child, looking at
attendanceand homework,"the well being of the whole child" (l l, s).
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Suggesting that every teacher should be looking at "the pastoral, the
academic and discipline", sheasked:
How can you teach and teach well... and love

andcarefor thepupils andnot be concerned
aboutall three?... You just can't separate.
Another HOD, felt that the Year Head role in academic progress was
indirect, in that if one child was disruptive that affected others' learning.
Then dissatisfied with this answer, sheconcluded, "I would tend not to box
things" (1 l, t).

Theprincipal surmisedthat if therewas a persistentdiscipline problem with
oneteacherthen it was the HOD role to help,as shefelt that HOYs dealt
more with pupils. Two year heads,in suchcircumstances(Q5k, Appendix
7), preferredto deal with the child, the "symptoms"asone put it, through
the behaviouralpolicy (eg.11,D). HODsfelt that a HOY could approach
themwith sucha difficulty (eg.11,t), which suggestsHODs acknowledging
the HOY role in the academicsphere.Both groupshoweverfelt it was very
difficult, asit impingedon anotherteacher'sprofessionalism.
Whilst all five HOYs sawtheir role as supportiveof teachersthey
emphasisedthat it was primarily supportiveof pupils, therebynegating
somewhatScreeny'solder findings (1986,abstract,pg.1) aboutpastoral
rolesbeing primarily punishmentoriented(egI 1,A). In emphasisingtheir
enjoymentin encouragingpupils and in expressingfrustrationsat lack of
time to seemore pupils,they illustratedthat the role was aboutfacilitating
learning,ratherthan "control" (Screeny,ibid).
divide no longer exists(nor is
The finding that the pastoral/academic
endorsedby the top in this school)was not surprising,asit in the secondary
sector(not a grammarschool)within the selectivesystemin Northern
Ireland.Suchdivides seemapparentin the older literaturein the contextof
causedasa result of schoolamalgamations,suchas
comprehensives,
Rivendell andRevelstone(Ribbins, 1989,pg.169).The principal confirmed
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that both versions of the job description for year heads emphasisedtheir role
in taking an overview of the academic progressof their year group. They
had the overview rather than the HODs she said, explaining that the newer
version was a re-working, to clarify that aspect.

Staff views about the existence or otherwise of a pastoral/academic divide
are important in the context of the year head role regarding the positive
behavioural policy becausethey show staff not interpreting this as a narrow
"discipline" policy with the HOYs as enforcers. This links into the raison
d'etre of the policy, senior managersstressed,in underpinning the learning
and teaching.

MIDDLE MANAGERS/LEADERS
For this sectionin particular,relating the findings specificallyto the
implementationof the positivebehaviouralpolicy provedmore difficult
eventhoughHOYs, for example,werenot askedaboutthe tutorial
programmes,a major aspectof their roles. Howeverwhenfindings emerged
regardingmanagingand leadingthey arerelatedto the day-to-daywork of
the headsof yearwhich inevitably appliesto this policy, their main tool.
Two HOYs expressedthe view, that therewas absolutelyno senseof being
`in-charge'of a year group,as discussedearlierunderrole ambiguity.
Ratherthan a manager,onefelt more like a "classtutors' tutor" (11,D).
Sinceboth of theseexperiencedyear headswereobservedin meetingsand
aroundthe school,consultingcolleaguesandoperatingtruly as,or so the
researchersupposed,middle or line managersto their teams,and seemingly
managingtheir year group, suchperceptionsgleanedfrom the workings of
the 'enactedrole' can be deceptiveand in needof triangulation,to uncover
the'subjectiverole'. Nine classtutors in the surveywere doubtful of the
HOYs' supposed`line manager'role yet in meetingsetcseemedto accept
them asline or middle managersandtreatedthemas such.Theresearcher
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could ascertain no differences in how thesetwo year heads operated, as
`managers' of the policy, as compared with the other HOYs. Therefore the
only difference appeared to be that their expectations of the role were
differently interpreted or perceived by themselves.The other three did not
mention specific feelings of `not being in-charge'.

Interestingly,only two classtutors surveyedviewed their HOY ashaving a
line managerrole in the contextof tutors' work with regardto the policy.
However,with six of the nine mentionedaboveindicating 'not sure'this
may suggesta lack of familiarity with this concept.
Just as Bennett asked (1995, pg. 109) who the junior managersare, if HODs
and HOYs are "middle", it was apparent that the HOYs interviewed saw
themselves on a par with HODs, and were seenas such by HODs and also
by senior managers. The interviewed HODs implied it was an equal value
role to their own. However, four year headsinterviewed, statedthat the
middle managementaspect of the role was actually in name only (eg.11,B).
Consequently, this links with the finding about their non-acceptanceof a
training role, reported earlier. Three of the year headswere quite
uncomfortable about these sorts of terms and did not feel like managers
(11,A, C&D). Another (ie the fourth) who did not view herself as manager
gave the cause as her restricted role, in still being a class tutor for a year.
This would seem to parallel Bennett et al's more recent findings (2003b)
from a literature review, that HODs did not seethemselves as managers or
leaders,confirmed by Busher (2005, pg. 148).

OneHOY rejectedadamantlythe conceptof "line manager"as "not
appropriateto the reality" (11,C). Busher(1992,pg.28) felt that suchterms
were indeedinappropriatebecauseteachershavemorethan one areaof
accountability,asexplainedin Chapter2. Suchlanguage,culled from
business,doesnot fit well in educationwith many of the teachers
interviewedor surveyednot fully understandingthe 'line' concept,or
rejectingit. Acceptingit would meanthat every classtutor hadat leasttwo
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line managers,a HOY and one (at least) HOD. This is perhaps part of the

in schools.
problemof 'middle'management
One head in Howard's (1988, pg.221) research,saw all teachers as middle
managers,which presentsan interesting adjunct to Bennett's (1995, pg109)
question. The feeling of the presentresearcher,that all 'unpromoted'
teachers arejunior managersin that they manageclassrooms, pupils,
curriculum and sometimes assistants,was clarified when the results of the
class tutor survey showed fairly clearly that their responsibilities, though
unlisted, were at least at junior managementlevel.

The principal assertedshewasanxiousto enhancethe role of middle
managers,seeingHOYs assuch,andstatedthey would havetwo promotion
points if the schoolwere larger.Theydid havea role in decision-making,
shesaid,indicatingthat becauseall meetingsare minutedandreportedback
andshemeetsthe KS tutors weekly, sheis awareof any concerns.A key
stagetutor thoughtjoint middle managermeetings,(HODsand HOYs)
would be a goodidea,in orderto emphasise
positive behaviourbut three
HOYs were wary of more meetings(eg.11,B).
While the HOYs emphasisedbeingpart of a year teamstressingthe ideaof
a teamof professionals(eg.11,C), it emergedthat half (6) of the classtutors
surveyeddid not in fact feel part of a team.(This hadtentatively been
uncoveredpreviouslyin the Initial Study(Gordon,2002).Two mentioned
isolation. Statementsincluded:
"We work in our own weespace...it's not
like a departmentalteam."
"We rarely work asa team.We rarely
seeeachother."
Onewho did feel part of a teamneverthelesswrote, "Not much contactwith
fellow classtutors." Most felt howeverthat they workedcloselywith their
year head,perhapsseeingthat arrangementasthe team,andpossiblywith
regardto the behaviourpolicy, that was all therewas time for.
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An incident occurred, reported to the researcher,of class tutors at one year
level having been very annoyed at how a third opportunity for parents who
missed parentsmeetings had turned out. The year head had sent the key
stagetutor away, when shejoined the meeting for a time, so that her team
could voice their frustrations in private. The HOY afterwards apologised to
her line manager but felt that it was imperative that the teachers had the
opportunity to sound off. This looks like a perceptive and intuitive move
and an excellent example of good middle leadership. In the context of the
policy implementation, and more broadly, the HOY was letting her team see
that she valued their views and expectations as legitimate (Burnham, 1975),
whilst treating them as fellow professionals.

Theprincipal stated,"You haveto be confidentin your appointments"and
saidsheexpectedthat managerswould notjust to do thejobs operationally
but that they would alsobe strategicand takeresponsibility.A KS tutor,
describedhow HOYs were currentlyforcedto operate:
Puttingout weefires ratherthan having an
overall strategythat fires shouldnot breakout.
Sheemphasisedthat building up the year groupandyear feeling was a
corollary to this (11,Y). Both these findings seemto suggest role

expectationsfrom aboveto HOYs asmiddle managers.
Seniorpastoralmanagersemphasisedthat their yearheadsweremiddle
managers(equivalentto HODs) andwere consultedassuch(11,X&Y).
Although observationsof threeyear assembliesshowedyear heads
exhibiting leadershipandpromoting yearfeeling, or "year groupspirit"
(Monahan,1998,pg.18),the expectationof building this with the children,
and seeingthe role asmuch more than disciplinary,contrastswith the actual
daily cumulativereality of implementation(egs.11,C&D).
Therewas no evidencegatheredthat suggestedthat HOYs were familiar
with, or desired,enhancedmanagementroles,of the crosscurriculum coordinator type, asdescribedin the pastoralcareliterature(Lodge, 1999;
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Harper and Barry, 1999; Reading, 1999). However, in spite of evidence that
the year headsdid want to make the role (Hall, 1997), and be more than
simply reactive, "agents of punishment" (Clemett and Pearce, 1986, pg. 55),
it was obvious that they did not currently have time to fulfil such broadened
roles (Appendix 11). Perhapsthey would view them as an overload (Apple,
1988, pg. 105). Nevertheless two spoke of the "whole child" (1 1,D&E), and
all disliked the role's emphasis on "fire-fighting" (eg. 11,D). All senior and
middle managersspoke of the year heads'overview. In order to emphasise
the positive aspect of the policy this would seemto be a prerequisite.

All four seniormanagersinterviewed,seeingtheir own managementstyles
ascollegial andconsultative,(onecalled it a "We're all in this together"
style), suggestsprofessionalsworking togetherto reinforcepositive
behaviour(11,X&Y). Nevertheless,therewas no real evidenceuncovered
that middle managers,in the contextof the pastoralsystem,had leadership
distributed to themso that they in turn could distributeit (Gold et al, 2002).
Although the principal mentioned transformative leadership, she added,
"There is no doubt about accountability", suggesting it was underpinned by
the Dominican ethos, and asserting that all managersmust follow up things
becausepupils could lose out. This suggestsmiddle and other managers
needing to manage and indeed monitor (Wise, 2001). It links back to the
principal's expectation about them being strategic, which would have
implications for how HOYs manage the policy. However, noting Bush's
(undated, pg. 1) view that managing is not enough and that managers need to
lead, the onus is surely on the SMT or principal of any school to ensure this
is happening. McInerney (2003, pg. 70) advocates"Democratization of
leadership... " rather than "exercising bureaucratic control over others". One
could argue that accountability for those in the middle, unaccompanied by
distributed or shared power and authority, is unlikely to work. Therefore,
leadership style, as Busher and Harris assert(1999), is indeed crucial
becausethe leader's ethos imbues all.
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One middle manager (not a year head) concluded that there should be some
focus by year headson the curriculum, in terms of computerised monitoring
of marks and liaising with the senior manager responsible for monitoring
and evaluation, which would greatly improve positive behaviour. She also
believed that class tutors should have at least one full day of training from
their year heads, and suggestedthat this training was a middle management
role (11,q).
Some surprising contradictions arose for example, one year head whilst not
feeling like a manager, neverthelessfelt that shewas consulted and had an
influence on school policy. Since, in the school that year, the SMT had been
openedup to applications from anyone holding two or more management
points and this dual post holder had availed of the opportunity, then it is
likely that she did have an influence. Senior managerswelcomed this new
input (eg.11,X). Perhapsthis enhancementof the SMT, even for short
periods of time, is an embryo attempt at distributed leadership (Crawford,
2003; Harris, 2002; Woods et al, 2003) within the school, since successful
applicants become full contributing members, for their period of service.
The principal explained that she wanted "to bring people on board". The
year head who had served on the SMT felt that they were the only fully
informed group in the school. This comment reveals that information is not
freely cascading down the hierarchical layers of management.

As Storeyindicates(2003,pg.11),the "boundariesof responsibility" turned
out to be oneof the critical issuesto emergeregardingsharedor distributed
leadership.This links back to problemsat the interfacesbetweenroles,
discussedin Chapter2, and raisesissuesof autonomyandtrust. This
boundaryissuewill be crucialwhenthe implementationof thepositive
behaviourpolicy is being scrutinisedand perhapsmodified. Harris's(2002)
emphasison seeingif distributedleadershipactuallydoescontributeto
improvementin schools,affecting the teachingandlearning,could enhance
the analysisonly wherethere is firm evidenceof distributedleadership,and
that hasnot beenthe casehere.
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The problem in a smaller school, where many middle leader posts only
attract one managementpoint so many managershold two disparate roles,
as well as the teacher role, was noted earlier under role conflict. This would
seemto be an extra difficulty, unique to middle managers.It is not dealt
with much in the literature, where the focus is either on academic middle
leaders (Wise and Bush, 1999) or on pastoral leaders (Lodge, 1999;
Monahan, 1998), fulfilling these individual roles, whilst being full-time
teachers.The consequencesfor the implementation of a positive behaviour
policy, with role incumbents having diverse roles, suggeststhey would need
more assistancefrom above, (and time) to fulfil expectations. Presumably it
is more difficult to be HOY and HOD simultaneously than a cross-curricular
co-ordinator for any year.

Leaskand Tyrell's (1997)recommendationof time for structuredcritical
reflectionis just not a possibility in the circumstancesof the overloadof the
yearheadrole. Onebusy yearhead,asreportedearlier,looked on the
researchinterview as suchan opportunity.Yet, reflection would seemto be
vital both to think aboutone'sown expectationsandto increase
effectivenessasa middle leader.Without opportunitiesfor reflection, surely
thejob can only be reactive.

TRUST, AUTONOMY AND PROFESSIONALISM
Four year headsinterviewed, statedthat they had, in addition to the lack of
training and severe time constraints, very little autonomy (egs.11,A&B).
Several gave examples (critical incidents) of being undermined and/or not
consulted in situations which concerned their year. Two, as discussed
earlier, felt there was no senseof being `in-charge' of the year group
(11,A&D). One year head had been in place for four years, and revealed that
the situation regarding autonomy had changed markedly when the role of
the pastoral line managershad changed, and regular instructions to a full set
of year heads descendedfrom the SMT. This would coincide with the
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introduction of the positive behaviour policy, of which however, this HOY
was very much in favour. Minutes of three Key Stage meetings not observed
showed clear line management of the HOYs and in fact the class tutors
through them.

The HOYs' perceived lack of autonomy, would seem to grow out of the
ambiguity of the role. Such role ambiguity, Wise (1999, pg.42) notes, is a
recognised causeof stressand all five year headsinterviewed mentioned
stressor frustration (eg.11,B). Whether loss or lack of autonomy, this was
connectedby three year headsto a lack of trust from above, (or not being
valued) not necessarily from their immediate line manager (eg.11,C). One
assertedshe was "trusted by her team and by her line manager, but not
above" (11,B).

Observationsof HOY meetingssuggestedthat becauseagendasare fed
down from above(eg.12,a) andbecausea line managerattendspartsof
somemeetings,thereis lessautonomyfor the HOYs than if this werenot
the case(eg.12,g&h). Departmentalmeetings,for example,aretaken only
by the relevantHOD. Within the limits of this autonomyhowever,HOYs
were observedin meetingsasthe year progressed,offering to ring homefor
example,for a tutor who hadtoo many pupils to follow up for absenteeism.
Oneoffering, "A different voice on thephone",had severaltutors
immediatelyavail of this help (12,f).
Therole's daily reality is built on trust; and the expectationswhich are 'sent'
to the yearheadsby the classtutors (their teams),their fellow professionals,
seemto be fulfilled. This suggestsa build-up of trust betweenfellow
professionalswith whom they communicatedaily, aboutbehaviour.Without
exception,all the yearheadsinterviewedfelt trustedby their teamsand held
themin high regard."I'm trustedby my colleaguesie my team" (11,A),
statedone HOY.
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The finding that at least three year headsdid not feel like managersties in
with the perceived lack of autonomy. Four felt it was not an autonomous
role now (eg. 11,D). It was notable that no year heads monitored their class
tutors, thereby respecting their autonomy or professionalism. It was clear
that they were not 'opting out' of monitoring becauseof lack of time, using
'respecting professional autonomy' (Bennett et al 2003b) as an excuse, given
their own views on trust and autonomy. In Wise (2001), academic middle
managers'acknowledgement that they should be monitoring their teams is
strikingly different. Each year head emphasisedthat trust was an important
way of working for them (eg. 11,B). However the policy requirement for
detailed paperwork, handed on at every referral level might suggest to class
tutors that they were being monitored. Wise et al (2003, pg.3) uncovered a
perception of "minimalist monitoring" in their recent research on academic
middle managers,but in the current research,it would appear that the
monitoring is perceived as coming from further up the hierarchy.

Significantly, one HOY who felt trusted from above, neverthelessthought
she would be "checked up on" (11,D). Bennett et al (2003b, pg.6) noted that
for academic middle leaders, there was a move, "to replace trust with
surveillance". The current researchwould suggest that pastoral leaders feel
this also. Also year headsmay feel doubly assaulted, ie less trusted and
lacking autonomy in their teaching role, in tandem with the perception of
this happening, in their pastoral roles.

In Bennett(1995),Barry Reynolds,a year headwho was alsoa HOD,
acknowledgedthat within his department,trust and collaborationwere the
norm but that this wasnot so achievableasa yearhead,when expecting
(pg.127).By contrast,in the current
peopleto acknowledgeweaknesses
study,trust andcollaborationbetweenall yearheadsandtheir individual
tutors, werevery much in evidenceandmentionedin interviews andthe
survey(eg.11,D). All year headsmentionedtrusting their own teamseven
thoughtheseteamschangeannually,at leastin key stagethree (Years 8-10).
This two-way trust finding wastriangulatedby survey information.
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Class tutors were not asked directly about trust but found their year heads
'supportive', one stating, "Year head - very supportive and efficient".
Examples of good management,(but perhaps not seen as `management' by
the class tutors), by their respective year headswere revealed in the survey
by critical incidents to do with behaviour. These illustrated the trust class
tutors put in them. This contrasts with the perception of three HOYs about
not feeling particularly trusted from above (11,A-C). Rather, HOYs viewed
instructions from above almost as unnecessaryintrusions into their year
head autonomy, and an indication of lack of trust. By contrast, the needsof
their team of class tutors, trusted colleagues, were acted upon (eg.11,B).

Othermiddle managerstrustedyear heads,as fellow professionalmiddle
leaders,in a suggestedbehaviouralscenario,(Appendix 1, Q16) to indicate
a problemwith a teacherin their departmentregardinga classor child.
While they all (including all five HOYs), thoughtit a very sensitiveissue,
nonequestionedthe year head'sright to raiseit (egs.11,A, p&t).
Both seniorpastoralmanagersstatedthat they would not underminea year
headbut would sometimesadviseon a different courseof action.They each
statedthat they valuedand trustedtheir HOYs. OneKS tutor claimedthat
shewould give peopletheir right to makedecisionsandwould be
supportivebut would not dictate,"you shoulddo it like this" becauseshe
trustedtheir implementationof the policy. "They areprofessionalpeople
and areaccountableobviously." Sheaddedthat she"would not look over
their shoulder"just asshe"would not expectanyoneto look over mine"
(11,Y). However,Bennettet al's (2003b,pg.6) andMorris's (2001,pg.26)
referencesto "surveillance"and "scrutiny" would suggestthat this is
changing. It is clear that therewas monitoring comingfrom above,with one
KS Tutor speakingof "targets" to "supervise...the team" (11,Y).
Theprincipal statedthat only rarely would sheoverrulean appointedyear
head.Shewould give the rationaleand seethemaboutit. "We all make
mistakes.Everyonehandlesthings differently." Shesuggestedrelationships
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may break down. "Perhaps they would need a fresh face." She would be
anxious not to undermine a classtutor or HOY. "You trust your judgement
and try to appoint good people."

The lack of trust and autonomy findings from HOY interviews discussed
above suggestthat HOYs felt that theirs was a tightly monitored role, as
Bennett et al (2003b) reported for HODs. This perceived lack of trust from
above, links with their reported communication difficulties. These findings
would seemto verify Schmidt's (2000, pg. 832) point, made in the context of
HODs and raised earlier under role ambiguity, about the shock of having to
follow an "agenda" which is not one'sown. This is where the concerns of
the HOYs lay also, and one former incumbent had consequently happily
given up the role, even whilst enjoying many other aspectsof it.

Speakingof the autonomyof yearheads,the principal saidthat they needed
to be very carefulthat they knew theparameters(within which they could
work), for exampleit was "not within their remit" to warn a pupil of
suspension,but rathera "cooling-off period". Year headscan take
responsibilityfor somethingif they "provide a clearrationale" and shewill
supportthem,providing they follow procedures.
The lack of autonomy finding was not totally unexpected as it had been
mooted in interviews and conversations, and noted by Bennett et al (2003b)
with regard to HODs. Claims for year head autonomy had appeared in much
older literature (Marland, 1974). Perhapsthis change is inevitable in these
days of enhanced accountability and also happens, in bureaucratic
organisations, as Bush describes (1995). Referring back to Bennett's queries
about the direction of accountability (1999, pg. 1), originally couched to suit
academic middle managers,it was interesting to note the loyalty to, and
feelings of accountability to their teams, expressedby the year heads
interviewed. Hence the extreme frustration from HOYs when undermined,
as revealed in some critical incidents.
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The principal's suggestion about seeking out CPD for oneself could be
interpreted as recognition of the autonomy of the fellow professional,
becausetaking responsibility for one's own professional development is an
essential part of being a professional. Many participants in this researchare
currently fulfilling this criterion or have done so in the past.

The SENCO was very clear about trusting others and would absolutely
"never check up on people". She said she "works with people and values
them" adding, "80% of the time you will not be disappointed". She
categorically statedthat she was "not responsible for the work of others" as
"they are professionals" (11,X).

Year headsmentioned casually in conversation (Field notes) their view that
top managersexercise discretion and use flexibility but HOYs are not
permitted to, becauseconsistency is preached. This mismatch links with
lack of autonomy and trust in the implementation of the policy and reflects
on senior managers'sending of the year head role and their expectations.
Year headsperceived a lack of trust in their decisions and actions in relation
to the policy, scrutiny and at times undermining from above. Their line
managerson the other hand, in emphasisingthat they did not work in this
way and "would not dictate" (11,Y), showed trust in the HOYs.

Bottery (2003) picks up and develops some of the issuesraised by Morris
(2001) about trust. The situation for the year heads of accountability without
autonomy (viewed as lack of trust) seemsa curious arrangement perhaps
swinging the pendulum too much from the situation described in Marland
(1974). Interestingly, principals, in McInerney's paper (2003, pg. 66) have
similar worries about their own roles.

Making peoplefeel valued(Howard, 1988,pg.259) seemsto be crucial.
Valuing encompasses
trust and presumablyautonomyaswell. Hargreaves'
recentwork (2002, abstract)on emotionalgeographiesexplainsthat teachers
working together"value appreciationand acknowledgementaswell as
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personal support and acceptance..." This would tend to bear out what has
been revealed in the study. All HOYs felt appreciated by their colleagues ie
teams, which seemedto enablethem to fulfil their roles daily, in spite of a
reported perceived lack of appreciation from the upper hierarchy. Need for
appreciation connects with the lack of trust findings. However, both line
managersof the year heads expressedextreme satisfaction with the job their
year heads were doing in relation to the positive behaviour policy so this
perception may be a product of a loss of autonomy or a perceived loss
(11,Y).

Morris (2001)focuseson trust asthe key to improving low morale.
However,asBottery points out "Trust is a two way process"(2003,pg.260).
The "corrosive" effect of mistrustis describedby MacBeath(2005,pg.353).
Therewereno specificfindings on moraleandit wasnot askedabout
directly, but the earlier findings on stresscoupledwith thoseon the
perceivedlack of trust/autonomycould impacton it (eg.11,C).
If professionalism is going to be defined as fulfilling primarily the 'core
teaching tasks' one wonders where that will leave the types of key tasks
middle leaders need to fulfil in terms of monitoring and evaluating pupils,
running departments and/or, in the present study, having an overview of the
work and behaviour of pupils. Morris (2001) highlights that poor pupil
behaviour affects the profession's ability to attract and retain teachers.
Perhapstrusting the professionalism of pastoral leaders (year heads) and
giving them time (and autonomy) to develop and implement programmes,
without having to be narrowly reactive, would help the situation in schools.
The NAPCE (2000) document views such a merely reactive role as a
diminution of what is required and most of those interviewed felt similarly
(egs. 11,B&Y).
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CULTURE AND POWER (including POLITICS)

CULTURE AND ETHOS

The findings about the year heads' view that they were responsible for the
whole child, including "spiritually", perhapsneeds some expansion (11,E).
The culture and ethos are likely to be different in a Catholic school ie a faith
school and in particular a Dominican school, as the case study school is. The
caring culture is emphasisedand reinforced in year and key stage assemblies
with their collective acts of worship and prayer, in para-liturgies and school
massesand in the beginning of every class with a prayer. Catholic schools
seethemselves as families and as communities (Sergiovanni, 1994).

Theassemblies,the year headsfelt, had the addedadvantageof coalescing
theyear groupalthoughpupils attendwith subjectteachers,not classtutors
(eg.11,B). Seniormanagersvaluedthem(11,X&Y). Onemiddle manager
saidthe shortassemblieswereimportantto give childrenfeedbackabout
schooleventsand for prizes at their own level, emphasisingthepositives
(l l, s). Theywere not relatedto discipline,shefelt, but for developinggroup
feeling,whereastwo otherscommentedthatthe assemblieswere ineffective
with everyonestanding(1l, p&r).
Oneyear headthoughtthe schooldid not upholda Dominicanethosasthere
wasno real respectfor the teacherswho were "not valued" and suggested
that the core valuesandethoswere about"image andpublic perception"
(11,B). Two askedif the interviewerwishedto know how it was or how it
shouldbe (11,A&C). The final two HOYs felt howeverthat the schooltried
to uphold a caring ethos,onefeeling that, in the contextof the positive
behaviourpolicy, while striving towardsit, "we do not alwaysmakeit"
(11,D).

The principal believedthat all children weretreatedsimilarly, with
inclusiveness."We try to supporteachchild, not castthem aside." She
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emphasisedthat the Behavioural Policy, like the Drugs Policy, was not
about moving a child out but following a stepped approach. In her three
years in the school, "... not one pupil had been excluded", to the staff s
credit. "Other schools go quickly to exclusion" she stated, contrasting that
with the Dominican ethos.

Whilst all senior managers(11,X&Y) felt that the school upheld this ethos
in the context of the positive behavioural policy, six class tutors were more
negative about it and some genuinely did not know what it was. Opinions
varied, and some, in the context of a Dominican school, were surprising:

"Pupilsare treatedfairly andgiven guidanceif
the needarises."
"I don't think the 'Dominican ethos' has any
relevance in the everyday running of the school."
"No experience of this ethos... it doesn't mean
anything to me."

"Only in theory."
"No idea."
"A public relationsexercise."
Theprincipal felt that the cultureof the schoolallowedteachersto
in their dealingswith pupils and that they could
acknowledgeweaknesses
askfor support.All seniormanagersinterviewed,agreed(eg.11,X).
Howeveronemiddle managerfelt that it did not:
Theculture of this schooldoesnot allow teachers
to acknowledgedifficulties with pupils or classes.
Teachersshouldhavementorson the staff whom
they would chooseourselves(l l, q).
A HOD thoughttherewas an unwritten rule:
a successfulteacherkeepsthe classquiet, which
is not necessarilythe case.This culture is in every
school and it is wrong (11,t).
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A third interviewee stated that discussion of the behavioural policy was
necessary:
If we had a more common vision among the staff,

it would be apparentto the children (11,r).
...
Interestingly,one HOY thoughtthe school'sculture "... actuallyhighlights
teachers' weaknessesin dealing with various pupils" (11,A) and two other

HOYs felt it was not conduciveto acknowledgingdifficulties (11,B&C).
It could be argued that the implementation of behavioural policy was and is
an attempt to modify the culture of the case study school. For pupils, it is
designed to show causeand effect. Late marks and bad marks result in
detention but good behaviour brings rewards. Parentsare involved, and all
pupils were consulted initially. Because,theoretically, every teacher applies
it equally, it is seenas fair. Year headsand class tutors share the
implementation of the policy and were consulted about it, although some
reservations exist (11,B).

Therituals of year assemblies,certificatesfor full attendanceand
improvement,praiseandprizes,are on-going,enhancinga culture of
laudingachievement.Cubillo and Brown (2003)note the senseof mission
in a faith schooland both the caringatmosphereandsenseof purposein this
school,in the courseof this research,wereapparent.UndoubtedlyHOYs
care aboutandvaluetheir pupils, asthey do their teamsof tutors, sharinga
vision (Day, 1995,pg.116),whethera Dominicanvision (DominicanSisters
2001,pg.4), or not. The nurturing ethosof the schoolensuresthat eachpupil
feels caredfor and is encouragedto give of her best.Four HOYs do not feel
nurturedor valued themselves,which hinderstheir effectivenessin terms of
implementingtheir vision (Day, 1995).Onefeels valuedat times,"I have
receivedpraisefrom the VP... " (11,E).
Theunderlying impressiongainedof the culture of the school,at thetime of
the initial Study(Gordon,2002),was of classtutors dealingwith most
discipline issues.Most directivesand staffroomnotices,then,required
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action by class tutors. It hasbeen noticeable over the main researchyear
(2002-2003), from the daily briefings and the survey, and from staffroom
comment, that more now seems directed to year heads also. Becauseof full
teaching timetables, this culture is resentedand to some extent, resisted.

Most tutors get very annoyed with referrals which return, and half were
unhappy with the feedback, one stating "Very little feedback is given". Year
heads get overwhelmed by the number of incident and concern forms, or
individuals, sent, including some informal verbal referrals when they must
produce paperwork to implement the policy (eg. 11,A). Frost et al (1991,
pg.8) note ambiguity within organisational cultures, shown by
inconsistencies. Gold et al (2002) suggest promoting a culture of
collaboration and sharing tasks within the school community. This perhaps
is the underlying plea from many of the participants in this research.

Year heads receive and process a mountain of instructions as well as
prevailing expectations of their role, from every direction (eg. 11,D). One
noted being expected "to deal more with some situations than others"
(11,A). The fact that they managethis, mostly successfully, with
commendable sang froid, is a testament to their resilience and
unflappability.

POWER (& POLITICS)
Dataon powerin this researchweregleanedmore indirectly than perhaps
findings on other aspectsof the research.Thosein powerat thetop of a
schoolare alsoburdenedwith accountabilitiesto others.Ascertaininghow
the powerflows and who sharesin it is a subtleundertaking.Questions
aboutleadershipstyle to seniormanagers,aswell asthoseon autonomy,
trust, accountability,effectivenessandvariousaspectsof communication
servedto uncoverpowerissues.
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In terms of expectations of role, the positional power of the senior
managementin the hierarchy of the referral system, meansthat the year
headscannot simply disregard as illegitimate (Burnham, 1975), the
expectations coming from above. Their requests and expectations cannot be
ignored any more than can the short notice information requestsfrom
outside agencies,mentioned by one HOY (11,D). Whilst acknowledging
how busy HOYs are, senior managersdo not seea conflict in the varying
demands (for example from below) made on the year headsby the
behavioural system, when compounded by the intense demands on them
simply as teachers(11,Y).

Positionally,yearheadsare seenby SMT asmiddle managersandasleaders
of teams.The fact that four do not actuallyseethemselvesas`managers'has
alreadybeenrevealed(eg.11,A). Their perceivedlack of autonomyin their
HOY roles alsosuggeststhat they feel relatively powerless.The pleasfor
'consistency'from abovein the implementationof thepolicy, from many
classtutors andyear headssuggeststhatthey feel undermined(eg.11,B).
This cameout strongly in written andverbal confidentialcritical incident
data.

The dominantposition of the HOYs asdescribedin Busher'sthesis(1992,
pgs.222-223)andmentionedby Marland (1974),was not at all discernible
in this casestudy.The lack of devolvedpoweruncoveredin the yearhead
role was somewhatsurprisingafter readingthejob description.That none
felt a training role wasrequiredof themcould be put down to a sheerlack of
time, but it was not evena role expectation,(andneitherwas monitoring), in
spiteof thejob description'swording (Appendix 6&11,Y).
A possibleway of gainingpowerfor anyoneholding two or morepromotion
points in the schoolis servingon the SMT, on a rotationalbasis,indicatedin
the principal'sinterview, aspartof the school's broadeningout of
managementand asan opportunity for professionaldevelopment.At least
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four middle managershad already availed of this during the researchyear,

(2002-2003),but thoseHOYs who occupyonly this role could not do so.
The principal felt that the decision-making process in school was collegial
giving the examples of the ten-period day voted against by teachers,and the
consultation about changesin reports. "Imposing" was not "a particularly
helpful style of management" she felt, mentioning transformational
leadership. Other senior managerssaw their styles as "collegial" and
"approachable", each of which suggestsa sharing of power, and felt HOYs
had a role in the school decision process (11,X, &Y). "They are listened to
and have an important role to play," one KS Tutor remarked (11,Y).

The principal ensuresthat the year heads are kept in the information loop by
"filling the gap". Because,she stated, the key stage tutors now have their
team meetings prior to the year meetings, any decisions or proposals at
senior pastoral meetings with the principal could be "fed down" to the year
heads.One HOY referred to this (11,D). She had made that change so
information did go down to HOYs effectively.

No one was questionedspecificallyabout'micro politics', yet all were
comfortableansweringquestions(relatedto power) aboutbeing in or out of
the 'loop', or usingthe 'grapevine'.All HOYs (Q1Oc&dAppendix 7) felt
theywere out of the information loop at times with oneastutely
commentingthat therewere "lots of loops"(11,A). Four year headssaid
they alsorelied on the grapevine,in relation to thepolicy (eg.11,C). Onefelt
that "classtutors weremore in theknow" (11,A) aswere the pupils,but
anotherfelt that classtutorswere "not in it at all", commentingthat the
"SMT are in the loop totally and knowwhat is going on" (11,D).
Thetenor of the repliesfrom the survey,aswell asthe year headinterviews
revealthat neitherclasstutorsnor year headsfelt they had power,within
their own roles. Only two HOYs felt they influenceddecision-making
(11,D&E). Oneof two year headswho did not feel in control of their year,
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discussedpreviously, illustrates this lack of power particularly, not feeling
"consulted" and stating that "it does not make a difference what I think"
(11,A). Another HOY felt that shewas "kept out of the information loop
from the top" (11,B).

Department headswere not asked about power, since the focus was their
perceptions of the year head role concerning the behavioural policy, but
with those interviewed seeing year headsas middle managerslike
themselves, it may suggest that HODs were more comfortable with their
roles. One HOD pointed out that the principal always chaired the HOD
meetings, but not the pastoral meetings, giving a perception of "a difference
in status" she felt (l l, p). One HOY, wanting a major change in the role
from delivering "directives" to her team, stated "I feel very strongly about
empowerment... management is getting too top heavy again" (11,B).

Control or poweris perceivedasbeing heldat the top, especiallyby tutors
and HOYs who appearnot to view that asjustified, possibly becausethey
seeit ascontrol of their rolesratherthan a function of management.HOYs'
commentson "frantic activity" and"interruptions" (11,B&D), the oneabove
on directives,and anotherwho felt the role was now mostly "carrying out
instructionsfrom above"(11,C) meshin with a seniormanager'simageof a
"cascade"(11,Y) andtheprincipal'smentionof "parameters".Howard
(1988,pg.42) talks of middle management"whosefunction is to expedite
(or managementteam)".
the decisionsor policies of theheadmaster(sic)
Year heads,in the role of pastoralmiddle managers,are having to do this
but, asprofessionals,havetheir own notionsof how to fulfil the role.
Havingjust beenclasstutors, they haveclearexpectationsof thethree
aspectsof the HOY role, (asdescribedby Doherty, 1981pg. 271),
particularly in the contextof behaviouralissues,andtry to fulfil these.
Hales' (2001,pg.36) descriptionof managersunableto establishauthority
becausethey try to overcomeresistancethroughpower over subordinates,
ratherthan encouragingco-operation,could apply perhapsto this school.
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Consequently this would greatly limit effectiveness of co-operation in any
team, with this kind of authority not being seen as legitimate in the minds of
the subordinates.This seemsto be the interpretation which emergesfrom
the HOY data with four feeling powerless (eg.11,C) and describing school
decision making as overwhelmingly hierarchical (eg. 11,D). This is
reminiscent of the situation under the `old head' in Busher and Barker's
paper (2001) where they point up the inevitable unequal distribution of
power in hierarchical organisations.

Marland's (1974, pg. 76) "Tutor subordinate position", where tutors see
themselves merely as "register checkers", came up in the context of data
from at least one class tutor, who effectively wished for that, and indeed
'subordinate', seemsto be the perceived position of some class tutors and
most of the year heads (eg.11,A). Whilst all year heads clarified that they
did not feel like servants of the HODs (Doherty, 1981, pg.271), they feel
that they lack authority and autonomy and are themselves controlled, much
as the pupils supposedly are. This view is often expressedin staffroom
groupings and arose in some HOY interviews (eg.11,C). An examination of
the role sets of HOYs (eg.11,A) confirmed that their sphere of influence has
shrunk from that mentioned by Allder (1992) and Busher (1992).

The paperby Gold and Evans(2002)revealsan interestinginsight asto why
many middle leadersdo not seekfurther advancementin schools.Firstly
they found role confusion(or conflict) in someteachershaving to take on
multiple roles, like the HOYs who were also HODs in this casestudy. They
felt that perhapsthe "middleness"(pg.2) of the role addedto the stress.They
aska pertinentquestion."Do they find it stressfulto haveresponsibility
without power?" Hereperhapsis the nub of the middle leaderdilemma.
Findingsof experiencedHOYs not feeling like managers,and giving
examplesof being underminedwould suggestthis very problem (eg.11,D).
Oneof Gold and Evans'questionnairerespondentswrote, "-I

haveno

authority" (pg.2). That is overall what the year headswere also reportingin
the currentresearch.Schmidt,discussingHODs (2000, pg.829), highlights
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the demands inherent in the role (of HOD) itself and shows how their

"intermediaryposition" illuminates"the powerrelationshipsof secondary
schooling".

Gold and Evans' supposition, however, that middle managersare reluctant
to seek further promotion becausethey perhaps "feel safer in that they know
how to run classrooms and departments" (2002, pg. 5), is not particularly
borne out by the evidence in the case study school, where some pastoral
middle managershave applied up and even out, to get away from middle
management.Gold and Evans' survey revealed some comments such as
"Initiative burn out" and "Drowning under initiatives" (2002, pg.6) which
they interpret as cynicism and as difficult to reconcile with the current
upbeat rhetoric about leadership and its importance.

Year headsseemto feel they areoutsidethe decision-makingpower axis
andoverloadedwith the type of intensifiedrole discussedby Apple (1988).
It could be suggestedthat they lack the necessarypowerto fulfil their roles
meaningfully,andto their own satisfaction.Hencethe uncovered,andto
themunacceptable,gap betweentheir `enacted'and `subjective'roles
(Doherty, 1981).

True devolvedleadershipis not in evidencein the casestudyschool,in the
contextof implementingthebehaviourpolicy, yet seniormanagers
interviewed,including the principal, emphasisedparticipatory,inclusive and
collegial leadershipstyles(11,X&Y). That is not what the year headswere
experiencing,asrevealedin critical incidents.Thesesuggestthat year heads
did not havedevolvedpoweror authority, andthereinlies the crux of the
role perceptionproblem,discussedin this thesis.
Another aspectof micro politics was exhibitedwhenthe researcherwas
askedby somemiddle managerinterviewees,after posingvarious fairly
innocuousquestions,if the answerrequiredwashow they were supposedto
be, or the reality (11,A&C). Such astuteness
openedsomepotentially
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interesting lines of inquiry which are unfortunately outside the scope of this
research.Indeed, Noble and Pym (1989) question "why the micro politics of
the situation are not readily acknowledged" because"the chief resource.. the
.
has
deploy
is
judgement
its
to
the trained
organization
of
professional staff'
(pg.37).

Theturbulenceandcomplexity,allowedfor in an ambiguity perspective
(Bush,1995)can be clearly seenexhibitedin the school.Oneyearhead
spokeof "centrifugal force" andher commentthat, "everything is spinning
roundand you can't get off - getout of the melee" (11,B), suggests
turbulence,andharksback to Gold andEvans'(2002) surveycomments.
Ambiguities of role andlack of consistencyin applicationemergedas
themesin thecurrentresearch.
The political perspectiveis in evidencein theunacknowledgedpower
strugglebetweenyear headsand seniormanagement.Wallaceand Hall
(1997,pg.87) feel that oneperspectivecannotcapturewhat goeson and they
seeaspects of the cultural perspective in the political. Further consideration
of the implications of this helps to "makes senseof the findings"
(Denscombe, 1998, pg.234) for the culture and politics of the case study
school seem inextricably linked. `Politics' was evident in the replies of
some senior managersto queries when they attempted to second guesswhat
HOYs or tutors might have said, as a preamble to their own replies,
particularly about effectiveness, feedback and time.

This powerstrugglebetweenyearheadsandthe more seniorlayersof
managementis visible regardingconsistencyof implementationof the
policy coupledwith the perceptionthat a culture of accountabilityandtight
control is being appliedto the actionsof year headsratherthan,(year heads
feel), to thoseof pupils andparents.So-called`garbagecan' solutions
(CohenandMarch, 1986)to problemswerenoticeablewhenyear heads
spokeof the layersabovelacking consistencyandgiving in to parents
(eg.11,B). Theview from thetop wasthat discretionhad sometimesto be
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used. This exercise of "a leader's zone of discretion" (Gronn, 1999, pg. 111)
however is perceived as negating the autonomy of the year headsto make
decisions which they feel should be reinforced by the top. Their
powerlessnessand frustration at being overruled were obvious in the
interviews where one wished for "more backing to enforce sanctions" and
another felt a "lack of support and undermining from the top" (11,A&B).
Whilst the principal felt shelooked for people to "take responsibility for
their decisions", this contrasts with the HOYs' perception of a need for
more autonomy rather than more accountability. What has been uncovered
in this researchcould be interpreted as power not being shared out.

CONCLUSION

In concludingthis major chapter,therewas obviously much more
discoveredthan is detailedhereascan be seenfrom the questionsin the
variousinstruments.Becauseof time and word constraintsit was necessary
to focuson datawhich could be analysedunderthe main themes.Overall,
the themeswhich emergedmost stronglywere; role ambiguityapparently
inherentin the pastoralmiddle managerrole, (along with various
ambiguitiesinherentin the system);ambiguitieswithin roles anda lack of
clarity in role definitions; also lack of training for the role and inadequate
time to fulfil all its aspects.Othermajor themeswere a lack of autonomyfor
the year heads;combinedwith a perceivedlack of trust, (being trustedasa
professional),in the contextof the implementationof the behavioural
policy. Also uncoveredwere;the irrelevanceof the so-called
divide (evenamongthosewith differing views of the year
pastoral/academic
headrole); perceivedproblemswith communications,and crucially, the
desireof everyoneinvolved in the researchto seean improvementin the
implementationof the policy.
Thelong currencyof role theory showsits enduranceso any critique needs
to treadwarily. The useof this filter in terms of understandingrole and in
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particular role ambiguity within and outside the year head role, has proved
helpful in the research.No literature was uncovered applying it specifically
to pastoral middle managers, yet the concept of `role' is in frequent use in
schools. Incumbents, far from seeing it as a strait jacket, seem genuinely to
relish the chance to enact the role in their own way. It was noticeable that
the newly appointed HOY was most positive about it. This is of course
tempered by the revelations in the data of how longer serving HOYs
actually felt, in terms of lacking autonomy and power and feeling
undermined. The dichotomy of views between senior managers and HOYs
is apparent in the summary tables at the ends of Appendices 3 and 7.

Schmidt's paper (2000) shows that role theory deals well with issues of
"uncertainty or unclear role definitions" (pg.830), but that it cannot capture
the "emotionally aware view of the dynamics of human interaction", and
suggeststhat the social interactionist view of role is more "multidimensional" which "makes room for the agency of individuals" (ibid). Nias
(1989), quoted in Schmidt (2000, pg. 838) states,"Individuals attach
symbolic meaning to other people's perspectivesand create an identity out
of what they think are others' perceptions" (pg. 19). Handy speaksof "the
sin of selectiveperception. We only perceive what we want to perceive"
(1999, pg. 78 original emphasis). Schmidt asserts,from an interpretive
viewpoint, that "intermediary" roles have become increasingly "politicized"
(pg.831), and later suggeststhat "role theory does not account well for
difficulties that result from problems of power" (pg. 884). Possibly it is the
"new managerialism" (McInerney, 2003, pg.66) in schools which is
becoming the restraint around such role holders?
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
The tablebelow displaysthe findings,in termsof the `answers'to the
researchquestions although conclusive answers are elusive in this type of
research.In reading these, the realisation dawns that there are further

questionswhich needto be explored,andother aspects,like change,which
would benefit from more research.

TABLE 5.1 ADDRESSING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
ResearchQuestions

Findings
* Sendthe role in requestsfor help and
1.How do classtutors perceive/sendthe
adviceandin commentsin meetings
head
in
*
Consult
year
role the contextof the positive
andtrust their year heads
behaviourpolicy?
* FeelHOYs do a goodjob, in the context
of the policy
* Are awareof own andHOY's lack of
time
* Do not expect training from HOYs

* Empathybetweenclasstutors andHOYs
* HOY immediateline managerssendrole
2. How do seniormanagersperceive/send
expectations(alsoto classtutors) via key
head
the year
role?
stagemeetings,personalcommunications
and sometimesvisits to HOY meetings
* Principal andVP utilise the daily
briefings
* They feel HOYs do a goodjob
* They seeno ambiguity in the HOY role
* They do not perceivethe severetime
constraints,limiting the role to being
only operationalandnot strategic
* It usedto be/shouldbe more autonomous
3. What areyear heads'own perceptionsof * Not trustedand sometimesundermined
their role(s)?How do theyinterpretit in the * Role conflicts, overloadand ambiguity
* Receivinga multiplicity of expectations
contextof the behaviouralpolicy andof
* Own expectations,for some,of being `in
their role set?
charge'of year,not fulfilled
* No time and little training
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4. How do middle managers `outside' the

* Seethe role as middle management,
equal to their own

pastoralsystemperceivetherole of the

* Feel HOYs havetime to fulfil the role,

year head?

sometimes more than HODs have

* Feelpart of the HOY role set

* Some feel HOYs could raise the role's
profile

5. How doesanyonein the role setof a
year headknow what to do?

* All feel HOYs are successfully
implementingthe policy
* Classtutors receiverole expectations
throughdaily briefings and year
meetings.
* They rely on experienceor consult
colleaguesandtheir HOY for advice
* Seniormanagersuseown experienceand
training andconsulteachother,SMT and
the principal.

* Theyhold KS meetingsand readminutes
from all pastoralmeetings.
* Theyare awareof the expectationsof
otherbut valuetheir powersof discretion

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (FOR THE
SCHOOL)
In light of the variousanalysesof thesefindings regardingthe research
questions,it is tentativelysuggestedthat the perceptionsuncovered
regardingyear headroles in the casestudyschoolneedto alter significantly,
if thesehardworking middle leadersare to be empoweredto enhancepupil
learning.
TRAINING (andTIME)
The studyhasrevealedthat year headsfeel that the ambiguity in the role
arisesasa result of its being downgraded,aswell asbeing an over managed
role, within extremelytight time limits and with little relevantmiddle leader
training available.Consequently,the needfor training,togetherwith time, is
apparentin order to increaseeffectiveness,with middle leadersconsulted
aboutthis (Dunham,1995).The principal'sview that peopleshouldseekout
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training is valid providing opportunities arise and her offer to managemore

training in-housewould help.
Pastoral middle managerswere aware that at times teachersand tutors
perhaps were not utilising many strategieswith difficult pupils before
referral. Knowledge of the training needsof others is a key management
insight (Wise, 2001), yet most year headsneither consideredthemselves
middle managersnor had the training (or time) to train their colleagues. A
shared leadership role that included training their teams may increase the
HOY role's effectiveness, if introduced sensitively without causing
resentmentto fellow professionals.

Just as fire services spend much time on fire prevention (Chowdhury, 2000),
so year heads could perhaps have time and further CPD to develop or
acquire materials and skills to encourageaspectsof year and school culture
change, which could truly implement the positive behavioural policy. They
already work on their year's tutorial programme so this could be a role
enhancement,rather than an overload. The result could be true year leader
roles (Lodge, 1999). This would include developing HOYs to further help
pupils to take responsibility for, and seethe effects of behaviour on, their
own learning, leading to "pupil empowerment" (Monaghan, 1998, pg. 105).

DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP
Standingstill in educationequatesto stagnationin a changingworld.
Schoolsare,Stoll et al (2001)note,"rigid institutions" (pg.206) which need
helpto changeandmove forward. Thus,in the schoolin question,changeis
neededto fully utilise the talentsof the very ablepastoralmiddle leaders.
However,the type of changeis critical. Already, alterationsto the layersof
from September2003,after the main researchperiod,are
management
having an impact which is not entirely positive dueto time and trust
constraints,but this researchsuggestsperhapsthe necessityof fundamental
redistributionof real power andauthority downwardsto middle leaders,
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using a review of the behavioural policy as a catalyst. However, the view of
human nature in the culture of any school, as discussed in the Literature
Review page 44, will be crucial since as explained culture is not "inherently
positive" (Brown, 1998, pg.294). Change therefore may need to include a
re-think of fundamental attitudes, including perhaps if necessaryMc
Gregor's Theory Y being substituted for Theory X (Brown, 1998, pg.28).

Some implications that sharing was desirable have emerged, although no
one used the terminology of distributed leadership. Perceived lack of trust
and appreciation is bound up with being given multiple responsibilities and
no time to carry them out, and without any real distributed power or
authority to follow them through. Evidence of distributed or shared
leadership down to the middle level was lacking in the study, but the
findings from Harper and Barry's paper (1999) would suggest enhanced
roles for such middle leaders would greatly benefit the school.

Far from beinga panacea,this could causemore role overload(noneof the
HOYs requestedrole expansion).The link betweendistributing leadership
andtrust hasbeenestablishedbut shouldsucha role expansionbe attempted
without distribution of power, it could leadto the type of scenariodescribed
by Storey(2003).

COLLABORATION and TRUST
Theconcomitantlack of trust andautonomy,asoneresult of a lack of
sharingof leadership,was seento be taking its toll on the incumbents'and
on others'perceptionsof the yearheadrole. Collegiality wasnotedbetween
the middle layersandbelow within thepastoralsystembut the needfor this
to be extendedupwards,underpinnedby a foundationof trust,was revealed.
Seniormanagersneedto commit to the role of cross-curriculummanagers,a
broadenedrole for year heads,(Reading,1999,pg.25). In the casestudy
schoolthe year headsreactto incidentsof poor behaviour,and are awareof
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lacking time to focus on positives. The prime role of cross-curriculum

managersshouldbe "supporterof pupils' learning" (ibid). Although needing
substantial injections of time, trust and autonomy, the school could only

gain.
Pastoral Leadership of the proactive style outlined here
makes a significant contribution to school achievement,
and is a key basis for a pastoral leader becoming a

schoolleader(NAPCE,2000,pg.2).
This statementfrom the Standardsfor PastoralLeadersDocument,
discussedearlier in the LiteratureReview,enhancesthe findings of the
currentresearch,andsuggestsa way forward. Pastoralleadersin this case
studywere fulfilling their roleswithin the limitations discussed,but were
running to standstill. In order truly to be effectivemiddle leadershowever,
in the contextof the PositiveBehaviouralPolicy, issuessuchastrust and
and majorthinking in termsof collaboration
autonomyneedto be addressed
andcollegiality is urgentlycalled for. Sinceteachingis acknowledgedto be
a stressfulprofession,pastoralstaff, additionallydrained,neednurturing.
The knowledgethat one is doing one'sbest,combinedwith the certaintythat
one is valuedandtrusted,would be invaluableassetsfor successfulrole
fulfilment.
Whetherrelatedto the Dominicanethosor otherwise,all participantshadan
'ideal'or vision of how the schoolshouldoperate,andparticularly valued
consistency,with regardto the behaviouralpolicy. The `vision' seemedto
be couchedin termsof valuing all the membersof the schoolcommunity,
ratherSergiovanni'sideal (1994).
While seniorpastoralmanagersscrutinisedthe minutesof meetingsand
gleanedsomeconcernsof classtutors and HOYs, this did not result in
seniormanagershaving a true awarenessof the difficulties of subordinates.
All the seniormanagers,viewing their own leadershipstylesvariously as
collegial, outgoing,friendly or inclusive, statedthat they would not over
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rule a year head. Year heads did not sharethe belief of one senior pastoral
manager, that consultation and collegiality had increased.Given the will
which exists at all levels to improve the system, a tangible improvement
could become a reality in the context of a consultative review (in the spirit
of opennessand transparency) of the policy and related matters. This,
together with an increasedemphasis on rewards, could enhance the overall
effectiveness of the policy.

Already, year heads are engendering year feeling among the pupils which is
feeding into the culture of the school. They are deploying a wide range of
strategieswith the more difficult pupils, skills which could be passedon to
class tutors and subject teachersthrough in-service workshops in the context
of policy feedback discussions. It is suggestedthat providing teachers with a
forum to react to the input of others and to share/learnfurther strategies is
part of a learning, collaborative culture and contributes to an improvement
in everyone's effectiveness. The organisation of these sessionswould reflect
the hierarchical or collegial/inclusive management style adopted within the
school. They could demonstrate real leadership being visibly distributed, an
opportunity for year heads to feel like middle leaders and not just in the
middle.

However,if yearheadsin the casestudyschoolare alreadyover burdened,
andperceivea lack of trust and appreciation,major strategicthinking will
be neededto expandthe role. If the result enhancestheir autonomywithout
negatingtheir professionalaccountability,it could lay to rest permanently
divide and re-focusthe pastoralonto learning.
any vestigepastoral/academic
Thesuggestedtrusting andempowermentof yearheads,utilising thetutorial
pastoralprogrammeandthe uniqueethosof the school,culminatingin an
enhancedrole of year overseeror co-ordinator,would help improve the
conditionsfor learning.This may involve new ways of working with
departmentheadsandclasstutors. Possiblyit would alsoinvolve mentoring
someparticularly difficult children but the rewardof improvementwould be
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cumulative. Such a strategy would increase the effectiveness of these
enhancedroles. One positive impact on those 'above' and 'below' would be a
possible diminution of role overload. There are major time, training,
autonomy and trust implications inherent in this but the development of
Year Curriculum Co-ordinators, as described by Harper and Barry (1999) in
their school (Burntwood) was successful. The target setting
(pupil/parent/tutor) as described there, is being put into place in the case
study school. Given the emphasis on learning and every school's desire to
improve GCSE results, as Burntwood has done rather dramatically, it is
suggestedexploring this route would be worthwhile.

IMPLICATIONS

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

What hasbeenascertainedso far andtabulatedabovehasonly uncovered
thetip of a movingiceberg,in researchterms.Implicationsof the studyfor
the schoolconcernedcan be disseminatedto interestedstaff in duecourse.
Futureresearch,however,would seemto be crucialto ascertainif findings
arefurther generalisableto otherresearchcontextsand to furthervalidate
the analysis.Is the situationin the casestudyschoolunique?Are the results
skewedby its being a faith school,a secondaryschool,an all-girl school?
Much researchhas alreadybeendoneon academicmiddle managers
(Bennett,1995;Wise, 1999;2001)andWise et al (2003)havealreadyraised
the issuesof autonomyandtrust andtheir link to professionalism.Literature
could be searchedto uncoverperceptionsof autonomyandtrust in the
contextof fulfilling their roles.HODs in the casestudyschoolcould be
surveyedor (better)interviewedto ascertaintheir views abouttheir own
roles (andwhetherthey feel constrainedor controlled)in termsof
ambiguity,overload,trust and autonomy,to consolidateor qualify the
findings regardingthe year heads.
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The study could then be extended out to a number of schools, `faith' and
secular, secondaryand grammar, with again a survey used to ascertain broad
brush information, followed by some in-depth interviews (Wengraf, 2001),
of at least two HODs and two HOYs per school, to seeif the findings are
more generalisable, and represent the situation, at least in the post-primary
sector. Difficulties in terms of co-operation and returns could be negated by
the use of a full time researcheror high level personal contact. This would
help to ensure that survey questionnaires were completed by the correct
leadership layer ie middle, rather than, as Wise and Bennett (2003b) found
at times, senior managers.

Monahan(1998,pg.105)notesthe focuson "giving [pupils] a more
effectivevoice in the schoolcommunity". Thecurrentresearchcould be
extendedto includeviews of both pupils andparents(of the HOY role), as
membersof the year headrole set. This could be doneby two small surveys,
followed up by somein-depthinterviews.
Becauserole in the contextof implementinga changewas not researched,
the literatureon change(eg Fullan,1997)could be investigatedto ascertain
the influenceof this on role and the studycouldbe furtherdevelopedin that
direction,againby somefollow-up interviewsof someparticipants.
Futurelong term research,possiblyof a quantitativenature,could analyse
over-all examinationresults,year on year,in the contextof addedvalue,
following a re focusof the pastoralroles onto learning,shouldthis be
implementedin the school.
Whilst therewill be little opportunity currently in the schoolto delvefurther
into the conceptof distributedleadership,asno real evidenceof it hasbeen
uncovered,future researchelsewhereon middle leaderroles could be
extendedto includeevidence,or otherwise,of aspectsof distributed
leadership.Interviewswith principalswould thereforealsobe of value,
presumablyproviding thosemiddle leadersin the schools,agreeingto in-
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depth interviews, were guaranteedanonymity and confidentiality. This
would help to ascertain if distributed leadership is just a fashionable idea to
emerge from the burgeoning areaof leadership studies, or conversely, can
improve schools, turning them into learning communities (Harris, 2002,
pg. 11). Possibly a future investigation could determine whether distributed
leadership ideas have percolated into the school in the research. Whether
this concept has been successfully implemented in a school elsewhere where
middle leaders had previously felt a lack of autonomy and trust, would be
interesting to uncover.

It is reluctantlyacknowledgedthat suchfurther researchmay in fact produce
more clearcut findings if conductedin England,ratherthan Northern
Ireland,sincesomeideasin educationare slow to percolateN Ireland's
more `patriarchal'schoolmanagement,in spite of initiatives suchasPQH.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE STUDY TO UNDERSTANDING OF
THIS FIELD

It is suggestedthat the contributionthis studycould, potentially, maketo the
understandingof the roles of pastoralmiddle leadersgoesbeyondsome
narrowerwritings examiningdaily practice(Brenton, 1989;Monaghan,
1998),and evenresearchdescribinga role extension(Harperand Barry,
1999).In examiningvariousaspectsof the role, usingrole theory and with
quite a different conceptualframeworkfrom theseotherwritings, it
approachesmore the type of researchembarkedupon, in the contextof
academicmiddle leadersby Schmidt(2000)and Wise(1999; 2001).These
much broaderandlessembryonicpiecesof
are,it mustbe emphasised,
research.Schmidt's paperopenedup the ideaof perceptionsand feelingsof
the (academic)role holdersthemselves.Wise usedrole theory to interpret
andanalyseHOD roles.
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The necessityof senior managerscoming on board with any widening of the
HOY role, has been flagged up by Reading and Lodge; the former stressing
that otherwise they would "regress into the person responsible for discipline
within the year group" (1999, pg.25). It has been ascertainedin the case
study school, that this is all the year headshave time for. It is suggestedthat
if this piece of research,therefore, could influence the future planning and
development in the school, even to a small extent, in the direction of Stoll et
al's paper (2001), discussedlater, the direct benefit to the school could be
huge.

The nature of this piece of research,its raison d'etre, is very much a
practical piece, involving teachersand undertaken with a view to improving
and making a difference on the ground, rather than to be merely theoretical.
Suggestionsmade are informed by evidence, however previous theoretical
writings such as Bottery (2003) and O'Neill (2002) have helped enormously
in shaping the direction of this researchin terms of lensesto look through.
The perceived overwhelming mistrust from above finding was entirely
unforeseen at the beginning of the researchand hence no questions were
developed on this for the original instrument (the questionnaire) in the
Initial Study (Gordon, 2002).

Storey'spaperon her empiricalresearch(2003)althoughreadwhenthe
analysiswas nearingcompletion,had significantinfluence.This madesense
of how HOYs perceivedhow the role shouldbe enactedin contrastwith
how it had to be enacteddaily (reactively)andtheir perceptionsof
underminingwhen seniormanagersexerciseddiscretion.Using an
interpretiveview in piecing thepicture together,with the HOY role set
membersdescribingand viewing things from their own perspectives,was
both challengingandsatisfyingwhen it appearedto be revelatory.
The knowledgegainedfrom this researchin terms of yearheads'
perceptionsof their role(s), with regardto conflict andoverload,coupled
with lack of time and training,confirms that earlierresearchpaperson such
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aspects,particularly with regard to academic middle leaders (Bennett, 1995;
Wise, 1999; Dunham, 1995) are still relevant.

The finding of loss of or lack of autonomy, although contrasting greatly
with the perceptions of academic middle managers(Bennett, 1995; Wise &
Bush, 1999 & Wise, 2001) has been uncovered in a more recent literature
review for NCSL (Bennett et al 2003b). More theoretically, this was
revealed in Bottery (2003) and in O'Neill (2002). The immediate response
is to wish to extend the researchsimultaneously to HODs to seehow they
feel in this context, as well as to HOYs in other schools, to find out if this is
more widespread. Having this lens of trust, autonomy and professionalism,
for example, thereby allowed a further focus on the role data, and uncovered
more, by probing more deeply. Role theory, although it has obvious
limitations (Schmidt, 2000) nevertheless largely enabled an unpeeling of the
layers of the year head role in a way which would have been more difficult
without it. Its successful adoption as a way of looking at academic middle
manager roles, as exemplified in Wise (1999), pointed the way for this
research.Initial readings of Handy (1999) and Wise (ibid) firmed up the
thrust of this piece of researchwhich, although it could be done very
differently, lent itself to, in the context of insider research,this triangulated,
detailed look at this major aspect of a year head's role.

In particular,looking at the findings throughthevarious `lenses'in the
analysishashopefully given a richer andmore roundedview of the various
andvaried rolesof the headof year.Interpretingrole theory in a more
dynamicway, in spiteof its limitations discussedat the end of Chapter4,
haspossibly led to a gainingof insight into the problemsand difficulties
inherentin a role, and in the circumstancesof thoserole holderswithin a
schoolsetting.ThroughoutChapter4 theaim was to presentandanalysethe
findings, filtered throughthe `ovals' of the conceptualframeworkto show
the datafrom the `cultureand power', or the `autonomyandtrust'
viewpoints. Hence,this researchis suggestingthat theseadditionalways of
looking at the data,insteadof just examiningit all throughRole Theory and
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Effectiveness, have brought greater insights and have thereby increasedthe
contribution of this piece of, albeit limited, research.One example of this
would be the way year heads, in speaking frankly about the frustrations of
their roles, at times spontaneouslyrejected the term `line manager' and
even, for some `manager'. This had not been expected, and without the
management/leadershipfilter may not have arisen in the context of
questioning about role and aspectsof role.

THE FUTURE?
Stoll et al's (2001) chapter on effectiveness and improvement entitled
"Beyond 2000" talks of shifting the focus now to the "individual learner and
the range of learning opportunities ... to help all learners realise their
potential" (pg.207). That makes it imperative that all learners, including
teachers, have accessto the latest information on learning and that children
are facilitated as far as possible individually. That has implications for the
behaviour of all pupils since any disruption which affects the learning
process is detrimental. All teachers' roles will changeto some extent and
become more collaborative and flexible and effective middle leaders in
schools are already moving towards this. The year curriculum co-ordinator
role (Lodge, 1999) will increasingly be neededto enable all to accessthe
"regenerational learning" (Stoll et al, 2001, pg.207) required for the 21St
century. Co-ordination and indeed mentoring roles will become more
important with the stronger focus on ICT, underlined by an ability to listen
and a deeper understanding of emotional intelligence, ultimately benefiting
all learners in the school community. Stoll et al (2001) add:

Educationalimprovementandeffectivenessdepend
on peopleworking collaboratively.They arenot
achievableindividually.... if we are thinking about
improving learningprocessesandoutcomesfor
significant numbersof people,this requires
collaborativeendeavour(pg.203).
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As the skills of managing a hierarchical organisation like a school become
less important, they assert, so the skills "of people management... will
increase in significance" (pg.201). Asking what education is for, they
suggest a focus, beyond literacy and numeracy, on "flexibility, problem
solving, collaboration, empathy, self-awareness,ability to deal with
complexity, and a love of learning" (pg. 192). This recalls some of
Sergiovanni's (1994, chapter 9) suggestionsfor a community of learners.
Since attitudes to people and knowledge of their perceptions and feelings
(empathy) will increasingly become the crux, cultural attitudes to
community members (colleagues and pupils), as discussedearlier (Mc
Gregor, 1960), will prove to be the key to the most successful learning
communities. Perhapsimplementing this through the communities of
practice idea (Wenger 2000) is a possibility for the school for the future.

CRITIQUE

OF THE CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEWORK

Standingback from a pieceof completedresearch,if any researchcan ever
be saidto be truly finished,one can view the chosenconceptualframework
more objectively. While seeingclearly now that effectivenessandrole
theory,for all their limitations,combinedto form a stereoscopefor the
research,they were neverthelesssomewhatunwieldy within a word-limited
thesis.For theother `filters', trust, autonomyetc.possibly one shouldthink
of an optometristslotting in different combinationsof lenseswhich together
completetheprescriptionto providethe clear (interpretive)view:
f

Viewing role througheffectivenessandrole theory via an overlayof
cultureand power

f

Viewing role througheffectivenessandrole theory via an overlay of
trust, autonomyandprofessionalism

f

Viewing role througheffectivenessand role theory via an overlayof
middle management/leadership
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Other overlays were the views of incumbents and others canvassed.Some
physical and theoretical shortcomings of versions of the conceptual
framework have already been discussedat the end of Chapter 2. However, it
is important to note here the view that change was an aspect it would have
been better not to drop from the paradigm although what should have been
removed instead it would be difficult to say. Overall, for a study of this size,
there were too many filters or aspectsthrough which to view data and
repetition, the inevitable result, proved difficult to fully eradicate. Even the
belatedly slimmed final framework (page 10) proved to be still too busy for
the demands of this researchwhich perhapsmay have benefited from being
drastically curtailed at a much earlier stage. The use of role theory (Handy
1999) however, following Wise (1999), proved a useful toolkit for a new
researcher,providing ready made categories with which to examine many
aspectsof the HOY role and illustrated clearly the HOY position in the
middle of the `expectation sandwich' coping with myriad demands.

"Late insights should be fostered deliberately, for they can enrich the theory
by forcing elaboration and qualification" suggest Glaser and Strauss(1967,
pg.253). That is just what has been happening throughout the periods of
analysis, in the context of this research,and many insights were very late,
especially the tardy application of ideas such as Wenger's (2000)
communities of practice, as discussed in Wise (2003). The reading was kept
too wide for too long, as the conceptual framework versions were modified
repeatedly. Such aspects,not uncovered early enough to be incorporated
into the researchinstruments, may well have applicability, given the type of
school. Even within the individual year groups the ideas could have validity
and relevance.
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CONCLUSION

Wenger (2000) suggestsgroups working together, possibly facilitated by the
type of extended role for year heads,previously suggested.The current
changes in the 11-16 secondary curriculum in N. Ireland may present a
perfect opportunity for HODs to come together with HOYs and KS tutors to
map out how best to re-focus onto the learning and teaching in the school,
with the emphasis on learning for all. Extrapolating further from the
exposition of Wenger's ideas in Wise (2003), (in the context of subject
departments in schools), perhaps is possible. Especially in a faith school,
with a reasonably cohesive culture, the idea of such communities of
practice, realising a common vision, (a Dominican vision) could be
extended to encompasspastoral leaders working with their teams. One of
the interviewees in the study, a Dominican, indeed suggested,in the context
of the behavioural policy, year headsdiscussing with tutors to ensure the
samevision.

What has emerged from this study is the impression that something needsto
change, but the willingness for this to happen does exist. Year heads'
disappointment, probably bound up with their own notions of
professionalism, at the diminution of their own expectations of the year head
role is palpable - people wanting to make a difference but currently lacking
the time, training, power and trust to do so.

Thetentativesuggestionsmadeearlier,are summedup in termsof some
implicationsfor the future of the school:

f

an introductionof the conceptof distributedleadershipwithin the school
which would in turn facilitatethe growth of trust

f

the encouragement
of a true collaborativeculturewhich would enhance
the autonomyandprofessionalismof all therein
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f

an emphasisor re-focus on learning for all with everyone taking

responsibility,therebyenhancingtheeffectivenessof the behavioural
and other policies and particularly of 'middle' roles

f

An emphasis on consistency within the school, in every aspect, in the
context of a community of practice working within a common vision.

In conclusion,it couldbe arguedfrom an interpretiveworld view, that all
aspectsof a role areperceived,but the variety of the perceptionsand
expectationsuncovered,coupledwith the different rolesor layersof the year
head`role' evenwithin the implementationof onepolicy in this casestudy,
hopefully hasjustified thewording, and spelling,of thetitle of this thesis.
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MAIN STUDY
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE - FORKEYINTERVIEWEES
WHO ARE NOT YEAR HEADS
1. Establish length of time teaching in this and previous schools
Ever been a Year Head? -----yrs Ever Been a Class Tutor? ----yrs
Years at current position (VP, HOD, Senior Tutor, NQT, Counsellor etc)
Additional responsibilities

Stage of career ie life cycle
ie newly qualified/beginning /transition
On upwardpromotionpath /high energy/ ambition
Consolidating/ plateausituation
Other
2. What do you think about the "new" Disciplinary Code/Positive
Behaviour Policy which has been implemented in this school?

3. Howdoes it affect how you do your job as (Co-ordinatorof ICT)?
4. What role do you feel Co-ordinators or HODs should have as regards
discipline of pupils in their own departments? Does your OWN job
description mention discipline?

5. How do you PERCEIVEthe role of Year Head? See job description(Do you see it as supportiveof teachersas well as pupils?)
6. Have there beentimes when you have sent/referredpupilsto their
class tutor and/ or year head. Have you ever done this DURINGa
class?
7. Were you happywith the feedbackyou got from the referralstructure?
8. How does having a full system of Year Heads in place and indeed
Key StageTutors, affect how you do your job?
9. WHO do you see as being in overall chargeof discipline in the
school?
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10. Do you liaise formally or informally with the Year Heads of specific
year groups, or relevant Key Stage Tutor? (Re Behaviour Plans or
other disciplinary matters?)
11.Can you think of an EXAMPLE of any disciplinary incident within your
department which was successfully dealt with? Give brief details.
Keep it anonymous. (If you have more than one example from outside
your department, that would be helpful also).

12.Can you think of a disciplinaryincidentwhich representsa FAILURE
or which you felt was handledbadly by others - no need for names.
13.Have you experiencedrole conflict betweenyour roles as subject

teacher and (co-ordinator of ICT), and any additional duties you might
have?

14. How much time (roughly per week) do you believe you spend dealing
with disciplinary matters as teacher/ co-ordinator, lunchtime
supervisor etc.
15. If ONE of the teachers whose classes you go into regularly is
experiencing problems with a class or a group/individual, in what ways
would you assist? (Do you operate a "buddy system")

16.If a Year Head (or a Class Tutor) suggestedto you that a teacher was
experiencingproblemswith a class/ or your pupils - BUT that the
etc of the
problem might be the lack of organisation/consistency
how
(rather
than
the
would you react? What
pupils),
subject teacher
would you do? (Idea of trust and professionalism).
17. How far do you believe that the HOD or Co-ordinator has a role in the
resolution of pupil-discipline problems within the department?
(Departments sorting out their own solutions?)

18.How far do you believe that the Year Heads have a role in the
academicprogress of the pupils in their year (cf point two of the Year
Headjob description)(ie Appendix5)
19.Does this CONFLICTwith your view of your role?
20.Who do you see as part of your role set? (Peopleyou have more
than trivial interactionswith).
21.Who do you see as part of the role set of a Year Head?(choose any )
22. Can you suggest any improvementsto the current Positive Behaviour
Policy?
23. Is there a major changewhich YOU would like to see implementedin
order to improvedisciplinein this school?
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24. Would you care to comment on the Year assemblies and assess how
they improve discipline?
25. Do you know of any procedures from other schools which, in your
experience, worked well.
26. Do you know of any alternative way of working the Year Head system
which works well elsewhere?
27. Can you suggest ANY change in the way Year Heads operate which
could help improve their role as regards discipline.

28.Can you apply Q26 to Class Tutors?
29. Can you apply Q27 to Class Tutors?
30. How much time do you think Year Heads are given, during the school
day ie "free periods" plus registration times, in order to fulfil parts of
their role?
31. In an ideal world, do you feel Year Heads and HODs would need to
meet regularly to discuss the progress of classes or individuals?

32.Do you feel the culture of this school allows teachersto acknowledge
weaknessesin their dealingswith variouspupils?
/HAVE A FEW ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR YOU IN YOUR ROLE AS ---IF THAT IS OK.
-------

This instrumentwas in effect alteredfor every participantso that their
copy referredto their actual role eg HOD of a particularsubject,Coordinator,or supportteacher.Additionalquestionswere added if they had
a substantialadditionalrolewithin the school. See the next two pages of
this Appendixfor informationon the changesto this schedule,made as a
result of consultationwith peers on First Class,the Open University's
electronicconferencingfacility.
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CHANGES TO THE ABOVE SCHEDULE AS A RESULT OF
CONSULTATION ON FIRST CLASS WITH FELLOW RESEARCHERS
Question 2 What do you think about the "new" Disciplinary Code/Positive
Behaviour Policy which has been implemented in this school?- was
described as a powerful one which might result in the interviewees
supplying much of the information needed and indeed this proved to be
the case in many interviews and was conducive to a good atmosphere,
as when an interview had been progressing steadily, but time was getting
on, a question would be arrived at which had already been fully
answered. For example, one interviewee mentioned the situation in
another school, much earlier in the interview than question 25 where this
arises. Another detailed changes she would like, as part of the answer to
the earlier question.
The question on Role Set Question 20 Who do you see as part of your
role set? (People you have more than trivial interactions with) - was
queried as a term needing perhaps a more detailed elaboration, so when
it was asked a PROMPT was inserted, again in the longer version, to
remind the interviewer to give examples of what was meant by role set
members if there was any hesitation on behalf of each interviewee. In
some cases, people just needed a small indication to get going.
This same question was queried, by a fellow researcher not familiar with
role theory, as to whether it was necessary at all but it was felt, by the
current researcher, to be vital, in order to gain specific information on role
set from all participants in the research since it is such an important
aspect of role theory.
For Question 22 Can you suggest any improvements to the current
Positive Behaviour Policy? - it was suggested that a PROMPT to ask
how the interviewee envisaged these improvements coming about should
be added. This was duly done on the larger version of this schedule, held
by the interviewer herself and filled in at the interview with detailed notes.

It was suggestedthat Question23 Is there a major changewhich YOU
would like to see implementedin order to improve disciplinein this
school?- should immediatelyfollow the question about improvements,
previouslyQ 23 re assemblieshad been in between,so this was rearranged.
Question32 Do you feel the cultureof this school allows teachersto
acknowledgeweaknessesin their dealings with variouspupils?- was felt
to be perhapsa leadingquestionbut in the event it was left in as an
importantperceptionto gather and becauseof expressedstaffroom
comments,noted in field notes.
One fellow researcher included his own schedule for commentary and
from it was borrowed the idea of PROMPT and EXPLORE cues for the
interviewer, as follow ups to the main questions, especially if an
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interviewee seemed ready to give additional insights, or if other aspects
seemed to be coming to light. An example of this occurred when it was
discovered that the role of the Post 16 Co-ordinator was in fact somewhat
different form that envisaged by the interviewer and that in fact it was
more of an enhanced (Lodge, 1999) or even dual role like a HOD and a
Year Head combined. This therefore gave her opinions on the HOY role
increased validity.
Lastly, although it was suggested that a fact sheet to collect basic factual
data could be used in advance both to shorten the interview and to
remove the mundane beginning questions, in question one, from the
schedule, it was decided to leave these in, for this set of interviews, in
order both to put interviewees at their ease and also in order to be in a
position to explain the Stage of Career/ Life cycle aspect in more detail.
At that stage of the research this was still thought to be a useful way or
ensuring a broad spread of views from participants of different ages and
stages. Later however it was dropped as broadening out the research too
much and does not appear in any of the later interview schedules, for
example those for year heads or for senior managers (Appendices 3& 7).
The fact sheet idea, modified as a short factual questionnaire, was in fact
designed and used to shorten all HOY and senior manager interviews
because the number of factual questions continued to grow, as questions
about TIME and TASKS seemed to become more necessary to ask.
These became Appendices 4 and 8, but the original suggestion came
from the First Class commentator/contributor peer reviewer, and was
gratefully taken up, subsequently.
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR THE SCHOOL COUNSELLOR

A. Are there difficultieswhen you know a teacher/classtutor/year
head has referreda pupil to you and would like feedbackbut the
matter is totally confidential?
B.

In your experience as counsellor, do you feel some behavioural
difficulties could be resolved more quickly if they were referred to
you more swiftly, instead of class tutors, year heads or key stage
tutors trying amateur counselling?
Could you give a general example if this is so.

C.

Do you feel sometimes staff lose sight of the fact that the
Behaviour Policy is the POSITIVE Behaviour Policy?

D. Do you feel too manytrivial mattersare actually referredto you
as Counsellorwhen subject teachersand classtutors should be
lookingto their own strategies?
E. Do you feel it is part of your counsellingrole to organiseand/or
supply in-housetrainingto classtutors, teachersin generalor
just to pastoralmiddle managersie year heads? If so, have you
been askedto do this as part of inset or does it only happen
personto person, on an ad hoc basis.
F.

Would you care to comment on your role in relation to the role of
the year heads in the implementation of the Positive Behaviour
Policy.

G. Do you feel staff are fully aware of this policy, have copies,
implementthe spirit of it etc.

Additional questionswere added as a small extra to any interview
where the person had a significantextra role eg the school timetabler
also.
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INTERVIEWSCHEDULEFOR SENIOR MANAGERS
(including Senior Pastoral Managersand the Principal)
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. Thank you for filling in the
questionnaire in advance. This has helped greatly in tightening up this
interview schedule.
1 WHO are you the direct line manager of and how do you supervise
these senior managers? (Also, in what ways do you encourage your
team? How important do you feel teamwork is to YOUR team?)
2 What is your view of the fact that Year Heads have only ONE
promotion point whereas a HOD has two points?

3 Who do YOU see as being in the role set of a Year Head (ie having
more than trivial interactionswith which people)?
4 Thinking of the Positive Behaviour Policy, what changes to the role of
a year head do you think this has involved? Also, what do you see as the
main changes from the older version of the year head job description to
the newer?
5 You filled in some MAIN tasks for Year Heads in your questionnaire
which I have here. What other tasks would you expect them to fulfil? And
how would they prioritise all their tasks?

6 What training do year heads havefor their own role as middle
managers?
What help, advice and/or trainingdo NEWLYappointedyear heads
receive?
(How do you ensurethey get the requiredtraining?)
7 How do they know what to do and how do they differentiatetheir role
from that of the class tutor?
8 What role do you see for the year heads in the ACADEMICprogress
of the pupils in their year? (In a lot of the literatureon middle
managementin secondaryschool there is much mentionof the
pastoral/academicdivide ie somepromotedteacherssolely concerned
with the academicprogress of pupils (HODS)and others like heads of
year mainly concernedwith their pastoral welfare. To what extent do you
think that is still true or should be?)
9 How far do you believethat a HOD has a role in the resolutionof
pupil-disciplineproblemswithin the department?(Departmentssorting
out their own solutions?) And in an ideal world, do you feel Year
Heads and HODs would needto meet termly to discuss the progress
of classesor individuals?
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10 What are YOUR thoughts on the Positive Behaviour Policy? Are there
any changes which YOU would like to see in it?
11 Can you think of a critical incident when something went wrong with
the Positive Behaviour Policy/ or an incident re pupil discipline when
something was handled badly (no names).
12 Can you think of an instance when something was handled very well
(no names)?
13 If one of the year heads was experiencing difficulties with a pupil or
class, in what ways would you assist them?
14 Have you ever had to over rule a year head in the context of handling
some aspect of pupil behaviour? (no names).
15 Could you describe your own management style?
16 Do you have a different perception of your role at times from
(perhaps) what year heads or even class tutors think is required in the
context of discipline and/or the Positive Behaviour Policy?
17 What training/professional development did you receive for your main
role? (and when) and are there particular parts of your role for which you
would like further training?

18 Have you experiencedany role conflict betweenyour role as a
principaland for exampleyour role as a subjectteacher?
19 As the leader of the SMT you play a key role in leadership and
management. Do you see pastoral middle management roles (ie Year
heads) as being part of the decision making process of the school, and
how do they convey their thoughts to you as line manager and influence
SMT decisions?
(Do you see the decision making process of the school as being
hierarchical/bureaucratic or collegial?)

20 In what ways do you see the Dominicanethos of the school exhibited
in the implementationof the PositiveBehaviourPolicyby year heads,
class tutors and senior pastoralmanagers.
21 How do you balance up the ideas of accountabilityand trust?
22 Discussthe importanceof feedback, in the context of the referral
system,to Year Heads and also to class tutors. Is there any way in which
feedbackcould be streamlined?
23 Would you care to commenton the Year assembliesand assess their
effect?
(Do they also serge to enhancethe profile of the Year Heads?)
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24 Do you think the amount of paperwork year heads have to do varies
according to the age group they are responsible for? (If so, can you give
an example?)
25 How do you ensure that the Year Heads are kept in the information
loop?
26 Year Heads in Key Stage 3 do NOT move up with their pupils
whereas the year heads do in Key Stage 4. What is your opinion of that?
27 Can you suggest ANY change in the way Year Heads operate which
could

help improvetheir role as regardsdiscipline.

28 What do you think of the fact that class tutors do not actually have a
written job description. (Do you think a written job description would help
clarify their role?)

29 How much autonomydo you feel that Year Heads have nowadays?
30 Generally, how much TIME do year heads have to fulfil their duties?

31 Do you feel that now with all the layersof the pastoralsystemfully in
place MOREpeopleexpect more thingsfrom you? (Elaborate)
32 Do you feel the cultureof this school allowsteachersto acknowledge
weaknessesin their dealingswith variouspupils?
Thank you very much for looking over these questions in advance. If any
of them do not make sense, or seem ambiguous, let me know at the
interview.

I will supply you with a full summaryof your interviewwithin a week of the
interviewand you may feel free to alter anythingyou wish. This will NOT
be used in this form in my work other than to analysefor themesor to use
some quotations.No one will hearyour originaltape or read your full
summary.

(The sources of most of the questionsare similar to those detailed in
Appendix 7).
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CHANGES TO THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT SCHEDULE
This schedule was developed from a combination of the Key Interviewee
outside the pastoral system one (ie Appendix 1) and the initially piloted
HOY schedule. There was no one to pilot it on but a principal of another
school was kind enough to look through it for ambiguities. It was altered
for each recipient, being used first for the Key Stage Four Tutor, who was
also acting VP. It was then modified for the SENCO with further changes
necessary on the hoof as it was realised, in the course of her interview,
that she was less involved with the Positive Behaviour Policy than had
been thought initially by the researcher. The third set of slight changes
were for the Principal and this is the version here (Appendix 3).
Lastly, it was tweaked slightly to suit the interview with the Key Stage 3
Tutor, (who had by then just been appointed to one of two new VP posts,
effective from Sept. '03). Because by the time of the last two interviews
with this schedule, all other interviews, meeting observations and the
survey had been completed, and some preliminary analysis had been
done it was possible to probe further in some directions eg time,
autonomy, trust, as these issues were emerging strongly from the data.

SUMMARYTABLE OF INFORMATIONFROM 3 INTERVIEWSWITH
THE TWO LINE MANAGERSOF THE YEAR HEADS(ie KS TUTORS),
& THE PRINCIPAL
Saw HOYs as middle managers

3

Saw them as equal to HODS

3

Felt the HOY team had had training

Felt therewas a lot of learningon the job

3

3

Trusted their teams of year heads

3

Would never underminea year head

3

Felt that they HOYs played a role in decision making

3

Felt therewas feedbackup and down the system

3

Felt year heads had autonomy
Felt year heads had enough time to fulfil their duties (including working
after school

?

Felt communications/feedbackin the school were good but maybecould
be improved

3

Thought school exhibited the Dominican Ethos
Felt the culture of the school allowed teachers to acknowledge difficulties
in dealing with some pupils

3

Felt that class tutors should not have a job description(otherthan
beginningteachers)
Seemedaware of role conflictsexperiencedby HOYs

3?

Were aware of any inherent role ambiguity between HOY role and class
tutor role

Felt that the paperworkfor HOYswas substantial
Were aware that therewere aspects of the HOY role which HOYsfelt
the should be fulfillin but had no time

3

3

?
0
?
?
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SHORT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SENIOR MANAGERS (including
Senior Pastoral Managers & the Principal)

designedto try to shortenthe plannedinterview
1 How long have you been teaching in this school?
In other
............
schools?.........
2

How long have you been on the SMT in this school?
................

3 Which roles/posts have you had prior to being on senior management?

4 What is the official title of your role NOW?...................................
5

.

Do you have any additional roles?
..............................................

6 How many members of staff are you responsible for the work of in your MAIN
role?
7 Are there particular members of staff with whom you work more closely than
others?...............................................................................................
.
8

Who do you consider is your line manager? (Give position rather than
name)........................................

9 What do YOU think are the main tasks for a year head with regard to
behaviour and discipline? .............................................................
................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
10 How much time do you think year heads have to fulfil these and other
aspects of their role? ...................................................................

11 How muchtime, outsideteachingtime, do you haveto fulfil your main role?
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12 Could you name some tasks which a year head would see as YOUR
responsibility in the context of the Positive Behaviour Policy?
....................................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
13 Do you find that pupils are referred onwards too soon or with little paperwork?
14 Which outside agencies do you have to liaise with in the context of the
Positive Behaviour Policy?
...........................................................

15 Who is responsible for writing and reviewing the B Ps (Behaviour Plans)
16 Who helped to draw up the recent changes to the year head job descriptions?
17 As a subject teacher, do you use the referral system yourself, fill in incident
report forms etc? ...............................................................................
18 Have you ever had to send a pupil to her class tutor or year head in the
middle of a lesson period? ..................................................................
19 In total, how much time roughly do you feel you spend per week (including
lunch time supervision if relevant) dealing with disciplinary/behaviour matters?
20 How many pupils do you deal with regarding behaviour per week or daily?
......................................................................................................
21

How many pupils have been on Principal Report this year? (if it still exists)

22 Who do you see as in over all charge of discipline in this school?
Thank you very much for filling in this questionnaire. It was designed for
other management layers and as you can see does not totally FIT for the
Principal. Could you please return it to me or put it in my locker. It will help
inform some of the interview questions and I will let you have a copy of
these prior to the interview. Mary.
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ONE POINT

The Year Headhasoverall responsibilityto seeto the pastoralcareneedsof
their Year pupils in conjunctionwith the classtutors.
She/he will play a middle managementrole in:
f

building a team approach with class tutors to the implementation of the
pastoral/disciplinary policies of the school in order to promote the
learning and teaching function of the school for a particular year group.

f

taking a middle management overview of the good practice of academic
progress, attendance, authorised absenteeism,punctuality, standardsof
uniform and behaviour of all classesin the Year and liaising with tutors
and other relevant personnel in order to do so.

f

chairing meetings of class tutors of the Year.

f

to classtutors.
makingrecommendations

f

initiating strategiesto resolveproblems/disciplinewith pupils in Year
Group.

f

enteringrelevantdataon the CLASS systemeg achievements,conduct.

f

developinggoodhome/schoollinks andinvolving classtutors in this
process

f

liaising with seniorand otherpastoralcaremiddle managersin seeing
thereis a structured,progressiveand up-to-datetutorial programmein
placefor year tutors andpupils.

f

playing a leadershiprole asa middle managerin makingdecisionsfor
individual Year pupils in the structuredReferral System,whetherto VP,
EWO, Psychologist,Counselloretc.

f

taking assembliesfor Year Group

f

co-ordinatingcertificatesfor Year Group

f

playing a role in detention
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newerversion(in line with Investorsin Peopleformat)
JOB TITLE
Year Head of Year

JOB PURPOSE
To take overall responsibility to managethe pastoral care/academic/disciplinary needs
of the pupils in his/her year group in conjunction with class tutors and in accordance
with school policy.

OBJECTIVES
To raisepupil achievementthrougha holistic approachto pastoralcare.
To foster a caringenvironmentwhereevery pupil is valued.
To build a teamapproachwith classtutors.
To increasestaff confidenceandcompetenciesin delivering the schoolpastoral
policy.
To liaise with Headsof Senior/JuniorSchoolasappropriate.

PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITY AREAS
(A) To play a middle management
role in the implementationof thepastoralcare
policy.

(B) To promote good practice in academic progress, attendance, punctuality and
behaviour of pupils in his/her year group through regular monitoring, reviewing
and evaluation.
(C) To promote good home/school links.

(D) To developself andothersin orderto enhanceperformance.

KEY TASKS
Al To fosterthe implementationof thepositive behaviourpolicy.

A2 To facilitate communication to SMT/Class Tutors re the pupils in one's year
group.
A3 To oversee proper records are maintained.
A4 To play a key role in the referral system by putting pupils on report, referring a
pupil to the counsellor etc.

B1 To overseethat all classesin one'syear groupreachesthe settargetsin attendance,
punctuality andbehaviour.
B2 To take remedialactionwhereappropriate.
B3 To provide rewardsand sanctionswhereappropriate.
B4 To chair meetingsof classtutors in one'syear group.
B5 To counselpupils aboutpersonaldevelopment.
B6 To takeYear Assemblies.
Cl To contactparentsof pupils by phoning,writing and interview aboutachievements
or indiscipline of pupils in one'syear group.
C2 To discussprogresswith parentsandprovide information.
C3 To fosterparentalinvolvementin the school.
D1 To keepabreastof developmentsin pastoralcare.
from in-service.
D2 To follow up with teamgoodpractices/experiences
D3 To provide challengeand supportto others.
for staff developmentin pastoralcare.
D4 To makerecommendations
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INTERVIEWSCHEDULE

DISTRIBUTED
TOYEARHEADSDIDNOTHAVETHE
(PLEASE
NOTEVERSION
HEADINGS
on thesourcesof thequestions)
or theaddedinformation

1

ROLE (including training FOR it - and the tasks)

a LOOK at both job descriptions- (Do you see the Year Head role as
supportive of teachers as well as pupils?)

Source of question: Screeny's (1986) paper asserting that the pastoral role is about control rather than
learning.

b Which aspectsof this(these)job description(s)do you find difficult to fulfil?

Source:Doherty's(1981, pg. 278) subjectiverole/enactedrole and Bennett's (1995,pg.55) Normative
and analytical (ie how it should be done and how it is done).

c What are the nicestaspectsof the role?
Source:subjectiverole/enacted(Doherty,ibid)

d Have you any thoughtson howthe job ought to be done, in your opinion,
comparedto how it is done, in YOUR experience(ie the day to day reality!)
(constraintsetc)

Source: Incumbent's own expectations, subjective role/enacted role (Doherty, ibid), also role overload
(Handy, 1999) and role ambiguity, Warren (1994) and Schmidt (2000, pg. 841).

e HOWdo YOU actuallyKNOW what to do?

Source: Marland 1974 saw this role as "pivotal". Schmidt (2000, pg. 838), having to behave differently
in a new role. Also Doherty (ibid) "prescribed role", Dunham (1995) re training and Wise re role
expectations and who sends role (1999). Also role ambiguity as above.

2

TRAINING/INDUCTION (for role)

a What specifictraining/relevantcourses have you had for being a manager
and/or a year head?
Source:Next threesub partsall from reading Dunham(1995)on the importanceof training, plus
concernsraisedin staffroom.

b What help/advice/trainingdid you receiveduring your inductionperiod and
what length was the induction?
As above.

c What sort of on-goingtraining do you receivefrom your OWN line
manager?
As above.

d In what ways was it easy or difficult to switch from a class tutor role to a
year head role?
Differentiation
Source:Roles(Handy, 1999).

of thesetwo roles, (Marland, 1974and Hamblin, 1981).
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WHO SENDS THE ROLE?

a Do you feel you get too much/too little support and guidance from above?
Source:Wise (1999)perceptionsand expectationsof layersabove,also Hamblin (1981,pg.259) on
managementexpectations.

b What are the expectations of Principal and VP of YOUR role?

As above.

c What are the expectations of key stage tutor, class tutors, subject teachers,
pupils, parents and of outside agencies?

Source:Role set (Handy, 1999)and expectationsof other layers,(Wise 1999)plus Doherty's(1981,
pg.278) categories.

d In the course of being a year head which people do you have more than
trivial interactions with?
Source:Role set,(Handy, 1999& Wise, 1999).

e Who do you think Heads of Departmentsinteractwith? (chooseany)

Source:as above,but also to establishif HOYs think HODs are in their role set after establishingfrom
earlier interviewsthat someHODs may feel they are in the HOY role set.

f Do you feel that now with all the layers of the pastoral system fully in place
MORE people expect more things from YOU?

Source: Other people may have unrealistically high expectations -"role envy"(Allder, 1992, pg. 3)
Blackburn (1983, intro) on role expectations "of what will be achieved by the post holder" and also
Gold and Evans (2002) on work load.

g Have you any pointsto make about communicationsin the school, verbal,
written,telephonicetc?

Source:ideaof communication(Herseyet al, 2001,pg.309) plus staffroom concerns,and pointsraised
by a middle managerre phoneswheninterviewed(Appendix 15,Intervieweei,i)

4 ROLE CONFLICT(BLURRING)
a Have you experiencedany conflict betweenyour role(s)as Year Head and
any other duties you might have?
Source:Role conflict - Grace(1972), Handy(1999) and Hargreaves(1972).

b What do you think of class tutors not having a writtenjob description?
Source:Doherty(1981, pg. 278) and Marland (1974).

c Do you think a written job description would help clarify their role and
therefore yours?

Source:Differentiation betweenthesetwo roles (Marland, 1974)also customand practicewithin the
school.

d Can you make a suggestionregardingANY changeyou would like to see
in the way classtutors fulfil their role re the behaviourpolicywhich you think
might improvethings in this school?
As above.
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e As a year head what are the MAIN things which act as STRESSORS (ie
things which stress you out)?

Source: Mc Ewen, A, Thompson, W and Dawson, S (1990) "Teacher Stress and Morale" in Education
North 1(2), 3-10 (Ref only in this appendix)

5

TASKS AS PART OF ROLE

a Can you tell me of any incident wherein something referred on was dealt
with well?

Source: Idea of a Critical Incident has come from older literature (eg. Measor 1985 and Riseborough
1985) Measor, L (1985) "Critical Incidents in the Classroom: Identities, Choices and Careers" in Ball,
S and Goodson, I (eds) Teachers Lives and Careers, Lewes, Falmer Press

RiseboroughG (1985) "Pupils, Teachers'Careersand Schooling:An Empirical Study"in Ball, S and
GoodsonI, (op cit) (Refsonly in this appendix)

b An example dealt with badly, which represents a failure?
in staffroom.
Asabove,but alsofromconcerns
mentioned

from the referral structure?
c Are you happywith the feedbackyou get
309).
Source: idea of communication (Hersey et al, 2001, pg.

d How much time (roughly per week) do you believe you spend dealing with
disciplinary matters as a year head /teacher/ lunch time teacher-supervisor
etc? (relate to Q 10 on Questionnaire)

Source:TimeDunham(1995),ClemettandPearce(1986,pg.55),butalsolinkedto workloadissues.

e When covering, do you usually get your own year group (to kill two birds
with one stone)?
Source:Questionlinked to discussionwith timetablerwhen interviewed.

f Could you comment on the Year assemblies and assess their function?
Source:Ideaof cultureand influence(Brown, 1998and Busher, 1992)but also ideaof engendering
year feeling from a Key StageTutor raisingthis, in her interview, (Appendix I2, Y, iv&xx) as key part
of the HOY role, yet it is not in thejob description.

g Has there been an increasein paperworkand/or liaisonwith outside
agenciesas a direct result of the BehaviourPlans?Does this representan
"enhancement"of the role of year head, or an exampleof role overload?
(relatesto Q 12 of questionnaire)

Source:role overloadHandy(1999), Apple (1988) and Gold and Evans(2002), as well as staffroom
concernsand interview with SENCO which clarified that writing B Ps wasnot part of her role
(12,X, vi).

h Are you happywith the feedbackfrom outsideagenciessuch as social
workers, BehaviouralOutreachand educationalpsychologistsand/or can you
suggest an improvement?
Source:Communication,as earlier.Also staffroom concerns.

i Do you think the amount of paperworketc varies for differentyear heads?
Source:Role overloadas abovebut also staffroom concerns.

j if ONE of your year team is experiencingproblemswith his/herclass or a
group/individual,in what ways would you assist?
Source:Subjectiverole/ enactedrole (Doherty, 1981,pg. 278) alsoDunham(1995)re training.
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k Would you as a Year Head suggest to a HOD that a member of their
department was experiencing problems with a class - BUT that the problem
might be the lack of organisation/consistency etc of the subject teacher (rather
than the pupils). How do you think they would react? What would you do?
(Idea of trust and professionalism).

Source:Equalto HOD or subservient?Idea from Doherty(1981, pg.278) Also, ideaof professionalism
and trust (O'Neill, 2002a&b) and later Bottery (2003).

Do you believe that the HOD has a role in the resolution of pupil-discipline
problems within the department? (Departments sorting out their own
solutions?)

Source:Questionarosebecauseof "Buddy" systemand mention by someinterviewedHODs of
preferencefor sortingproblems"in house".

6 EFFECTIVENESS
a What factors do you feel stop you doing your year head job effectively, as
regards the Positive Behaviour Policy?
Source: Factors including time, training, communication and autonomy issues as raised in staffroom
conversations.

b What do you think would raise the profile of year heads in this school?
(Wouldyou like to make the role bigger or more visible,or is it quite big
enough?)

Source: Some interviewed HODs felt the HOY role profile could be raised including one in the Initial
Study (Gordon, 2002). Also relevant to role creep and role overload (Handy, 1999).

c What do you think about the "new" DisciplinaryCode/PositiveBehaviour
Policywhich has been implementedin this school?
Source:Fromday to day staffroom concernsand field notes.

d What major/minor change would you like to see in order to improve

discipline in the school or to makeyour Year Headjob less difficult?
As above.

e Do you know of any other way of workingthe system,from another
school?

Source:Ideasfrom previouslyinterviewedteacherswith experiencesin otherschoolsincluding
England.

f What do you think of the parent/pupil/classtutor feedbackmeetingsat the
beginningof the year?
Newlyimplemented,
Source:Arosefromstaffroomconcerns.
soroleoverload?(Handy,1999).
g Do you ever feel passed over or undermined?

Source:Loss of trust and or autonomy(Bottery,2003). Also staffroom concernsand field notes.

h Do you think there has to be someflexibility in the system or do you feel
this is unfair?

Source:staffroomconcernsre consistency.
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THE ACADEMIC/PASTORAL DIVIDE (POLITICS? )

a Do you believe that the Year Heads have a role in the academic progress
of the pupils in their year (cf point two of the old Year Head job description)+
NEW
Source:mentionon job descriptionplus NAPCE materialsre pastoral/academic
divide (2000)as well
as the papersby Lodge(1999), Harperand Barry (1999)and Reading(1999).

b Does this CONFLICT with your own view of the Year Head role?

Source: Role definition (Schmidt, 2000) and role ambiguity (Handy, 1999 and Schmidt 2000).

c In an ideal world,do you feel Year Headsand HODs would need to meet
regularlyto discussthe progressof classes or individuals?

Source: Happens when HOYs have extended roles as in Reading (1999) but also depends who they see
as being in their role sets (Wise, 1999 and Handy, 1999).

d In a lot of the literature on middle management in secondary school there
is much mention of the pastoral/academic divide ie some promoted teachers
solely concerned with the academic progress of pupils (HODS) and others like
heads of year mainly concerned with their pastoral welfare. To what extent do
you think that is still true or should be?

Source:NAPCE (2000)and Lodge(1999) and older literaturesuchas Ball, S. (1987) TheMicropolitics of theSchool,London,Methuen.(Ref only in this appendix).

e It was an older view in education that pastoral staff were almost the
servants of the academic staff and were usually at a lower level of promotion
etc. How would you see that view?
Source:Doherty(1981, pg. 278). Also askedbecauseof the promotion structureof the school.

f Writers on year heads in the 70's would believethat year heads had
considerableautonomythen. What do you think nowadays?

Source: Marland (1974, pg. 74) yet current writers mention lack of autonomy (Cerniss, 1995) and later
Bassey (2003).

8 MIDDLEMANAGEMENT,LEADERSHIPAND TEAMS
a Do you see your job as "middlemanagement"?OR do you feel you are
simply carryingout instructions,or fulfilling expectationsfrom below?

Source:Bennett(1995,pg. 109).Also, whoseexpectationsare morelegitimate(Burnham1975,pg.206
and Wise, 1999& 2001).

b How do you see your own training role, in relation to your team of tutors?
Source:Wise(1999)andWiseandBush(1999)re initialreluctance
andthenacceptance
of academic
of theirtrainingroles. Applyingsamequestionto pastoralmiddleleaders.
middlemanagers

c Do you feel your team expect training and guidancefrom you as line
manager,or resent it?

Source:Idea of autonomousprofessionalsfrom Bell (1992,pg.20) Also Bennett(1995, pg. 127 Re
experiencesof a HOY Barry Reynolds).

d in what ways do you encourageyour team? What strategies do you use to
help them? How importantdo you feel teamworkis to YOUR team?
Source:Bell (1992)on Leadershipand Teams, but alsothe ideaof training (and indeedtime) from
Dunham(1995). Also links to Question53 (Appendix9) in surveyaskingclasstutors if theyfeel part
of a team.
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e How do you balance up accountability and trust?

Source: Query arose as a result of listening to the 2002 Reith Lectures (0' Neill 2002 a&b)
As well as Morris (2001) on accountability and Bottery (2003) on trust.

f Do you feel that sometimes a colleague gives silent consent or lip service to
some aspect of the policy but then does his/her own thing?
(Care to elaborate but keep it anonymous?)

Source: Idea of implementation gap from comment from Wise in progress reports prior to main study
and from staffroom comment.

9 ASPECTSOF CULTURE
a What do you feel are the core values in the culture/ethos of this school?

Source:Researcher'sown position as insiderwithin the school. Staffroomcomment.Also Dominican
Document (2001).

b Do you think differentyear groupshave a differentsub-culture?

Source:Staffroomcommentand also issuedealt with at lengthin a previousseniormanagerinterview
(12,Y, xxii)

c Do you feel the culture of this school allows teachers to acknowledge
weaknesses in their dealings with various pupils?
Source:Staffroomcommentbut also links with the questionon being valued(10a below).

d Would you see the school as up holdingthe Dominicanethos?
Source:as aboveat 9a.

e Can you think of any critical incidents (good or bad) which have reinforced
the views you have given with regard to culture/ethos?
Source:Role/cultureconflict (Grace, 1972)and staffroomcomment.

10 POLITICS/POWER/AMBIGUITY
a

Do YOU feel valued as a year head? If so, by whom?

Source:Marland(2002) saysthe role is "one of the hardestjobs to do in our educationsystem".Also
(Bottery, 2003). Also from Howard (1988,pg. 259) "To make
idea of valued/trusted/appreciated
feel
difficult
valued" as most
part of a manager'sjob.
people

b Do you feel trustedby your team? (ANDby those above you?)
Source:Bottery (2003) on trust.

c Do you feel at times that you are kept out of the loop or do you feel you are
in the loop?What about your class tutors, are they in the loop?
Source:Micro politics (Busher,1992)and also staffroomconcerns.

d Do you sometimeshave to rely on the "grapevine"to find out what is going
on even with regard to somethingin your own year?
Source:Busher(1992)and Hargreaves(1992) on useof informal communicationssystemsin schools.

e Do you feel that sometimesmembersof your pastoralteam, or a subject
teacher will by-pass a procedureor call on a friendship to get somethingdone
more quickly,regardingpupils in your year group and the BehaviouralPolicy?
As above.
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f
Do YOU feel part of the decision making process in school (as year head)?
Source:Bennett's(1995, pgs. 116-118)queryas to how much decisionmaking (especiallywholeschool)middle managersdo.

g Do you see the decision making process in the school as being
hierarchical/ bureaucratic or collegial?
Source:Idea from readingBush(1995) on theoriesof educationalmanagement.

h Do the daily briefings add to your work load/inform you of things to
do/confirm what you are already doing?
Question asked because of staffroom voiced concerns about the daily five
minute briefing being inadequate
Source:much staffroom commentre it beingan inadequatesubstitutefor staff meetings.

Thank you so much for agreeing to be interviewed, on tape, using these
questions/ discussion points. / will try to make it as painless as possible and
your replies will be confidential.

(While the sources of the various questions are many and disparate they all combine
to try to create data necessaryto illuminate the various researchquestions and in turn
to investigate the focus of this dissertation, as summarised in its title. They reflect
many aspectsof the Conceptual Framework)

SEENEXTPAGEFORA SUMMARY
TABLE
OFFINDINGS
FROM
THISHOY
(PLEASE
SCHEDULE)
INTERVIEW
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SUMMARY TABLE OF FINDINGS FROM THE FIVE HOY INTERVIEWS
Rejected line manager language, or did NOT feel like line/middle
manager
Did not feel trusted by those above (above own line manager)
Felt trusted by own team

Felt valued as a Year Head (otherthan by team and line manager)

4
4
5

1

Trusts own team of class tutors

5

Felt out of loop at times

5

Felt they played a role in decision making

2

Felt HOD was in HOY role set

0

Felt that the pastoral/academic divide was still a reality

2

Felt that the HOY had a role in the academicprogress of child

5

Felt they had little autonomy

5

Felt they had had adequatetrainingfor the role
Felt they sufferedfrom a lack of time
Criticisedcommunicationsin the school
Criticisedfeedback,either in school or from outsideagencies
Would like to raisethe HOY profile, visit classesetc

0
5
5
4
5

Said or implied that they were powerless

4

Felt the cultureof the school allowedteachersto acknowledgeproblems
with pupils
Thoughtthe school exhibitedthe DominicanEthos
How manyquestionedif answerwas to be the officialversionor reality
How manysaid or impliedthat the daily realityof the role was "fire
fighting"
How manysaid or impliedthat they viewed expectationsfrom below as
importantthan expectationsfrom above
How many said or impliedthat they had to fulfil directivesfrom above
How many said/impliedthe job was supportiveof teachersAND pupils
How many mentionedprofessionalsor professionalismin replies
How many said or impliedthat they had stressors

2
2
3
5
3
4
5
5
5

How many used the word "colleagues" in replies, or implied it
How many felt they should have a training role, for their teams
it the class tutors should have a job description

4
0
5

Could see role ambiguity/overlapsbetween HOY and classtutor roles
Gave examplesof critical incidentswherein they had been undermined
from above
Gave examplesof incidentswell handled by the pastoral system

2
5

How many said of implied that they experienced role conflict, whether
with the teaching role or any other role held

Felt they had no sense of being"in charge" of their year
Found the paperworkvery heavy or greatly increased

5
4
2
3
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THIS SHORT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR YEAR HEADS IS DESIGNED TO
TAKE FACTUAL QUESTIONS OUT OF THE INTERVIEW TIME. THANK
YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO FILL IT IN AND RETURN IT. IT IS
CONFIDENTIAL.
In other
1 How long have you been teaching in this school?
............
schools? .................

2 For how manyyears were you a class tutor prior to becominga year
head?
..........................................
3 Which other roles or posts have you had prior to being a Year Head?
........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
4 What is the official title of your role NOW?
.....................................
5 Do you have any additional roles? (include anything
lunch time supervisor, after schools club

HOD, COD,

etc..............................................................................
.................................................................................
6a How many members of staff are you responsible for the work of in
your MAIN role? (ie line manager of - how many class tutors?) ........
6b If you are also a HOD/COD how many teachers in your Dept?......
7 Are there particular members of staff with whom you work more
closely than others? ........................................................

8 Who is your line manageras Year Hd? (Give positionrather than
name)....................................
9 What do YOU think are the main tasks for a year head with regard to
behaviour and discipline?
.............................................................
................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................
...............................................................................................
...............................................................................................
10 How much time do you think year heads have to fulfil these and
other aspects of their role? (also how many non-contact periods - and
how many of these would you tend to lose for cover purposes? )
.............................................................................................
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11 Could you name some tasks which YOU see as the responsibility of
the Key Stage Tutor, in the context of the Positive Behaviour Policy?
.............................................................................................
................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................
...............................................................................................
12 Which outside agencies do you have to liaise with in the context of
the Positive Behaviour Policy?
................................................................................................
13 Who is responsible for writing and reviewing the B Ps (Behaviour
Plans) at your year level and approximately how many pupils have been
on these so far this academic year?
How many?
Who?
.................................
.................................
14 Were you consulted about the recent changes to the year head job
descriptions?
..................................................................
(older and
newer versions are attached)

15 As a subject teacher,do you usethe referralsystem yourself,fill in
incidentreportforms etc?
...........................................
16 Have you ever had to send a pupil to her class tutor or her year head
in the middleof a lesson period?
..................................................................

17a How many pupils do you deal with regardingbehaviourper week
(And how many on report?)
AS A YEAR HEAD?(approximately)
..............................

.........................................

b And how many(for behaviour)as a subjectteacher? ............
18 Who do you see as in over-all chargeof discipline in this school?
.............................................

19 Couldyou list some tasks which you see as the responsibilityof the
class tutors in the contextof the Positive BehaviourPolicy?
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
Thankyou very much for fillingin this questionnaire.Couldyou please
return it to me or put it in my locker asap. It will help inform some of the
interviewtopics and I will let you have a copy of the interview questions
prior to the interview.
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(FINAL VERSION)

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CLASS TUTORS
THE ROLES OF THE YEAR HEADS (and class tutors) IN THE
IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE BEHAVIOURAL POLICY

Please fill in and return to me, or to my pigeon-hole in staffroom by
if possible, and many many thanks!
(This should not take longer than 50 minutes approximately. Please let me know
if it does!)
If you feel I have left out anything relevant re Discipline, Class tutor's role or Year
Head's Role, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO ADD COMMENTS.

(This questionnaire is confidential and will only be seen by my OU
tutor/supervisor)
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FIRST SECTION
Please fill in these two boxes

1Q
2

Years teaching in this school?

F-I

Years in another school?

For how many years have you been a class tutor?
Years
................

2a Do you wish you had a job description for the
extra responsibility of being a class tutor?
b Have you ever received training for this role?

Yes

No

c Are you familiar with the whole referral structure
for children with behaviour/indisciplineproblems?
3 Do you hold any additional posts of responsibility?
Yes........ (indicate which)

No..............

......................................................

Anything additional eg lunch time supervisor etc .................................................

4 Who do you consider to be in overall charge of discipline on the Senior
Management Team?
5a Do you think there is enough guidance given to Class Tutors, especially new
ones, to do this job effectively?

Yes............ no...... not really
................
b How do YOU KNOW what to do, as a Class Tutor?

c What do you think about the LACKof a job descriptionfor this role?

6a Are discipline problems often formally referred to you as Class Tutor from
subject teachers?

Yes, often..........

Sometimes.........

seldom..............

b If somethingis referredto you would you expectthat the subjectteacherwould
havemade an attemptto deal with it her/himselffirst?
Yes
....................

no..................... Pleasecomment........................ .

APPENDIX 9
c Which of the following would you expect them to do?
Speak to pupil privately and t to resolve the matter
Contact home by letter or phone
Keep pupil in their OWN detention
Impose a
punishment
_suitable
Other what?
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(tick all that anoIv)

(please tick'

7

a Are you happy to have something
referred to you more quickly if it is serious?
b Are there some days when you do not
have sufficient time to deal with referrals?
c Do you have difficulty gaining access to a
telephone and/ or outside line to contact
parents during or after school?

Yes

Sometimes

No

8a How do you feel about the amount of paperwork you have as a class tutor?
It is manageable............ It has increased

............

Far too much.........

b Would you be aware of any problems in the backgrounds of your pupils?
(if so who gives you the information?)
...............................................
Yes............

no I haven't been told .............

c How many of your class are on the new B P's (Behavioural
Plans)?...... (number)
d Would you be aware of other pupils of yours in your normal subject classes
who are on these Plans?
Yes..........

Not sure

.............

e "Every teacher has a responsibility for discipline. " Would you agree?
Yes.......... No............

Not entirely

.............

Comment
............ ........................................................................

f Do YOU feel appreciated in your tutor role? (andif so,bywhom?
)
.....................
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Yes number
No
9a Have you in the last year filled in a Concern Form
in
form
regarding the behaviour of any pupil whether your
class or other classes?
b Have you in the last year filled in INCIDENT FORMS for
any pupils?
c Have you, in the last year had any of your pupils
referred via the SENCO or Year Head to the Educational
Psychologist for a behavioural problem?
Yes not entirely No
d Were you satisfied with the feedback you got?
No

e Have you in the last year referred any pupil to the
School Counsellor for a behavioural problem or for poor
behaviour?

Yes

f Wereyou satisfiedwith the feedbackyou got?

Yes confidential No

number

1Oa Have you in the last year or two referred any of your pupils directly to the VP
or Principal or Senior Teacher/Tutor, for poor behaviour, by-passing the Year
Head as it was too serious?
Yes..... (number .... ) No, I went through Year Head..... None.........
b If ANY of YOUR pupils were ever referred up as far as Senior Tutor/ VP or
Principal were you satisfied with the feedback you got? (from whom?)
Yes....... Not entirely.......... Still being dealt with.......... No.........
c Were you happy about the way it was dealt with?
Yes.......... Not entirely........ Still being dealt with
...... no ...............

Comment?
...................................................................................

.

11 In what way does the "Dominican ethos" of this school affect how tutors and
others implement the Behavioural Policy?
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MIDDLE SECTION
12a How many of your Form Class have been on direct daily report to you for
poor behaviour, this academic year?
(approximate numbers are fine!)
....................
b Do you think that sanctions such as Tutor's Daily Reports for poor behaviour
are successful in achieving their aims?
Yes

Not really

to some extent.............

..............

.........

c Could you suggest any improvement to the system? ...................................

13a Since September, how many of your form class have you had to refer on to
the Year Head for poor behaviour ( including persistent latecoming)
.................

(number)

none.................

b Are you satisfied with the feedback?

Yes usually.........

not always...........

no..............

Pleasecomment
...........................................................................

c At the moment are any of your pupils on report to the Year Head for poor
behaviour?
Yes......... (how many?.......... )
none...........
d In the last year or two have any of your pupils ended up being referred on to
the Senior Teacher/Key Stage Tutor?

(approxnumber)
Yes
........................

................ no

e Were you satisfiedwith the feedbackyou got?
Yes

..............

No....................

Still on-going...............

Please comment further..........................................................
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14a Were any of the referrals serious enough to be referred even further up the
system?
No.........
Yes
on going..........
.............
b Do you feel that a Formal Referral of a behavioural matter up the system
beyond you, should mean that you do not have to deal with it further?
Yes.....

in most cases yes...........

no ................

Please comment
.....................................................................
15a What tasks do YOU expect Year heads to fulfil with regard to the Positive
Behaviour Policy?

b If one of your form class is on report to someone further up the system, do you
think subject teachers should still send them to you for bad behaviour?
......................................................................................................
c Do you prefer to deal with fairly serious breaches of discipline yourself so the
pupil knows that YOU are in charge?

Yes

..............

No..............

Not if it is a repeat offender

..................

d Do you feel you have enough time to deal with poor behaviour of your form
class?
Yes
No
..............
......................
e When do you deal with this?

(Tick any which aDDIv)

Beforeschool&/or at Registration

At lunchtimes

Betweenclasses
In non-teachingperiods
After school
in tutorial classes
f Do you feel you have enouah time with your form class each week to deal with

everything?
Yes most weeks......... sometimes.......... No...........

Pleasecomment................................................................................
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16a What did you think of the teacher consultation process, and in-service days
on the New Behavioural Policy? (Two years ago now.)

(please skip the next two tables if you were not employed in this school then)
tick
TICK ANY WHICH APPLY
and/or ADD OWN COMMENTS
lt was helpful to be consulted
Year Heads need more time to deal with discipline
I don't think things have changed much
There are a lot of layers before someone is dealt with at the top
lt was worrying to see the differences in what some people thought serious
misbehaviour and some thought trivial
lt has increased paperwork
Teachers need to be more consistent about discipline
lt was good to see the consistency in what teachers found unacceptable
Class tutors need more time to deal with discipline
Write your own comments

.......................................................................

b What did you think of the consultation process in the past WITH THE PUPILS
(Tick any which apply)
re the Behavioural Policy? (And recently with parents)
I thought it was important to involve the pupils in what was expected

It will makepupils andparentsrealisewhatis acceptableand what
is NOT
It was a waste of time

It won'tmakeany differenceto a hard core of persistentoffenders

don't think things have changed much
It has made a real difference
Now the parents have been consulted things will improve further
It just gave some pupils a chance to air gripes
Pupils perceive the Polic =a
Parents need to understahave
res onsibilities re behaviour

Own comments?....................................................................................

c How do you think the Policyis workingat the moment?........................
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17a Do you find it hard to juggle responsibilitiesto your subject department
with the job of being a Class Tutor?
Yes I am short of time............

No not really
..............

b The problem isn't time it's
...................................................................

c If you have additional responsibilities in the school, or another role, do you
find it difficult to juggle your responsibilities (role conflict) or "wear two hats"?
No

...................

Yes............

(give details or an example)

...........................................................................................
d Do you think the fact that Class Tutors do not have a job description for that
role can cause problems as to where your role ends and the year head's
begins?

...................................................................................................
e Try to estimate how much time you spend on disciplinary matters DAILY

As class tutor............ As subject teacher
.................. other ..................
Comment?

..........................................................................................

18a Do you feel that Year Heads are given more non class contact time on their
timetables to deal with the more serious cases or the persistent offenders?
Yes...... (HOW MUCH time?)

..................

not sure......

no............

b Do you know of other school where Year Heads have MORE time?............

c Do you believethat referringa childon to the Year Headshowsthe offender
that the matteris very serious?
Yes...... No..........

Some pupils think they have won.........

19 Can you detail (without using the child's name) ANY incident within the last
two years when something you referred up was dealt with well or badly by any
layer of the Behavioural System above you. An example of each would be really
helpful.
( continue on the backof this pageplease)
...........................................
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FINAL SECTION (honestly)
20 Do you think the use of a "Buddy system" by departments (ie colleagues
helping each other out by minding "boldies") would cut down the number of
referrals to Class Tutors and Year Heads?
Yes

...............

No............

Not sure

..........................

Please comment
................................................................................

21a Do you feel that you and your fellow Class Tutors and your Year Head work
well as a team?
Not really

......................

Sometimes

.....................

Yes..............

Try to give an example ......................................................................

b Do you feel PART of a TEAM? ..........................................................
c Do you feel that the Year Group (pastoral) meetings are helpful? (In what
way?)

d Doesyour Year Headhavea line managementrole re YOUR pastoralduties?

e What about the Year Assemblies - in what ways are they helpful?

f Would you preferit if you could be with your OWNclassat these assemblies?
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22a How do you feel about the "clean sheet" policy, regarding behaviour, for all
pupils each September? .........................................................................

b Does the "fast track" system (for persistent offenders) work?
Yes............

No......... Comment
........................................

c Are you in favour of HOME VISITS to the parents of badly behaved pupils?
Yes
d

..................

no..................

WHO should make these visits?

occasionally, as a one off............
..........................................................

23a Do you think the school should improve our Reward System in an effort to
minimise poor behaviour?
Yes

..................

No, it is fine......... That could be time consuming.........

b Which Rewards do you feel at Dresent are effective? (Tick any which annly)

Goodmarks

Public Praise in front of class
Private praise

Writtenpraiseon work

Work displayed
Referral to Year Head for a certificate
Sending to Year Head for further praise
Sending to Senior Teacher for praise
Letter home
Public praise or certificate at School Assembly
Public praise or certificate at Year Assembly
Prizes/cinema tickets at assembly
c What else could/should we do? ....................................

..................

24a Do you feel that an improvedInductionProgrammefor the first Week of
Year 8 with everyteacherwho has the class involvedwould actuallyhelp to
improvebehaviourlater in school life?
Yes
..............

I don't reallyknow..............
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b Can you see any way we could use our Year 13 and 14 pupils as
befrienders or mentors of badly behaved pupils, especiallyjuniors, to stop them
going further off the rails?
(and who
should "run" this system?)
............................

25a Do you feel that the official structure for managing discipline/behaviour in
this school is:
Working very well...... Not working well......... Working Reasonably well
........
Please comment below

b Do you feel you are aware of the strategies employed by your Year Head
whenever pupils are referred to her/him?
Yes

.................

No............ Some of them...............

c Do you feel that Year Heads are fully aware of the amount of work done by
Class Tutors with problem children before they are referred on up?
Yes.........

No, not fully.........

No, not at all

.......................

d Do you feel there is anything year heads can do to make YOUR ROLE easier?

e Do you feel that senior management are aware of the amount of work done
behind the scenes on behaviour by Class Tutors, following up problems, admin
Yes
etc.?
............... no.................
Please comment here

............ ...........................................................

f What could senior pastoral managers could do to make YOUR ROLE easier?
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LAST PAGE!!
26 Which of the following do you feel is in the "role set" of a Year Head (ie
Tick any which you think apply.
people worked closely with)
Pupils

......

Parents...... Class Tutors of that year... subject teachers.......

Other Year Heads
HODs

.........

.........

Senior Teacher(ie Key Stg Tutor)

Senco.......... Counsellor

..........

.........

VP.......

Other support agencies........

27a Please skim read the attached Job Description for a Year Head.
What would you like added to this?

b

..................................

Is there anything which should be deleted?

c If Year Headpostswere to be advertisedin the next year or two would you
apply?

Yes definitely
....................................
It would depend
on which Year Group it was for .......................
No definitely not
................................
Probably not as I already have enough additional responsibilities............

ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON ANYASPECT OF THE NEW BEHAVIOURAUDISCIPLINE
POLICY OR on the role of a Year Head WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED

(ON BACKOF THISSHEET)

Thank you very much for all your help. I AM TRULY GRATEFUL.
PLEASEcan I have it by

if at all possible.

There were NO question numbers or page numbers on the copies supplied to the
12 respondents.
The following three pages of this appendix detail the changes made to the
original version of this questionnaire, piloted for Initial Study (Gordon, 2002) and
resulting in this final version.
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CHANGES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE FROM THE INITIAL STUDY
(GORDON, 2002) VERSION TO THE MAIN STUDY VERSION
The version of the questionnaire designed for the Initial Study suffered
from being even more over length than the current version here
(Appendix 9). Part of the Initial Study process was to pilot the
questionnaire on two class tutors (these results are NOT included in the
data sets of the Main Study) in the Winter of '01 and consequently
several sets of questions were re designed into tick tables eg the
questions which are now numbered7 a-c, 9 a-f in the first section. The
question on the Dominican Ethos was added (Q11) for the version used
in the main study as this issue was being raised in staffroom comments,
and having been raised by respondents in answers to Q 32 of the middle
manager (who are not HOYs) interview schedule "Do you feel the culture
of this school allows teachers to acknowledge weaknesses in their
dealings with various pupils". Whilst it was too late to add the ethos
question to that interview schedule (Appendix 1) it nevertheless came up
verbally as a prompt in the interviews, and was added to all other
schedules and to the modified questionnaire.
In the middle section, the question table now numbered 26 had originally
been separate questions which it took longer to scan the eye over and
decide which answer was needed where. Some questions in the middle
section were completely removed referring to pupils being referred on up
to three different committees, VP, Principal and Board of Governors. This
and the question re feedback from these were cut as it was not clear that
they still existed, (pilots had put question marks) and also it became
apparent that a question simply about feedback from the top would
suffice. Question sets 13 and 14 were therefore getting at the perceptions
and expectations of feedback. The two tables now labelled 16 a and b
were re-vamped and shortened as time moved on, irrelevant questions
could be removed and the tense changed eg former comment to tick "The
new policy will make a difference" became "I don't think things have
changed much" and "It has made a real difference". Space was still left
for class tutors to add their own comments and all twelve involved with
the Main Study did so. These changes resulted in the middle section
being reduced from 5 pages to four. In the final section, a question had to
be added asking class tutors if they feel part of a team (21b) owning to
one tutor in the Initial Study pilot adding an extra comment about actually
feeling quite isolated and not feeling part of a team, in answer to the
question about working well as a team ie Q 21a. At that time it was
thought that the research would focus more on teams, subsequently this
was not the case but it was still very useful information in terms of how
the class tutors felt about the pastoral meetings and how they worked
with the Year Heads and basically whether they felt supported or not.

The question about rewards,now numbered23b was tabularisedfrom a
list for consistencyin presentation.
The questionabout how the official structurefor managingdisciplinewas
rewordedto read "discipline/behaviour"ie Q25a and the fourth tick option
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ie "Not really working at all" was removed since three options were seen
to be enough given that written comments were invited also, and
assiduously filled in. Questions asking if there was anything which HOYs
and then Senior managers could do to make the class tutor role easier
were felt again be relevant in assessing understanding and support form
line and senior managers and produced heart felt responses. They also
showed that class tutors have a lot of valuable suggestions, but such
questions also add to the knowledge of the expectations class tutors have
of others' roles. 25 c "Do you feel that Year Heads are fully aware of the
amount of work done by Class Tutors with problem children before they
are referred up?" was modified to parallel the similar question on senior
managers (Q25e). This again served to get at attitudes and perceptions
of the HOY sensibility from the point of view of the "sub-ordinates" ie
class tutors. The replies were illuminating, given that all HOYs had been
class tutors, some fairly recently. In both questions, "Amount of work"
replaced "enormous amount of work" which was felt to be too emotive.
The last page of the final section was flagged up as "Last Page" to
encourage those filling in the questionnaire. The "Role set" of a Year
Head Q26 was explained as (people worked closely with) and left as a
number of suggestions to tick so that even if not fully understood it would
nevertheless get a reply. HODs were included in the list of possibilities
and these had NOT appeared in the original list in the version in the Initial
Study. This was added as a direct result of the interviews already
conducted, some with departmental heads, which appeared to suggest
that they felt that HOYs were in their role sets, for example (Appendix 15,
i, I&m). The researcher felt it was of value to see the class tutor
perceptions on this, since all of them would also have HOD line
managers, in their positions of cross over or dual accountability.

Attachedto the Initial Study versionof the Questionnairehad beenthe
older versionof the Year Headjob descriptionie Appendix 5. As the
researcherbecameaware of the newer version, it was decided to attach
only the newer one (Appendix6) to the questionnairefor comment (Q27
a&b). In spite of the length of this questionnaire,it was hearteningthe
numberof classtutors who took the troubleto commenton this. Possibly
it hadthe advantageof noveltysince very few people had ever read it. It
was not for examplethe versionthat most serving HOYswere operating
form and consequently,would not have been on display in the staffroom
when the jobs were advertisedin the past.
The only alteration from the piloted version of the questionnaire in the
Main Study (piloted on another two tutors and included in the data sets
for the Main Study) and the final version used for another ten tutors, was
to alter the possible timing on the front from an optimistic 45 minutes to a
more realistic 50 minutes, as reported by the pilots. This timing was
necessary because most of the respondents filled in not only the tick
answers but also the comment invitations. However the Main Study
version, because of the alteration to tabular form of many questions
represented an 11 page document as opposed to a 12 page one and
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was, on average, ten minutes quicker to fill in, both Initial Study pilot
respondents having taken 60 minutes plus. The tables undoubtedly
quickened the whole process up and made the questionnaire look
somewhat more professional. It was printed on pink paper for the
research to make it more noticeable and less easily mislaid by
respondents, simply because the overwhelming majority of sheets and
documents on teachers' desks are white. For confidentiality, they were
distributed, and returned in plain brown envelopes, with no coding of any
kind added to identify participants.

A note on the origin of the questions.
A detailed account of the origin of the questions in the HOY interview
schedule (Appendix 7) is now included there. Questions in the survey
which are similar have similar origins. However, many more of the survey
questions were constructed from long standing staffroom conversations
and the expressed views and everyday concerns of Class Tutors, which a
colleague and insider researcher, could not fail to be aware of. Examples
of these would include; the lack of a job description for class tutors and
the consequent effect on their role; referrals which come back down the
system again; class tutors lack of time, and perceived lack of
appreciation; and various role ambiguities and expectations of the
Behavioural system, still bedding down. Finding out definitively about
these and the consequences for their expectations and perceptions of the
HOY roles was felt to be extremely useful in the context of this research.

[In all, twelve questionnaires were returned, including the two pilot
respondents'. Discussion of findings from the questionnaire within
the thesis includes material from all twelve as the pilots were also
chosen to reflect a mix of experience and produced helpful data]
THEMESWHICH EMERGEDFROMTHIS CLASS TUTOR SURVEY
Lack of time for tutors and year heads
Year Heads being supportive

Role ambiguities for class tutors including role creep/overload
Ambiguities re the system

Unfairnessre work loads
Lack of training
Lack of appreciation
Micropolitics and power

Powerlessnessof class tutors - feeling ineffectivedue to work load
Effectivenessof year heads revealedin commentsand critical incidents
Ineffectivenessof the system "
Tutorsweighed down under a heavily bureaucraticstructure
Perhapsunrealisticexpectationsof those above in the system?
Clear vision of specifichelpful improvements- but no forum for these
Followingthe emergenceof these themes,Appendix 10 was re-designed.
This involveda lot of re-analysisof all survey data and interviews.
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THEME ANALYSIS SHEET (FIRSTATTEMPT)
(has not beenmodified since Initial Study) Used, with the addition of coloured stickers, for
preliminary themeanalysis of meetings, documents,interviews and questionnaires.

Ambiguity of role boundaries; own, someoneelse's, and ambiguity as to how the system
should work as a whole

Lack of time

Intensification of job (and too much paperwork)

Frustration

feedbackandpoorcommunication
Inadequate
Lack of consistencyin thesystem
Lack of consultation

Unfairness of various workloads

Lack of training
Training/guidance
Leadershipexamples
Teamwork
Rituals/culture/standards

Rewards
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INTERVIEWS

SHORT ILLUSTRATIVE SAMPLE EXTRACTS OF DATA FROM SMT
INTERVIEWS (SENCO (X) & TWO KEY STAGE TUTORS (Y) combined to avoid
identification) EXTRACTSHAVENOTBEENINCLUDEDFROMTHE PRINCIPAL'S
INTERVIEWSINCETHIS HASALREADYBEENQUOTEDANDCITEDEXTENSIVELY.

INTERVIEW X
She does not see herself as a line manager. She feels that the Year Head (HOY)
role is on a par with HOD and should have two responsibility points. She now
realises that the two jobs are very alike, responsibility wise. She was aware of
only registration times ie 15 minutes per day, plus approximately an hour (2
periods each week) for Year Heads to fulfil their extra duties. The changes in the
year head role were that there was a more pastoral and team approach, creating
a caring environment, valuing pupils and staff, team work, building confidence,
rewards, counselling and lending support - supporting each other.
She rejected the idea of having a management style, even though on paper, she
might be regarded as some people's "manager". She trusts people. She would
not hand out orders. She DID feel that others had a different perception of her
role... as it lacked boundaries. A couple of middle managers are now doing a stint
on Senior Management and are able to get their ideas across. The SENCO felt
that the injection of new life, new blood and new ideas had been marvellous.
She felt the year assemblies were great as HOYs were up there and the children
saw them. It definitely raises their profile and gives them more say.
The Dominican ethos is in the implementation of the Policy... more praise...
She thinks the school's culture allows people to acknowledge their weaknesses,
allowing people to admit they can't cope - because "we all have problems".
INTERVIEWY (two key stage tutors, extracts combined)
As KS Tutor, this manager had 17 periods per week for her duties. She thought
that year heads would have 3-4 frees to use for duties but would also need to
use about 1-2 hrs weekly after school. An overview of a whole key stage lent
consistency & saw teamwork as very important and valued each team member.
Meetings would "set targets for the next meeting".
She stated that the role was of equal value to a HOD.
HOY ROLE SET: pupils, KS Tutor, parents, subject teachers & HODs.
She sees the main tasks of a year head (regarding behaviour/discipline) -To
help each pupil achieve her full potential by supporting her with any physical,
social, emotional or intellectual problems. They really have to think on their feet.
Getting the team spirit going in the year group was key, although it seems
nebulous. She felt the role was wider than the job description as the job
description does not mention promoting year group feeling but interviewees
would be asked how they would do this.

She thoughtthattheir rolewas clearlydifferentiatedfrom that of a classtutor
becauseissueswould be handedon to themfrom the classtutor.
She saw HOYsas the next stageof the referralsystem,after classtutors.
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She agreed that she had a different perception of her role from what class tutors
and year heads may expect. It is more effective sometimes to be sympathetic to
these children. Now pupils are not sent mid class for behaviour, and proper
paperwork was in place. She is happy with the way the Policy is working.
The reality is that a pupil would be on report to the Year Head for a period much
longer than the one stated in the Referral System...emphasising the whole child.
The pastoral/academic divide she did not feel existed as such. She was NOT in
favour of departments sorting out their own solutions to discipline, other than for
low-level incidents, as consistency was very important.
She helped draw up HOY job description changes guided by Investors in People.
Responsibility for staff development-A training role was NOT expected but
rather HOYs being aware of their OWN teams' training needs and putting these
forward at the KS Meetings. She felt that the "cascade effect" was very important.
With regard to training for year heads in their own role as Middle Managers, she
felt they learn on the job. HOYs are being indirectly trained as year heads while
class tutors -a microcosm of the job. It is difficult to separate HOY training out
from whole staff development, eg. Child Protection. CPD was very important.
For a critical incident to do with discipline/behaviour, she cited an example she
had dealt with wrongly herself. Although it was fairly serious, she should have
referred the child sent to her down to the year head she believed.
She described her own management style as consultative - seeing
dissemination of good practice and empowerment. She would not actually over
rule a year head. She saw her own management style as much more collegiate
rather than autocratic. She felt that she would always try to give people their right
to make decisions themselves. She had never overruled a year head in the
context of behaviour. She had been very lucky in always having an excellent
team of year heads. She really valued and appreciated her team.
She did see year heads (as middle managers) as part of the decision making
process of the school as decisions would be discussed at the Key Stage meeting
and would be passed on. She saw the decision making in the school as much
more collegial now rather than hierarchical or bureaucratic.
She trusted her year heads to do what was expected. Obviously they are
accountable, she said, but generally she would work on the basis of trust.
She ensured that people passed on the contents of the minutes. Regarding
feedback, she felt all information would be recorded and passed on to HOYs etc.
She felt that the year assemblies were a very good idea and raise the profile of
the year head role. She believed they were very important for developing year
spirit but also for discipline. She thought the system was working quite well and
year heads were operating effectively and engendering whole year group feeling.
She felt that experienced class tutors would not want a written job description.
The Dominican Ethos is exhibited in the involvement of parents and in the holistic
approach to the children... both key stage tutors felt that the culture of the school
did allow people to acknowledge weaknesses in their dealings with various
pupils. However, one felt it was a question which others might answer differently.
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SHORT EXTRACTS FROM DATA FROM THE HOY INTERVIEW SUMMARIES
(A-E). DATA FROM THE INTERVIEW WITH THE PILOT INTERVIEWEE, who until the brink of
the research year, was a serving HOY, has been included also.

INTERVIEW A
She only has after school time to fulfil the role, and 7 periods of non contact time
- usually losing approximately 2 weekly for cover, with less next year.
She would feel uncomfortable as HOY suggesting tactics to a more experienced
teacher and some of her tutors would have been more senior to herself.
She felt that there was little feedback from outside agencies. She felt that the role
is supportive of pupils as well as of teachers. As HOY she has pupils sent to her
when she is in the middle of teaching- difficult because her teaching time is being
taken up. She sees the most difficult aspect of the job to fulfil is fostering parental
involvement- lack of communication from parents who see contact as negative.
For (Q 1d, Appendix 7), she thought the referral system was good but needed to
be adhered to. The TIME it takes to fulfil was a major constraint.
Her perception was that children presenting with most problems were kept with
the year head more, even after several suspensions.
For ROLE SET of a year head, she felt she worked primarily with the Key Stage
tutor. She also included class tutors, pupils and parents.
The ks tutor, her line manager, puts written communications into her pigeonhole.
With a pupil going on up it is very beneficial to have all the paperwork. She felt
that feedback from the referral structure was minimal- on a 'need to know' basis.
Stressors:The constant stream of written but more verbal concerns.
Regarding effectiveness, the year head felt that inconsistency above her filters
down also to class tutors who feel she is not fulfilling the policy effectively either.
She has experienced this, (ie Appendix 7 Q5k) going to a HOD about a problem
a pupil was having with a teacher. The HOD followed this up. She did not like to
go behind someone's back. She did feel passed over or undermined at times.
She feels that she should be overlooking the whole picture for pupils but dealing
with individual incidents etc (just a holding exercise) means that she does not
have the time to do this. She felt that the pastoral/academic divide did exist.
She did not feel that a year head has the autonomy that they had in the 70s.
She does not feel like a middle manager. She does not feel "the job is given the
worth of a middle manager". She feels her tutors and herself are part of a team.
She does not feel she gives to them or really helps them. She does not feel that
they expect training but they do expect guidance. She does not feel like a line
manager, she does not feel like anyone's boss - it is more collegial.
She would like to be nipping in at registration making positive comments to the
classes and passing on praise if pupils have behaved well on a trip, which would
also be positive reinforcement help to the class tutor... & seeing the good pupils.
She did not feel part of the decision making process in the school. She felt the
decision making was hierarchical/bureaucratic most of the time.

She felt colleagueswere openin expressingopinionson aspectsof the policy.
She felt therewas a differentiationbetweenwhat the core valuesshould be ie
honestyand respectand right etc and the realityie show andpomp.
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She did NOT feel valued as a year head but was trusted by her team. She was
not sure about whether she was trusted by those above her, citing an example ...
Year Heads aren't in the 'loops' all the time ... Even pupils fill you in.
She felt that she relied on the grapevine to find things out. The daily briefing
'informed' her but got her back up as discussions were introduced.
INTERVIEW B
Because of the time constraints of dealing with and supporting a difficult class
she feels that a couple of less troublesome classes have been neglected without
a doubt. The role is almost remedial. "Frantic activity in the school." You rush out
essentially not knowing what is going to come up. She felt the team were very
good in her year. "You are pulled in so many ways."
Time was a major constraint on her ability to do her job well. She saw the time
factor was a management issue and that if the role of class tutor was primarily
admin & HOYs had more time allocated - they could deal with behaviour issues.
Regarding discipline in the school, she felt that once it went beyond the Key
Stage Tutor things seemed to be very fragmented. "There does not seem to be
consistency in practice." She felt her team of tutors were all very different but
amazingly good and experienced and there was no reward for the role, it was just
expected and there was no real training for it either.
She felt,"day to day the role was `SENT' to me from below' and "that is the
way it should be."With more time she could do more- a year to get the overview.
Outside school, she had only been on a half-day ELB course.
She felt the quasi consultation process... was manipulative.
She felt that there was a lack of consistency from the top to appease a parent...
Even if they do not agree with what you are doing you should be able to expect
colleague support. This would be an important aspect of empowering the year
head, rather than undermining them as, she felt, happens.
There was mutual respect with her line manager and good feedback from her...
Regarding the expectations from the top (ie above her line manager) of her role,
she felt it was probably to keep things out of their way... Expectations of othersthey saw her as a reference point, even "a trouble shooter".
She did not feel that HOYs and HODs needed to have specific meetings
"meetings for the sake of meetings" She felt time was a massive issue.
She felt that there needed to be more staff meetings.

She found the phonea nightmarein terms of interruptions.
The biggestcauseof stress is the time constrainthavingto be in so manyplaces
and deal with everythingat once (roleoverload)- so muchto do.
She often has pupils in her room to help out with a situation while she teaches.
She felt that the year assemblies were valuable for the year group but that they
were sporadic this year... however she did not have her class tutors with her.
She acknowledged that it was so important to have a lot of paperwork on a pupil
as evidence and an over view, providing valuable information.
She was not totally happy with the feedback from outside agencies.
Teachers after all are professional people.
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She feels the HOY role needs to be clarified more. She mentioned the
remuneration disparity -5 HODS have 2 management points but HOYs have one.
She felt that nowadays year heads do not have autonomy. She feels as the job
description has got bigger and bigger it is both never ending and unpredictable.
She felt that `middlemanagement' wasjust a term. She did not see that she had
any forum to interact with senior management (other than the at key stage
meetings). The system is too top heavy.
She felt that time and targets for attendance etc mean that there is no time to
train her team of tutors. She does trust her tutors She has to respect their
handling and go with their professionaljudgement.
She sees class tutors as unsung heroes as it is a role without remuneration.
She felt the core values and ethos were about "image and public perception".
She felt that the culture of the school does not allow teachers to acknowledge
difficulties in their dealings with a child. She felt there was no real forum for this
and no support mechanism- you pedal alone. She felt it was a lot about image
and there was no real respect for the staff and that they were not valued.
She felt valued as HOY by class tutors and by KS Tutor but other than that, no.
She saw decision making in the school as totally bureaucratic and hierarchical.
INTERVIEW C
She rejected the idea of being a "line" manager to the tutors. She saw them very
much AS a team, not expecting training from her, but maybe some guidance.
She saw them as equal professionals- she did not feel she was over them. She
felt she was a conduit, filtering the class tutors' views up. She trusted them.
She feels that there should be a lot more autonomy with the role. "Nowadays it
has little autonomy". She thought that the Positive Behaviour Policy was not
being implemented properly or consistently in the school currently; for a serious
matter, a 2-3 day 'suspension' was not a big deal.
She felt that the HOY paperwork previously had been manageable, but... She
saw this very much as role overload rather than any type of enhancement of the
year head role. She felt that the amount a year head had to do in the very small
amount of time given was ridiculous, bearing in mind their subject department
and other meetings after school etc. One free class daily would really help.
She did at times, feel undermined.
The main stressor was feeling powerless in the year head role. When asked
about core values she differentiated between the real ones, as opposed to the
official ones re caring etc which she saw as how the school is presented, "the
show". There was not enough communication- numerous directives.
As a middle 'manager' she felt a lack of freedom because of very tight
management and instructions from above but part of the job was carrying up
concerns from the class tutors and trying to fulfil expectations from below.
She thought that class tutors not having a written job description was a disgrace
as so much more can be added on to the job. A job description, she felt could
clarify their role and in turn the year head's role.

For HOYs,she thoughtthat the on-goingtraining,supportand guidancefrom
abovein the rolewas "too controlling".
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She described the buzzwords in the expectations from above as "promoting
teaching and learning". The constraints which stopped her fulfilling the role the
way she wanted to were; very firm management, the time aspect ...
She was not happy with the feedback from outside agencies... She felt that
paperwork did not benefit the kids.
She felt that the pastoral/academic divide is still very true. She did not feel that
the school's culture allows teachers to admit weaknesses in dealing with pupils.
She did not feel valued as a year head but she felt she was "trusted by my
team". She felt the question re being trusted by those above was "a difficult one
to answer" because she didn't believe in toeing the line.
She was not happy with the feedback within the system. She felt kept out of the
loop as everything was on a 'need to know' basis. She acknowledged that she
had to rely on the grapevine to find out things in her own year level.
INTERVIEW D
Simply not enough time to carry out the main duties and her other duties as well.
She would like to be able to call into classes at registration times now and again
to see how things are going and to raise the profile of the role but because she
is used to cover absent class tutors in her year, and you are "fire fighting".
there is seldom time. The main difficulty is having to teach a substantial timetable
as well. There was no on-going training from her own line manager.
Now input from SMT filters down, from the Key Stage Tutor Meetings a few days
before the year meetings, what they want you to do. She felt that the VP and
principal expect her to take care of low level misbehaviour, attendance and
punctuality and take assembly every six weeks or so. Class tutors expect her to
deal with situations that they cannot deal with. The KS tutor expects her to
disseminate information from above and to deal with things.
There was no feedback from outside agencies she was merely asked for
information at short notice, so it was one way.
The phone constantly interrupts classes which she finds extremely stressful.
Role conflict turned out to be a major difficulty because it was hard to get on with
the amount of teaching she has, with telephonic interruptions and pupils being
sent during class, when she is teaching. There was also the time factor of NOT
getting time to do the HOD work as the other took priority. She felt no HOD
should be able to apply for an additional role such as HOY, as these roles were
totally incompatible (and conflicting) and too much responsibility for one person.
She felt that it would be nice for class tutors to have a written job description in
order to see what their parameters were. They are like conduits or filters to the
year head. Perhaps it would help to clarify their role and therefore that of the
year head. Because she is working with colleagues, she would never refuse a
referral from a class tutor. She gave an example of an overlap of class tutor and
HOY responsibility regarding attendance notes which was wasting time.
A stressor -people wanting her to deal with things immediately and some people
expecting her to give off to a pupil, on their say so and in front of them.
Feedback was indirect -she hears at the morning briefing etc or she doesn't hear
of someone being sent home in her year until the next morning's briefing.
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If one teacher was having a problem with a class and no one else was, she
would deal with this scenario (Appendix 7,Q5k) by dealing with the symptoms.
She felt strongly that it was not her job to deal with teachers. She saw the
suggested scenario as a management ie senior management, role.
The main change she would like would be to give year heads more power and to
trust them more to deal with things. Previously they had more autonomy but
nowadays there was no autonomy in the role of year head.
She feels here is no sense of the HOY as in total charge of (managing) the year
- just another layer of the hierarchy. She felt undermined.
She said that the job was called middle management, and she would LIKE it to
be middle management but she did not feel that it was. It was more like
"gathering up the pieces". She did not train her team at all, as her view was that it
was not a middle management role. She trusts her class tutors implicitly and
they trust each other. She would never question someone about how they
handled something. There was an ethos of truth and teaching the whole child, a caring school. She did feel valued as HOY, by the class tutors, but not by the
higher layers of management. She very much felt trusted by her team. She felt
trusted by those above her but felt that she would be checked up on.
At times she was "kept out of the information loop" but she did feel part of the
school decision making process. Decision making in the school she saw as
definitely hierarchical and not collegial.
She saw the daily briefings as informing her rather than adding to her work load.
INTERVIEW E
When appointed HOY, she remained as class tutor for a year due to timetabling.
She felt that difficult aspects of the role were, dealing with parents where there is
a lack of parental support, the admin... The great lack of time to do these things
makes the job very frustrating. Time after school is used for duties. Some
weeks she "would be tortured". This year has 9 'free' classes but would regularly
lose some for cover. Next year she will only have 5 'free' classes.
The only training was a full day ELB course at a teachers' centre. She felt it had
been more suitable for a HOD type line manager with an emphasis on it on time
management, and that it had been of no benefit at all.
Expectations are that she is an efficient manager, "running a tight ship".
She saw the daily briefing as not adding to her work as HOY, but informing.
She is happy with the feedback from outside bodies.
She felt "More recognition for the work HOYs do daily" would raise their profile.
She felt sometimes passed over or undermined especially if she was not
informed of things connected with her year, eg suspensions and behaviour.

She believedthat HOYsare responsiblefor the developmentof the whole childspiritually,academicallyand socially".
Shedid not see the pastoral/academicdivideas important.
She does not view herself as a middle manager and does not feel she can have
a training role for her team. She has tried to lead by example. She did not feel
that her team would resent training as they are professionals themselves.
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She felt that balancing up accountability and trust was done by monitoring and
evaluating, observation and participation, within the pastoral team.
She feels trusted by her team and that the school upholds the Dominican ethos.
She does feel part of the decision making process in the school at times.
SHORT EXTRACTS FROM INTERVIEWSWITH SOME HODS, POST 16 COORDINATOR AND A PART TIME TEACHER
INTERVIEW p
She noted that HODs meetings are always taken by the Principal, whereas the
HOY meetings are taken by the KS Tutors - it seems to reflect a difference in
status she felt. Some HODS have two points but all year heads have one point.
An example of a behavioural incident which was handled badly was the on-going
way the problem of confiscated jewellery is handled. If parents come up
aggressively they always get it back immediately. Consistency. "All you have to
do is say 'no' once."
It would be difficult if a class tutor or Year Head made such an approach
(Appendix, 1, the "scenario" question 16) but it would be a valid part of their role,
she felt. It is very difficult because of the idea of trust.
She felt that the Year Heads do have a role in the academic progress of the
pupils.and saw the HOD role set as; department members, SENCO, HOYs from
other years, class tutors of classes taught, parents, pupils and also other HODS.
The Year assemblies she saw as having no effect on discipline as the children
are standing fidgeting. If seated ... could have a positive effect on discipline.
In another school, the interviewee said she knew that the year heads had an
extra two free periods per week. She was not sure in this school.
INTERVIEW q
She felt completely in favour of the "new" Positive Behaviour Policy as a form of
positive discipline, and in aligning pupils to types of behaviour which should be
rewarded and thereby taking away from the negative.
She felt year heads should be out on the corridors between the classes raising
their profiles, being out and about and being seen by the pupils. She stated that
year heads receive training, and should train their class tutors. It was a middle
management role. She stated that there were no staff meetings.

INTERVIEWr

She expressed a worry that a parent could get really fed up with a school if a
variety of people were phoning home about different subjects etc.
Regarding outings for children in behavioural situations, she thought that
the effect which it had on other children who were left out had not been
thought out. She advocated discussion so that everyone on the staff had
the same vision. She felt there should be more communication & discussion
on how the Positive Behaviour Policy is applied.
She felt that year assemblies had little to do with discipline. The standing
about resulted in them being ineffective.
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She felt they Year Heads had very limited time. She could see little point in a
year head phoning a day after an incident. She could not see how all these roles
could carry out their functions if there was no cross communication. She noted,
"There are no staff meetings -you need cross fertilisation..."
INTERVIEW s
She felt the Positive Behaviour Policy was very good in theory-It is in transition.
She noted that most HOYs would have been appointed under the older job
description. All her HOD work has to be done after school.
She very much believes that the HOD has a role in discipline in the dept.
Members of her Dept help each other out (team work) and Buddy system.
Regarding the role of year head in the academic progress of pupils in their year,
she felt that if HOYs are going to be very much involved in academic progress
this would necessitate frequent meetings with subject teachers and HODs.
Regarding the role set of a HOD; Key Stage Tutor, Year Heads, own dept,
teachers, pupils, parents, subject adviser.
Her suggestion for improving the Positive Behaviour Policy would be to
move it more into practice and constantly re-visit it and find that bits of it are
not being implemented. The problem is that children are almost
congratulated and rewarded for a week's good behaviour yet other children
who are good for 52 weeks get nothing.
She felt that assemblies were important in telling pupils what is happening in the
school with prizes showing them appreciation at their key stage.
She was not sure how much time year heads get. She felt they might possibly
have one free period a day plus registration. The Policy is the Positive
Behaviour, not discipline. Roles would be clear at a glance and jargon free.
INTERVIEW t
She felt that generally something has to be done in terms of structure so even
having a positive behaviour policy was positive. She would have no difficulty with
a HOY or tutor coming with a problem in the class of one of her department. She
would be glad to know and would try to get the teacher to tell her by asking how
she was getting on with... Sometimes an outsider can see something you can't
see. She saw this in no way as a conflict with her role as HOD.
This HOD did not include HOYs in her role set but did include colleagues in
nearby classrooms (Buddies). Thinking about the role of a HOY, she did not see
the HODs as part of their role set- as she said it involves another layer of
bureaucracy and going through different hierarchies.
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SHORT EXTRACTSFROM OBSERVEDMEETINGS

(SOME ARE HEADS OF YEAR WITH CLASS TUTORS AND SOME ARE KEY STAGE)

AUGUST2002 YEAR - MEETING(First of year 02-03)
MEETINGa
(9 agenda items originally,plus AOB)
An agenda could not be distributed in advance since it was based on the
Key Stage Meeting, which occurred just before it.
If form period is last class then pupils could get out early at times as a
reward. This would go ahead if the new principal agreed, but would be
monitored. Those not having form period last worried about their classes.
The Principal, is determined to target litter. There is to be zero tolerance.
Again the intention is to be very strict on the subject of braided hair, for
health and safety reasons. Teachers need to use initiative but there was
some discussion of pupils who habitually wear skirts which are far too
short. White socks are totally banned. The no jewellery rule will continue.
The Year Head clarified that all the class tutors were fully au fait with the
referral procedures for behaviour etc. She offered referral & attendance
reports-and tutorial booklets and confirmed the Late Book operation.
It was stressed that contact phone numbers/addresses needed to be
updated for the office as the school uses the Truancy Call system.
Anyone insisting on getting out for doctor or dentist would be seen by
HOY as such appointments could not be made in school hours.

Also - pupilswere habituallynot bringing in absence notes...
A supply of "dockets"was also offered,which some parentsfound it
easier to fill in, ratherthan writing a letter.
NOVEMBER2002 YEAR - MEETING
MEETINGb
(8 agendaitems originally)

The HOY welcomed and thanked the class tutors for up-dates sent.
POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR POLICY - The parent part is to be sent out once
class tutors have commented/amended it for the VP. The year head
suggested the tutors could comment on it separately, if they wished,
rather than taking up time at the meeting as so much to be got through.
PUPIL INFORMATION FILES -A class tutor agreed about their
importance and gave an example of where she hadn't known there was a
problem at all. In terms of adding to files, one class tutor pointed out that
the class tutors had an awful lot to do. She wanted this passed on to the
year head meeting with Key Stage tutor. The year head readily agreed it
would be minuted but said that hopefully it would save class tutor time
because teachers could add things that other teachers needed to know.
Another tutor agreed that registration was really hectic.

A tutor felt that things relevantto pupilsshould be mentionedto teachers.
"Briefingsare unsuitablefor this as studentteachersare there," she said.
It had been suggestedat the Key Stage Meeting,the HOY explained,that
everythingcould be completedtoday (in terms of adding informationto
pupil files) but the year head appreciatedthat this wouldnot be possible.
ATTENDANCE-The HOY said she wanted to speakto pupils with poor
attendancebut would be guided by the class tutors as some could be
genuine.She stressedthat the tutors wouldknow the individual
circumstancesre absencesas they were the ones on the ground. One
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tutor suggested there had been a lot of genuine illness, and that it was a
very abnormal time. The year head mentioned names but then stressed
that she did not want to give tutors extra unnecessary work but queried
the actual computerised role/attendance information, as did one tutor.
DETENTION One tutor raised an issue about a child not attending
detention for late coming but felt the she would rather the child comes to
school rather than stays at home. For some children it is a bonus if they
come in at all as the family sleeps in. Staff need to be aware of this.
Regarding latecoming, the year head will give out lists from the late book
to see if they tally with the class tutors' own information.
PREFECTS- ROLES- The HOY explained that the KS Tutor felt that with
the school focus on literacy, the prefects should be supervising reading
with the classes at briefing time, giving them a more positive role.
The year head said she had told the Key Stage meeting that she would
prefer to consult the teachers regarding the room use for registrations...
TUTORIAL PROGRAMME - The drugs and alcohol talk with outside
speakers, if arranged, could save tutors duplicating this work.

The HOY had askedthe school nurseto talk, if requested,to the year
group.The year head thanked everyonefor their contributions.
SEPTEMBER 2002 YEAR - MEETING
MEETING c
Tutors were welcomed to the meeting by the Year Head who then asked
for names of pupils currently giving tutors problems regarding attendance
and lateness. Tutors were invited one at a time to mention names.
She ensured that each tutor had a pastoral programme file with all the
materials, encouraging tutors to extend bits as and when necessary.
It was agreed that prizes were better given out at the HOY assembly.
Handouts were given out to each tutor for consultation on the Rights and
Responsibilities of Parents - tying up the final bit of consultation with a
group of parents, regarding the (new) Positive Behaviour Policy, which
the former principal had been involved with. All comments were minuted.
A tutor asked about letting pupils out early as a reward for good
behaviour, especially if form class was last in the afternoon. The Year
head stated that the Principal had said to leave it with her, when it was
discussed but she hadn't got back to the Year Heads yet. Friday pm was
discussed as ideal, if form classes could be timetabled for that time. All
this was minuted. They discussed it as an added monthly incentive one
feeling strongly that it could be an excellent incentive to those not having
100% attendance, punctuality and behaviour.

At 3.45pmthe meetingended and the HOY thanked everyone.
MEETINGd

APRIL 2003

KEY STAGE - MEETING

The fact that many pupils come in at breaktime was noted. One HOY felt
they were opting out. One HOY felt basically that no importance was
placed on education whatsoever... Another HOY suggested if school had
its own attendance officer... The KS Tutor revealed that the principal was
trying to get funding for a teacher to do home-school liaison.

A HOY drew attentionto how school targetedpupils for the GCSE
suggestingthat it would be better if the school targetedthose attenders
who aren't too bad ratherthan the very disaffected.This could actually
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produce a real improvement. It was agreed that this together with the
home/school attendance teacher might be the way to proceed.
The Key Stage Tutor asked the year heads about pupils on report. She
would keep a couple of girls for a week and pass them back to the HOY.
On one day, a HOY stated, there werel2 pupils reporting to herself.
The KS Tutor asked for comments from her team of year heads on the
proposed 10 period day, and asked them to raise the matter with their
year teams at their meetings on Wednesday.
Year Heads were given the draft Drugs Policy and asked to have a look
and comment so that amendments could be made before duplication.
All agreed that it was useful to have the sanctions clearly listed.

MEETINGe
MARCH2003 JOINT KEY STAGEMEETING,(ALL
HOYSPLUS THE TWO KEY STAGETUTORS).
(On proposed power point version of the Positive Behaviour Policy)
Some HOYs wanted the order of the aims of the school changed but a
KS Tutor explained that this was the order in all the school documents. It
was suggested that perhaps people would be given a copy to work on a
few pages each of suggestions. One HOY felt that putting it on power
point was a marvellous idea, but her KS Tutor pointed out to her that the
idea had initially come from that HOY. 2 HOYs felt that it would be useful
at year assemblies. Yet another hoped it might almost work by the power
of auto-suggestion, that the pupils would get used to the images and
rules and unconsciously absorb them. There were suggestions about
putting the code of conduct/rules onto the school's plasma screen, on
assembly hall doors and on the electronic displays.

MEETINGf

MARCH 2003

YEAR - MEETING

HOY checked everyone had got a copy of the minutes for Jan 2003.
Arising from the minutes, the HOY mentioned that the referral names for
the EWO had been given to the KS Tutor but that no more had been
heard. In the minutes however some pupils were to be referred to as
'educated off site' in the rolls. The HOY would like to know what going on.
Tutors were then given some feedback re pupils helped by ELB Support
Services. The SENCO (also a tutor) mentioned that support was not just
for bad behaviour but was available for low self esteem. A tutor asked
about a pupil and the SENCO offered to raise it with the ELB link person.
The HOY asked for 2 names per class, for rewards based on whatever
criteria that the class tutors wished.
The HOY brought up pupils wearing makeup. Class tutors joined in with
suggestions to enforce the NO makeup rule. The HOY suggested
sending them down to the welfare assistant to remove it but tutors
mentioned problems of some being allergic to the removers.

The HOY askedthe class tutors to let her know now of pupilswho just
needed to attend a bit moreto improvepossibleGCSE grades. She was
willing to phone homes and do an extrapush on this as tutors had been
following up these girls a lot and could be fed up with some. The HOY felt
she could be "a differentvoice on the phone"chasingthem up, much as
the EWO does. Eachtutor, includingthe SENCO,availed of this help.
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MEETING g
JANUARY 2003
YEAR - MEETING
tutor
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week
proposed that all class tutors should again interview each of their class
for 3 or 4 minutes about their progress in their tests and their set targets
and how they could improve, as was done in September, following the
June test results. The KS Tutor wanted targets reviewed. The HOY
explained that the KS Tutor wanted the parents involved, if possible.
The tutors were happy enough to do these interviews but felt that inviting
parents in would be a logistical nightmare for 3-4 minute meetings (and of
little value), AND a parents' meeting was coming up. The HOY, referring
to the September experience felt that 3-4 minutes was simply not enough
and suggested some strategies to shorten the necessary time.

All of this was minutedand the HOY agreed to go back to the KS Tutor
with the tutors' views that all were willing to do it in tutorialtime but all felt
that having the parents in for these would be a mistake...

A detailed discussion ensued resulting in the idea that the pupils would fill
target sheets in, for homework, and the tutor at the interview could then
suggest additional targets if necessary. Parents would then sign and
comment on them. The HOY offered to use her free time to cover for the
tutor with the large class. The HOY stated that suggestions of targets
could be made in class, especially for the weaker pupils. Target sheets
are to be given to the pupils that Friday [this meeting was on a Monday]
and collected the next Monday. The logistics were clarified in the minutes.
[The meeting had a relaxed, friendly atmosphere even though business
like. There was some ribbing of a tutor taking the minutes who asked for
spellings of some of the more complicated surnames. ]

During a discussionof condonedabsenceand poor punctuality,the HOY
gave a helpfulexample of how she had dealt with such an issue (as a
class tutor). One tutor describedencouraginga pupil to get off report...
Tutorsthen mentionedanyonewho was causingconcern...
45 minutes into the meeting, the KS Tutor calledin. The HOY explained
her idea about the target sheets going home on Friday and being
collectedon the Mondayto facilitatethe pupil interviews,as discussed
earlier.The KS Tutor stated that a similar sheet had been includedwith
the reportsfor the parentsto sign. No one had been aware of this. The
KS Tutor then explainedthat there was no need for parentsto be at these
interviewssince a parents' meetingwas coming up shortly.
The meeting ended at 4.1 Opm

MAY 2003 YEAR - MEETING
MEETING h
The pastoral meetingswere at short notice, with no time to distributean
agenda so the meetingworked from this Year Head'sAgenda (13 items).
f Pupils on report
f Tutorial Programme- Revision
f Videoson Road Safety coming
f AttendanceCertificates- names
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Daily Detention- must go regardlessof reasonto get home
Rewards-Easter Success- Certificatesthis week
Draft Drugs Policy (available from HOY)
Merit Awards

Peer Mediation- secondassemblybased on it today
Year Link HOY and KS Tutor
_
Detention
going well

f
f Named pupil - more bullying today - what to do
f Year Field Trip - Medication information
The first _item was discussed at length with each tutor present. They listed
who was on report and for what. One tutor brought up a query with regard
to the referral system in relation to persistent offenders. The year head
got out the tutorial booklet where some information had been reproduced
in an attempt to clarify the situation. It does not state for example that one
child comes with 10 reports to the year head (is two weeks on report). It
was thought to be 15 ie THREE weeks. Then when they go to the Year
Head and do 10 reports, what happens? The HOY agreed that there is
ambiguity because she herself had girls on report for 3-4 months. One
child, she acknowledged, would always need to be maintained at HOY
level, even though she'd been up to KS Tutor. The policy, she reiterated,
is inclusion. There was no where to go other than up. The KS Tutor was
aware that the HOY was keeping some pupils for longer than the 15
reports. The HOY minuted this ambiguity. A tutor with many pupils on
report noted she had considerable work in the mornings...

- At this point the Key Stage Tutorjoined the meetingand gave the HOY
anotherAgenda. One item was not on the HOY originalAgenda.

The Key Stage tutor wanted to tell all the tutors about Peer Mediation.
She was aware from previous minutes that some tutors were concerned
that peer mediators would be dealing with things they were not able for.
She asked the Year Head how her role play Year Assembly [observed by
the researcher] on peer mediation had gone that day.
The KS Tutor asked if there were any issues arising from the agenda.
The problem was raised about another child who simply refuses to do her
homework for one subject- ever. The KS Tutor felt there was a friendship
group problem. She asked that this problem be left with her.
Then the Year Head raised the concern re clarification about the 15
reports and referrals on up the system. The KS Tutor felt that the 15
reports do NOT work at HOY level and at KS level. She really felt that this

aspect of the BehaviouralPolicy wouldneed to be looked at again and
updated. She had 4 on report at the KS level and it takes her all her time,
she stated,as they are major.Therefore,she felt, if her Year Headswere
to refer on up after 15 reports she would be inundatedwith nine or ten.
She felt that pupils neededthe incentiveof being moved DOWN.The
HOY reiteratedthat she was happy to keep one child on for the next 3
weeks until the tests as the school was workingon positive behaviour.
The KS Tutorascertainedwho else was on report to the HOY, double
checked with anothertutor who she had on report and went through the
attendancestoo from the list. She then asked if the meetinghad got as
far as the Drugs Policy (they had not) and said feedback(re the Drugs
Policy) was needed as soon possible. The meeting ended at 4.1Opm.

